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Introduction

National Operational Guidance is divided into three main activity categories: fires and firefighting,
performing rescues and hazardous materials. All these activities take place in certain contexts.
Some hazards apply to all activities but how they are controlled depends on the context of the
incident.
This National Operational Guidance sets out the high-level knowledge, hazards and actions that
should be considered in operations occurring subsurface, at height, in confined spaces and
within/around collapsed or unstable structures. These are some of the most complex areas that
fire and rescue services work in and include both geological and manmade structures.
Fire and rescue services frequently attend incidents that involve a combination of these contexts,
where danger to operational crews and the public is significant. This guidance aims to promote and
develop good practice and to support the development of safe systems of work to minimise the
dangers faced by fire and rescue services in these environments. It also supports the development
of intervention strategies and operational procedures.
This guidance specifically deals with potential hazards occurring subsurface, at height and in
structural and confined space environments. It also suggests a number of potential control
measures and links to other National Operational Guidance. Fire and rescue services can build on
this guidance in line with their local risk assessment. This guidance may suggest further
information to be considered when reviewing the hazard and control statement and the resulting
guidance.
The guidance should be read in conjunction with other pieces of National Operational Guidance.
When reference is made to working with other agencies, please refer to the Joint Emergency
Services Interoperability Principles (JESIP) Joint Doctrine for further information.

Relevant knowledge

To make an effective response, each fire and rescue service needs a consistent approach that
forms the basis for common operational practices and supports interoperability between fire and
rescue services, other emergency responders, infrastructure managers and users.
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Fire and rescue service boundaries mean that different services may attend an incident. A joint
approach is therefore essential. Understanding the typical hazards faced by incident commanders
in these environments and adhering to the relevant control measures will ultimately lead to
improved public and firefighter safety.
At an incident, the highest priority for fire and rescue services will always be the safety of the public
and responders. Effective and informed action by responders can reduce hazards and help ensure
the safety of the public and responders.
Large-scale incidents involving any structure during construction or in use are unusual, which
makes it difficult for fire and rescue services to gain experience and test procedures, but the
fundamental principles of operational response remain the same. All fire and rescue service
personnel liaising with contractors or infrastructure managers should receive appropriate training
in the skills and techniques required. It is also crucial that the statutory duties and limitations
placed on the fire and rescue service, and those of the relevant duty holder, are examined and that
those managing such projects understand this underpinning knowledge.
Although certain hazards will be common to all incidents, the environment in which they occur will
vary. This is particularly the case during construction, where access and intervention will require
specific strategies and procedures.
During an incident at a fully functioning structure, such as a road or rail tunnel, fire and rescue
services may have the additional pressure of maintaining business continuity, especially where the
incident has a significant impact and wide disruption is likely. From a fire and rescue service
perspective, business continuity should be considered relative to the impact the incident has on the
local community and economy. The most important consideration will always be the safety of
emergency service personnel and the public.
At all incidents, it will be necessary to preserve the scene for investigation purposes. Other
organisations may have to carry out their own investigations. The police, British Transport Police,
Office of Road and Rail, Rail Accident Investigation Branch, as well as local agencies, will all need to
be considered when dealing with certain subsurface-related incidents.
Fire and rescue services will regularly work at height at incidents, along with general day-to-day
activities that require personnel to take measures to protect themselves and others from the risk of
falls. Working at height may be achieved safely using a variety of equipment and techniques.
Environments that require personnel to work at height can be found above and below ground, in
urban and rural areas, in natural and manmade structures, and in both operational and nonoperational scenarios.
For the purpose of this guidance, above ground structures do not generally include buildings,
unless the condition of the building requires the use of work at height equipment, such as when
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stairways and lifts have been compromised and aerial appliances, rope rescue or similar might be
used to resolve the incident. Structures such as wind turbines and scaffolding will nearly always
require specific work at height equipment.
Legislation clearly defines a confined space, and operating in these environments requires core and
specialist skills, including techniques for working at height. Other areas that do not satisfy the
specified risks for a confined space may be as challenging owing to varying degrees of difficulty in
access and egress. Dealing with these environments will require similar skill sets and equipment as
those for confined spaces.
Incidents involving underground structures may also require varied techniques and specialised
equipment, including those needed for work at height and in confined spaces. In this guidance,
underground structures may be referred to as subsurface or below ground structures, depending
on the context.
All or any of the above may involve a collapsed or unstable structure, and as such could include a
combination of hazards.

Legislation

Civil Contingencies Act 2004
The Civil Contingencies Act 2004 (Contingency Planning) (Scotland) Regulations 2005
The Civil Contingencies Act 2004 (Contingency Planning) (Amendment) Regulations 2012 (The 2012
regulations)
Confined Spaces Regulations 1997
Confined Spaces Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1999 (The Regulations)
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002
Corporate Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide Act 2007
Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002
Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002
The Environmental Damage (Prevention and Remediation) (England) Regulations 2015
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The Environmental Damage (Prevention and Remediation) (England) (Amendment) Regulations
2015
The Environmental Damage (Prevention and Remediation) (Amendment) (Wales) Regulations 2015
Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2010
Fire (Scotland) Act 2005
Fire and Rescue Services (Emergencies) (England) Order 2007
Fire (Additional Function) Scotland Order 2005 [Scotland]
Fire and Rescue Services (Emergencies) (Wales) Order 2007
Fire and Rescue Services (Emergencies) (Northern Ireland) Order 2011
Fire and Rescue Services (Northern Ireland) Order 2006
Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004
Health and Safety (Consultation with Employees) Regulations 1996
Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974
Health and Safety at Work (Northern Ireland) Order 1978
Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1999
Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2000
Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 1992
Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1993
Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984
Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998
Safety Representatives and Safety Committees Regulations 1977
Work in Compressed Air Regulations 1996
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Work in Compressed Air Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2004
Work at Height (Amendment) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2007
Work at Height (Amendment) Regulations 2007
Work at Height Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2005
Work at Height Regulations 2005

Risk management plan

Each fire and rescue authority must develop a strategic direction through a risk management plan.
To determine the extent of their firefighting and rescue capability, strategic managers will consider
their statutory duties and the reasonably foreseeable risk in their areas.
Work to identify risk and prepare operational plans should consider all stakeholders, including local
emergency planning groups, and the fire and rescue service risk management plan. 
When developing risk management plans and strategies, fire and rescue services should also take
into account any other organisations, either voluntary or for-profit, that provide rescue services in
their area. They may include:
Mountain rescue
Cave rescue
Mines Rescue Service
Industry-related rescue teams

Responsibility of fire and rescue services

Fire and rescue services are responsible, under legislation and regulations, for developing policies
and procedures and to provide information, instruction, training and supervision to their personnel
about foreseeable hazards and the control measures used to reduce the risks arising from those
hazards.
This guidance sets out to provide fire and rescue services with sufficient knowledge about the
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potential hazards their personnel could encounter when attending incidents. Fire and rescue
services should ensure their policies, procedures and training cover all of the hazards and control
measures contained within this guidance.

Work at height

Work at height covers all work activities where there is a possibility that a fall from a distance that is
liable to cause injury could occur. The definition in the regulations states work at height is:
(a) work in any place, including a place at or below ground level;
(b) obtaining access to or egress from such place while at work, except by a staircase in a
permanent workplace, where, if measures required by these Regulations were not taken, a person
could fall a distance liable to cause personal injury.
This includes work above ground/floor level and areas where falls could occur from an edge or
through an opening or fragile surface, or falls from ground level into an opening in a floor or a hole
in the ground.
This is regardless of the work equipment being used, the time a person spends working or the
height at which the work is performed. Fire and rescue services must be aware that any place of
work could potentially include a work at height environment, depending on local conditions and
circumstances.
Note: work at height does not include a slip or a trip on the level, as a fall from height has to involve
a fall from one level to a lower level, nor does it include walking up and down a permanent
staircase.
The primary function of the work at height regulations is to legally require employers, including the
fire and rescue service, to ensure that all work at height is risk-assessed, properly planned,
appropriately supervised and carried out in a manner that is, so far as is reasonably practicable,
safe. The regulations state that plans should include planning for emergencies and rescue.
Examples of work at height include:
All training or work where there is a risk of falling
Using any ladder including roof ladders
Working on an aerial appliance decking or platform
Working on the roof of an appliance
This content is only valid at the time of download - 8-01-2023 09:48
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Rope rescue work and training
Working in confined space
Working on cliffs
Working on tower cranes
Firefighting and rescues on embankments, docks and quays
Offshore firefighting
Working on fixed structures
Working close to an excavation area where someone could fall
Working near a fragile surface
Maintaining vehicles and property

Establishing safe systems of work
Fire and rescue service personnel should only work at height when absolutely necessary. Where
there is a risk of falling from height, the hierarchy 'avoid, prevent, minimise' should be used:
Avoid work at height where it's reasonably practicable to do so
Where work at height cannot be avoided, prevent falls by using an existing safe place of work,
such as a non-fragile roof with a permanent edge protection
Where risk cannot be eliminated, minimise the distance and consequences of a fall by using
collective and personal protection
To reduce risk of injury or damage, personnel should always consider using alternative methods
before committing to higher-risk options. For example, for access to a dangerous structure, they
should consider using aerial appliances instead of rope-based or ladder systems.
When essential, work at height can be achieved in various ways.
Ladders
Ladders vary in length and are usually manufactured from aluminium using a riveted and trussed
construction. Double or triple extensions are commonly used in the fire and rescue service.
Aerial appliances
Turntable ladder (TL): A self-supporting and power operated extension ladder mounted on a
turntable. The ladder assembly is mounted on a self-propelled chassis above the rear axle.
The ladder usually consists of a main ladder and three or four telescopic extensions.
Hydraulic platform (HP): A platform attached to two or three booms, which are hinged
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together and assembled on a self-propelled chassis. The lower boom (or booms) pivots in a
vertical plane, while the third takes the form of a hinged or telescopic extension arm at the
upper end of the second boom.
Aerial ladder platform (ALP): These appliances combine the principle features of turntable
ladders (TL) and hydraulic platforms (HP) on a single appliance.
Working platforms
A working platform is any platform that can be used as a place of work or as a means of access to
or egress from a place of work at height (aerial appliances fitted with a cage are deemed a working
platform). Working platforms can also include any place of work on a scaffold, cradle, mobile
platform, trestle, gangway, gantry or stairway.
All working platforms should be properly supported and provided with guard rails and barriers set
at an appropriate height. Working platforms must be used in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions.
Rope access and rope rescue
Rope access and rope rescue can be achieved using a variety of systems and with many types of
equipment. Systems can be used in isolation or in conjunction with other work at height
equipment, including working platforms and aerial appliances.
Specialist wire systems
In UK fire and rescue services, these systems are generally only used by nationally accredited urban
search and rescue (USAR) teams or, in some cases, specialist rope rescue teams.
The line access and casualty extrication equipment (LACE) used by USAR teams usually involves
wire winches, rather than fabric rope systems, in circumstances where there is an increased risk of
damage such as in a collapsed structure or confined space environment.
Collective and personal protection
Collective protection is equipment that does not require the person working at height to act for it to
be effective, i.e. collective protection offers effective protection to more than one person. Where
practicable, collective fall protection should always take precedence over personal protective
equipment (PPE). An example of collective protection is a guard rail.
When planning work, the safest practical option should be selected; however, fall arrest may be the
only option in certain circumstances. Fall arrest systems are designed to halt the operator after
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they have fallen and slow their descent to a level where the kinetic energy created by the fall is
gradually dissipated to reduce the risk of injury. Once the fall arrest system has been used, it may
no longer be fit for further use (as in the case of personal fall arrest lanyards), so a pre-planned
rescue system may also need to be set up to recover the stranded user.
Fall arrest systems commonly used in industry and fire and rescue services comprise a full-body fall
arrest harness, a suitable anchor system and a fall arrest attachment. The fall arrest attachment
may take the form of:
Personal fall arrest lanyards
Mobile fall arrest devices
Retractable fall arrest block (inertia reel)
Some examples of where fall arrest may have to be deployed are:
On fragile structures/surfaces
Climbing a steel vertical ladder
Climbing a latticework tower or mast
Traversing along a latticework structure such as a crane jib
When fall arrest is used as a method of fall protection, the risk of falling remains. Continuous
attachment to suitable anchor(s) must be maintained, and anchor position, potential fall distance,
length of attachments and available clearance must be continually assessed.
Any work at height should include the provision for timely rescue and evacuation.
Whichever system or technique is selected, fire and rescue services and operational commanders
must always carry out an analytical risk assessment, which relies on the experience and knowledge
of the incident commander. In certain circumstances, the outcome of this risk assessment may be
to withdraw temporarily until subject matter experts with appropriate knowledge and experience
can assess the situation.
For more information, please refer to the HSE guidance for working at height.

Hazard - Work at height environment

Hazard Knowledge
A fire and rescue service may be required to attend and respond to a wide range of incidents at
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height involving a variety of environments, such as:
Above and below ground
The built environment, including buildings, buildings under construction and open structures
Natural environments such as steep ground, rock faces, excavations or sink holes
Working at height can be complex and will require risk assessment, planning (which must include
provision for emergency and rescue), provision of appropriate training and equipment and
adequate supervision. Fire and rescue personnel must understand the significant hazards and risks
associated with the physical environment when working at height, which may include:
Environmental conditions
Falling objects
Fragile surfaces
Equipment
Foreseeable injuries and illness sustained when working at height
Suspension intolerance (see HSE Evidence-based review of the current guidance on first aid
measures for suspension trauma)
Emergencies and rescue provision

Control measure - Situational awareness: Work
at height
Control measure knowledge
Situational awareness is a person's perception and understanding of the situation they face. It
includes their anticipation of what the situation might become, including the impact of their
actions. For an incident commander, it is their perspective on the scene of operations. For further
information on situational awareness see National Operational Guidance: Incident command.
At incidents that involve working at height there may be instances where the incident commander
cannot observe all areas of the incident and may not initially have enough information to maintain
situational awareness. It is essential for the incident commander to gather this information, so they
can understand and interpret the situation and anticipate what is likely to happen next.
Various sources of information may be available:
On-site personnel
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Tactical advisers
Reconnaissance crews at the scene of operations
Reconnaissance crews remote from the scene of operations, such as adjacent
buildings/structures
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs/drones)
See National Operational Guidance: Incident command - Command skills.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Monitor personnel for signs of stress, anxiety, vertigo or dizziness while working at height

Control measure - Establish appropriate cordon
controls: Work at height
Control measure knowledge
An inner cordon will be established to control the immediate scene of operations. The cordon must
take into account the specific factors associated with working at height, such as:
Almost any object falling from height may cause injury. Personal protective equipment (PPE)
should be worn inside the cordon but may not be enough to protect personnel from injury.
The wind can have a dramatic effect on how far objects travel: for example, a karabiner with a
sling attached will travel a considerable distance because the sling acts like a sail in the wind.
Even with no wind, some objects will naturally plane away from a structure.
The height at which work is taking place can have an impact on how dropped objects behave,
particularly if the wind is involved and if objects strike the structure on the way down, causing
them to bounce outwards.
There is a risk that equipment may be tampered with, for example, anchors could be
vulnerable if set up and then left unattended.
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A range of issues must therefore be taken into account when deciding on an appropriate cordon.
The unique situation and circumstances of each incident will inform the incident commander's
judgment about the size of a cordon and whether the minimum cordons recommended should be
increased.
The location and environmental conditions such as wind at the incident will need to be considered
when establishing an effective cordon around a work at height incident, as these factors could
affect the movement of an unsecured item falling from height. The type and shape of structure can
also have an effect on the way that items may fall, for example very tall buildings can create specific
wind conditions that can make items move laterally further than may be expected.
See National Operational Guidance: Incident command.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish and control inner and outer cordons, taking into account items falling from height
and wind conditions
Secure any unattended fall prevention systems to ensure they cannot be interfered with

Control measure - Consider requesting specialist
resources: Work at height
Control measure knowledge
Some incidents that involve risks associated with falling from height may require actions that are
beyond the capabilities of the initial response. In these circumstances incident commanders should
be aware of the restrictions that available equipment and training place on their ability to take
offensive action. In such circumstances technical rescue teams should be requested to attend the
incident.
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Have arrangements for mobilising technical rescue teams to incidents involving risks of falling
from height

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Request technical rescue teams to attend incidents involving confined space or work at height

Hazard - Unguarded edges

Hazard Knowledge
Firefighters responding to incidents may encounter unguarded edges around, for example, roofs,
cliff edges, sink holes, docks and quarries. Guards around edges may have been severely damaged
in an incident, as in the case of a serious fire in a high-rise building. The safety of crews in these
situations should be of paramount importance to incident commanders.
An unguarded edge is generally defined as a floor, gallery, balcony, roof or area that people can
access, and where there is no solid wall or raised rail of minimum 950mm high and no intermediate
guard rail to offer protection from falling.
The work at height environment and the equipment and techniques used to overcome the inherent
hazards will vary from incident to incident.
Most core work at height carried out by fire and rescue services will be on ladders and aerial
appliances. Fall protection methods using harnesses are often used, such as rope access and
rescue techniques, while wire equipment is used by specialist teams where necessary.

Control measure - Use appropriate work
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equipment
Control measure knowledge
Where it is not possible to avoid working at height near an unguarded edge then it is essential that
a safe system of work is established. Where possible, a temporary physical barrier should be
erected to provide collective protection to operational personnel. When the work at height
environment is above ground level, ladders (for short duration tasks against stable structures) and
mobile elevating working platforms (for long duration tasks and unstable structures) can be used to
prevent the need to work near or on the unguarded edge. Such equipment may not be practical
when the work at height environment is at ground level; for example, working at the top of cliff
edges, sink holes, docks or quarries. Risk assessment should always determine correct equipment
selection and deployment.
In any operation, sufficient measures should be identified or established to provide collective and
personal fall protection to minimise the distance and/or consequences of a fall. Practical examples
of collective protection include safety nets and soft landing systems where present (such as air bags
installed close to the level of the work). Personal protection can include using rope-based systems
that fall into three categories: work restraint, fall arrest and work positioning.
It is important that incident commanders select the most appropriate equipment and, where
necessary, consider using supplementary equipment to add protection to the initial equipment and
systems. Using items that will reduce uncontrolled or unexpected movement should also be
considered.
Appropriate pre-use equipment and system checks should be conducted prior personnel who will
rely on work equipment for safety are deployed.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make appropriate work equipment available to prevent responders falling from height

Tactical actions
All personnel must:
Use any work equipment or safety device provided in accordance with training and
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instructions
Incident commanders should:
Select the most appropriate work at height equipment for the activities and hazards identified
Use ladders for short duration tasks and request other equipment (e.g. aerial appliance) for
other activities

Control measure - Use a secondary system or
build in redundancy
Control measure knowledge
Using rope-based systems for access and rescue gives additional flexibility in certain operational
environments but the same systems can be vulnerable to damage or failure. This can lead to
catastrophic failure.
Poor selection of, or damage to, anchor systems, poor stowage/maintenance, incorrect system
selection or operator errors can put personnel and casualties in danger. Using secondary systems
to back up any possible system failure is therefore recommended and should be implemented
wherever possible.
Redundancy should be built in to rope access and rope rescue systems, to act as a backup in case
of failure. This can be done in many ways, but the most usual is to use a two-line system that starts
at the anchors and works through the whole system to the operator and casualty.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Implement predetermined procedures and emergency arrangements at incidents involving
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working at height
Use only personnel trained in the equipment and systems to advise or supervise work at
height operations
Ensure that work at height operating systems include an appropriate degree of redundancy

Control measure - Establish appropriate cordon
controls: Work at height
Control measure knowledge
An inner cordon will be established to control the immediate scene of operations. The cordon must
take into account the specific factors associated with working at height, such as:
Almost any object falling from height may cause injury. Personal protective equipment (PPE)
should be worn inside the cordon but may not be enough to protect personnel from injury.
The wind can have a dramatic effect on how far objects travel: for example, a karabiner with a
sling attached will travel a considerable distance because the sling acts like a sail in the wind.
Even with no wind, some objects will naturally plane away from a structure.
The height at which work is taking place can have an impact on how dropped objects behave,
particularly if the wind is involved and if objects strike the structure on the way down, causing
them to bounce outwards.
There is a risk that equipment may be tampered with, for example, anchors could be
vulnerable if set up and then left unattended.
A range of issues must therefore be taken into account when deciding on an appropriate cordon.
The unique situation and circumstances of each incident will inform the incident commander's
judgment about the size of a cordon and whether the minimum cordons recommended should be
increased.
The location and environmental conditions such as wind at the incident will need to be considered
when establishing an effective cordon around a work at height incident, as these factors could
affect the movement of an unsecured item falling from height. The type and shape of structure can
also have an effect on the way that items may fall, for example very tall buildings can create specific
wind conditions that can make items move laterally further than may be expected.
See National Operational Guidance: Incident command.
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Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish and control inner and outer cordons, taking into account items falling from height
and wind conditions
Secure any unattended fall prevention systems to ensure they cannot be interfered with

Control measure - Incident ground safety
management
Control measure knowledge
The incident command system is an all-hazards approach that provides the incident commander
with a structure they can adapt to every incident. The system helps to achieve a safe and efficient
way of organising people and equipment. The incident commander at the scene is the nominated
competent person. They can delegate some responsibilities to others; however, they remain
responsible for health and safety at an incident.
Providing risk-critical information at an incident is an essential part of the planning process. It has a
direct impact on safety. A lack of risk information, or failure to pass it on, can have a critical impact
on decisions made by an incident commander. See National Operational Guidance: Operations Information gathering.
Safety briefings
It will be necessary to organise safety briefings. As the incident develops or where the risk of injury
increases those briefings should be more comprehensive. See Communication.
Safety officer
The incident commander or sector commander may appoint a safety officer at any time. This
person should have suitable competencies for the role. A safety officer at larger incidents may be
designated as the safety sector commander from that time they will co-ordinate the role of other
safety officers.
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Safety within sectors
Sector commanders are responsible for the health and safety of people in their sector. Due to the
demands at an incident the sector commander might nominate a safety officer to assist them.
Although each safety officer should report to a sector commander, organisation of the safety
officer(s) will be managed by the safety sector commander.
Emergency evacuation and tactical withdrawal
The incident command system provides two formal means of withdrawing personnel from the
scene of operations:
Emergency evacuation
Tactical withdrawal
At every incident, the incident commander will apply a command structure. They must establish a
safe system of work. This should include a plan for emergency evacuation or tactical withdrawal.
The fire and rescue service retains responsibility for the health, safety and welfare of its personnel
working in the risk area. It also has a duty to consider the effects of its actions on the safety of other
people, including when undertaking emergency evacuation or a tactical withdrawal.
The plans they make should enable emergency evacuation or tactical withdrawal which:
Evacuates people at highest risk while protecting escape routes
Removes people from areas where the risk has become too high
Emergency evacuation is the term used to describe the urgent and immediate withdrawal of crews
from a risk area.
The incident commander should inform everyone at an incident of the location of the muster point.
At a prolonged incident the location of the muster point may change. They should ensure that
everyone at an incident knows about this change. See The Foundation for Incident Command.
The evacuation should include a roll call at a suitable location. Additionally, the incident
commander should make sure there has been a roll call of non-fire and rescue service personnel at
the scene. Following an evacuation or an evacuation signal being given, no one should re-enter the
hazard area without the permission of, or explicit instruction from the incident commander.
Where personnel remain unaccounted for after an evacuation, the incident commander will need
to assess the risks and commence appropriate search and rescue procedures.
Tactical withdrawal is the term used to describe the systematic or staged withdrawal of crews from
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the risk area.
The incident commander may need to redeploy resources or move people from danger. This is a
tactical withdrawal. They may also need to withdraw all or part of a sector. When a tactical
withdrawal is taking place, an evacuation signal or full incident roll call may not be required. See
The Foundation for Incident Command.
Provision of information
Provision of relevant information is essential to ensure safe operations. Command decision-making
can be significantly affected if there is a lack of risk information or where information has not been
passed on.
Fire control room operators will often be required to receive and communicate risk-critical
information. Where risk-critical information is included on the initial turnout details, it should be
easy to identify.
Where specific risk information is available, incident commanders should ensure this is
disseminated to all appropriate personnel on the incident ground. This may include provision of
information between agencies or organisations.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure they take into account the need to meet health and safety legislation and regulations
when developing their policies and procedures on structuring the incident ground.
Have procedures for the withdrawal of personnel from the hazard area. These procedures
should describe:
When each withdrawal type is appropriate
The method of implementing the withdrawal
The method of carrying out a roll call
The communications necessary when withdrawal has been instigated
Additionally, they should include the actions to be taken when personnel are unaccounted for
after the withdrawal, and the procedure for recommencing activity.

Tactical actions
Fire control personnel should:
Ensure that risk critical information is communicated to the incident commander in a timely
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manner
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that everyone on the incident ground is fully briefed on the current hazards, specific
risks and control measures including other agencies and organisations
Appoint suitably competent safety officers to observe specific hazards and/or activities or
monitor risks to personnel at the incident
Instigate a safety sector at large or complex incidents under the control of a safety sector
commander
Establish and communicate the emergency evacuation and tactical withdrawal plan to
everyone on the incident ground
Communicate emergency evacuation signal and muster point arrangements to all personnel
Communicate the tactical withdrawal and emergency evacuation arrangements to all
personnel
Inform everyone at an incident of the location of the muster point
Carry out a roll call of fire service and all other personnel at the scene following an emergency
evacuation
Review situational awareness following an emergency evacuation or tactical withdrawal
Commit only minimum number of essential personnel to hazard area
Ensure that effective supervision of operational activity is maintained until the conclusion of
the incident
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Hazard - Fragile surface or ground conditions

Hazard Knowledge
The operating environment for work at height varies and can include:
Roofs
Cliff tops
Unstable or collapsed structures
Steep embankments
Rope access and rope rescue personnel must be aware of the physical condition of the surfaces
they are working on. Roofs may be weak, embankments and cliff tops may be steep, slippery or
have loose surface materials, and some built environments may be unstable and weaker than they
first seem.
With this in mind, fire and rescue personnel must remember that while the equipment they use is
regularly inspected, tested and maintained, the areas they traverse and attach to are not. These
must be stringently examined and suitable precautions taken.

Control measure - Situational awareness

Control measure knowledge
Situational awareness is a person's perception and understanding of the situation they face. It
includes their anticipation of what the situation may become, including the impact of their actions.
For an incident commander, it is their perspective of the scene of operations.
A commander's situational awareness of an incident is made up of many sources of information
that are interpreted into a coherent picture in a way that makes sense to them.
The incident commander's situational awareness forms a basis for:
Assessing risk and making decisions
Identifying and prioritising objectives
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Developing an incident plan
Anticipating how an incident will develop
Predicting the consequences of actions
Insufficient situational awareness may lead to incident commanders potentially overlooking
information when they make decisions. It is important to consider the relationship between the
information that was reasonably available and how the working conditions at an incident may
affect their ability to process information. Post-incident evaluations of operational decisions should
take this relationship into account.
The three stages of situational awareness are:
Information gathering
Understanding information
Anticipation
Information gathering
Incident commanders will gather information from a variety of sources to gain accurate situational
awareness. Fire and rescue services should ensure that incident commanders have access to all the
available and necessary information, such as risk information, to assist this process.
Sources to inform situational awareness may include:
Fire control: Information gathered from callers and other systems
Local knowledge: Communication with crews including previous incident history
Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI): Where available this should be accessed, the accuracy of
information confirmed and used to inform decision making
Weather conditions: Influence on incident development and safety of crews
Time of day: Effect on persons and environment
Scene survey: Reconnaissance of the scene to gain information using sight, sound, smell and
touch
Communication: With the responsible person, other responders and witnesses to gain an
understanding of the history of the incident development including numbers and locations of
persons missing or unaccounted for
On-site information: Building, emergency or evacuation via mobile data terminals
Understanding information
After a commander gathers information, they will process it and extract the meaning. As a result,
they will form an understanding of the incident. Experience, context and assumptions can
supplement or distort the incident commander's interpretation of the scene.
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Anticipation
Fire and rescue services should ensure that incident commanders use their understanding of the
situation to anticipate what is likely to happen next; for example, how the situation might develop
and the consequences of their actions. This means it is vital that their interpretation reflects the
actual situation, which will allow the incident commander to effectively plan their operational
activities.
Effective situational awareness
Effective situational awareness ensures that the interpretation reflects the actual situation. This is
critical for making appropriate decisions and predicting the likely effects of activities.
The following may assist effective situational awareness:
Clear briefing
Minimising distractions during critical tasks
Appropriate spans of control
Regular review
Self-awareness of stress and fatigue
Factors that affect situational awareness
Fire and rescue services should ensure incident commanders are aware of the factors that can
affect situational awareness. Incident commanders should understand how to put in place the
means to monitor the operational environment to detect changes and maintain an accurate
understanding of the situation. For example, by using an appropriate command structure and
communication network, together with operational assurance/active monitoring arrangements.
Forming an accurate understanding of the situation is risk-critical. Incident commanders should be
aware of the factors likely to affect their situational awareness.
New information about risks may come to light as crews work on their tasks. As the incident
commander may not be aware of this information, they rely on each person to complete their own
risk assessment. New information may affect the incident plan and the safety of people operating
in that area, so it is important that personnel are aware of their responsibilities for identifying
hazards and assessing risks to influence their actions. Relevant information should also be relayed
to the incident commander as appropriate.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
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Provide effective training and development programmes to ensure incident commanders are
able to develop and practice the skill of situational awareness. Assessment processes and
exercises should assess the effectiveness of an individual's ability to gain situational
awareness and provide constructive feedback to allow learning.
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure incident commanders are aware of the factors that can affect situational awareness
Ensure that incident commanders are trained to use their understanding of the situation to
anticipate what is likely to happen next (for example, how the situation might develop and the
consequences of their actions)

Tactical actions
All personnel should:
Ensure that all relevant incident information is relayed to the incident commander
Incident commanders should:
Gather information from available sources to gain accurate situational awareness and
understanding
Ensure that a scene survey is carried out at the earliest opportunity
Consider requesting a drone to assist with informing accurate situational awareness
Question the responsible person, other responders and witnesses to understand incident
factors and history
Anticipate the likely development of the incident and evaluate the potential consequences of
a range of actions
Maintain situational awareness and identify changes during the incident through active
monitoring and regular briefings
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Control measure - Establish appropriate cordon

controls

Control measure knowledge
Incident commanders must consider the safety of firefighters, members of other agencies and the
public. They have a duty, so far as reasonably practicable in the context of operational
requirements, to ensure that people are not put at risk by fire and rescue service activities and that
anybody exposed to serious and imminent danger is informed of the hazards and the control
measures necessary to protect them.
The fire service has the power to restrict the access of persons to premises or a place in an
emergency and establishing cordons is an effective way of maintaining safety and controlling
resources.
Where practical, the police will establish and maintain cordons at appropriate distances to allow the
emergency services and other responding agencies to save life, protect the public and property,
and care for survivors.
In some areas the police will have agreements enabling the fire and rescue services to manage
gateways into the inner cordon, establish who should be granted access and keep a record of
people entering and exiting.
Cordons can be divided into distinct areas:
Outer cordon
An outer cordon may be established around the vicinity of the incident to control access to a wide
area. This will allow the emergency services and other agencies to work unhindered and in privacy.
Access through the outer cordon for essential non-emergency service personnel should be by way
of an access control point.
The police will usually control outer cordons, and may also establish traffic cordons to prevent
unauthorised vehicular access. The police will identify safe routes in and out of the cordon for
emergency vehicles and other agencies. Rendezvous points and marshalling areas will usually be
located within the outer cordon.
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Figure 4: Where practical the outer cordon should be identified by using blue and white barrier
tape.
Inner cordon
The inner cordon controls access to the immediate scene of operations and provides an increased
measure of protection for personnel working in that area. Incident commanders should restrict
access to the lowest numbers needed for safe and effective operational activity. At small incidents
this could be an existing physical barrier or a safety officer briefed to restrict access.
At incidents where a higher degree of control is required, those entering the inner cordon should
report to a designated scene access control point and register their arrival. This ensures that they
can be safely accounted for should there be any escalation of the incident, and affords an
opportunity for briefing about the hazards, control measures, emergency arrangements and other
issues. Nobody should be permitted to enter the inner cordon without an appropriate level of
personal protective equipment (PPE). It is necessary to ensure that those leaving the inner cordon
register their departure.
The fire and rescue service will be responsible for safety management within the inner cordon until
responsibility for the scene is transferred to another body. Overall responsibility for the health and
safety of personnel working within the inner cordon remains with individual agencies. Such
agencies should ensure that personnel arrive at the scene with appropriate PPE and are adequately
trained and briefed for the work they are to undertake within the cordon.
At certain incident types, for example hazardous materials, working near water and Marauding
Terrorist Firearms Attack (MTFA), there may be a need to divide cordons into hot, warm and cold
zones. This will depend on the level of risk faced by emergency service responders and the range of
corresponding control measures identified and implemented.

Figure 5: Where practical the inner cordon should be identified with the use of red and white
barrier tape
Exclusion zone
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Some hazards may present such a significant danger to the safety to firefighters, other agencies
and the public that no control measures will adequately reduce the risk. Incident commanders
should consider establishing an exclusion zone within the inner cordon to which access is denied to
all personnel, including emergency services.

Figure 6: Where practical exclusion zones should be identified with the use of black and yellow
barrier tape
Further information on cordons can be found in the Cabinet Office document Emergency Response
and Recovery.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Have a policy for limiting access of personnel to the highest risk areas of an incident ground
and for briefing and identification of those involved. This policy should include any procedural
guidance and such equipment/resources necessary to implement it safely
Agree roles and responsibilities for establishing and controlling access to cordons with
partner agencies
Agree with partner organisations appropriate procedures for briefing other agencies working
within inner cordons under the safety management of the fire service

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that appropriate inner and outer cordons are established, identified and
communicated following an assessment of risk to crews, other agencies and the public
Control access to the inner cordon using methods proportionate to the size and complexity of
the incident
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Establish a scene access control point to log all persons operating within the inner cordon
when appropriate
Implement exclusion zones where intolerable risks to safety are identified
Request the police to establish a traffic cordon where necessary
Request an air exclusion zone through the appropriate authority if required

Control measure - Use appropriate work
equipment
Control measure knowledge
Where it is not possible to avoid working at height near an unguarded edge then it is essential that
a safe system of work is established. Where possible, a temporary physical barrier should be
erected to provide collective protection to operational personnel. When the work at height
environment is above ground level, ladders (for short duration tasks against stable structures) and
mobile elevating working platforms (for long duration tasks and unstable structures) can be used to
prevent the need to work near or on the unguarded edge. Such equipment may not be practical
when the work at height environment is at ground level; for example, working at the top of cliff
edges, sink holes, docks or quarries. Risk assessment should always determine correct equipment
selection and deployment.
In any operation, sufficient measures should be identified or established to provide collective and
personal fall protection to minimise the distance and/or consequences of a fall. Practical examples
of collective protection include safety nets and soft landing systems where present (such as air bags
installed close to the level of the work). Personal protection can include using rope-based systems
that fall into three categories: work restraint, fall arrest and work positioning.
It is important that incident commanders select the most appropriate equipment and, where
necessary, consider using supplementary equipment to add protection to the initial equipment and
systems. Using items that will reduce uncontrolled or unexpected movement should also be
considered.
Appropriate pre-use equipment and system checks should be conducted prior personnel who will
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rely on work equipment for safety are deployed.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make appropriate work equipment available to prevent responders falling from height

Tactical actions
All personnel must:
Use any work equipment or safety device provided in accordance with training and
instructions
Incident commanders should:
Select the most appropriate work at height equipment for the activities and hazards identified
Use ladders for short duration tasks and request other equipment (e.g. aerial appliance) for
other activities

Control measure - Incident ground safety
management
Control measure knowledge
The incident command system is an all-hazards approach that provides the incident commander
with a structure they can adapt to every incident. The system helps to achieve a safe and efficient
way of organising people and equipment. The incident commander at the scene is the nominated
competent person. They can delegate some responsibilities to others; however, they remain
responsible for health and safety at an incident.
Providing risk-critical information at an incident is an essential part of the planning process. It has a
direct impact on safety. A lack of risk information, or failure to pass it on, can have a critical impact
on decisions made by an incident commander. See National Operational Guidance: Operations Information gathering.
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Safety briefings
It will be necessary to organise safety briefings. As the incident develops or where the risk of injury
increases those briefings should be more comprehensive. See Communication.
Safety officer
The incident commander or sector commander may appoint a safety officer at any time. This
person should have suitable competencies for the role. A safety officer at larger incidents may be
designated as the safety sector commander from that time they will co-ordinate the role of other
safety officers.
Safety within sectors
Sector commanders are responsible for the health and safety of people in their sector. Due to the
demands at an incident the sector commander might nominate a safety officer to assist them.
Although each safety officer should report to a sector commander, organisation of the safety
officer(s) will be managed by the safety sector commander.
Emergency evacuation and tactical withdrawal
The incident command system provides two formal means of withdrawing personnel from the
scene of operations:
Emergency evacuation
Tactical withdrawal
At every incident, the incident commander will apply a command structure. They must establish a
safe system of work. This should include a plan for emergency evacuation or tactical withdrawal.
The fire and rescue service retains responsibility for the health, safety and welfare of its personnel
working in the risk area. It also has a duty to consider the effects of its actions on the safety of other
people, including when undertaking emergency evacuation or a tactical withdrawal.
The plans they make should enable emergency evacuation or tactical withdrawal which:
Evacuates people at highest risk while protecting escape routes
Removes people from areas where the risk has become too high
Emergency evacuation is the term used to describe the urgent and immediate withdrawal of crews
from a risk area.
The incident commander should inform everyone at an incident of the location of the muster point.
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At a prolonged incident the location of the muster point may change. They should ensure that
everyone at an incident knows about this change. See The Foundation for Incident Command.
The evacuation should include a roll call at a suitable location. Additionally, the incident
commander should make sure there has been a roll call of non-fire and rescue service personnel at
the scene. Following an evacuation or an evacuation signal being given, no one should re-enter the
hazard area without the permission of, or explicit instruction from the incident commander.
Where personnel remain unaccounted for after an evacuation, the incident commander will need
to assess the risks and commence appropriate search and rescue procedures.
Tactical withdrawal is the term used to describe the systematic or staged withdrawal of crews from
the risk area.
The incident commander may need to redeploy resources or move people from danger. This is a
tactical withdrawal. They may also need to withdraw all or part of a sector. When a tactical
withdrawal is taking place, an evacuation signal or full incident roll call may not be required. See
The Foundation for Incident Command.
Provision of information
Provision of relevant information is essential to ensure safe operations. Command decision-making
can be significantly affected if there is a lack of risk information or where information has not been
passed on.
Fire control room operators will often be required to receive and communicate risk-critical
information. Where risk-critical information is included on the initial turnout details, it should be
easy to identify.
Where specific risk information is available, incident commanders should ensure this is
disseminated to all appropriate personnel on the incident ground. This may include provision of
information between agencies or organisations.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure they take into account the need to meet health and safety legislation and regulations
when developing their policies and procedures on structuring the incident ground.
Have procedures for the withdrawal of personnel from the hazard area. These procedures
should describe:
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When each withdrawal type is appropriate
The method of implementing the withdrawal
The method of carrying out a roll call
The communications necessary when withdrawal has been instigated
Additionally, they should include the actions to be taken when personnel are unaccounted for
after the withdrawal, and the procedure for recommencing activity.

Tactical actions
Fire control personnel should:
Ensure that risk critical information is communicated to the incident commander in a timely
manner
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that everyone on the incident ground is fully briefed on the current hazards, specific
risks and control measures including other agencies and organisations
Appoint suitably competent safety officers to observe specific hazards and/or activities or
monitor risks to personnel at the incident
Instigate a safety sector at large or complex incidents under the control of a safety sector
commander
Establish and communicate the emergency evacuation and tactical withdrawal plan to
everyone on the incident ground
Communicate emergency evacuation signal and muster point arrangements to all personnel
Communicate the tactical withdrawal and emergency evacuation arrangements to all
personnel
Inform everyone at an incident of the location of the muster point
Carry out a roll call of fire service and all other personnel at the scene following an emergency
evacuation
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Review situational awareness following an emergency evacuation or tactical withdrawal
Commit only minimum number of essential personnel to hazard area
Ensure that effective supervision of operational activity is maintained until the conclusion of
the incident

Hazard - Unstable or collapsed structure

Hazard Knowledge
Structural collapses occur because of a loss of stability, where the basic shape and integrity of the
structure is significantly changed through being subjected to a combination of forces. As the altered
structure or shape is less capable of supporting the imposed forces and loads, it continues to
change until it finds a new shape that is more stable.
Structures may become unstable or collapse due to:
Construction or demolition work
Derelict or deteriorated condition, including previous fire related damage
Involvement in a transport collision
Substandard or unregulated construction or modification
Exemption from, or non-conformity with, building regulations
Operational activity such as moving or cutting structural elements
Severe weather conditions, such as flooding, heavy snow or high winds
Shock due to severe impact or explosion
Inherent design defects can cause weaknesses to parts of a structure, which may subsequently fail
if stresses are applied, such as severe weather conditions or abnormal loading by heavy machinery.
A building under demolition or renovation may collapse if critical load-bearing walls or floors are
removed without considering the effects on the other structural elements.
Substandard materials used in construction, or poor workmanship during the construction phase,
can result in a building that is substantially weaker than intended. This increases the likelihood of
collapse should the building be exposed to additional forces.
Some non-building or temporary structures can become unstable due to a combination of potential
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causes that render the environment hazardous to fire crews operating within or nearby.
Structures may fail for various reasons, such as insufficient strength to take the weight or force of a
load or possibly through secondary collapse. People may be at risk if they are on, in under or
attached to an unstable or collapsed structure. Loads or forces applied to the structure, directly or
indirectly, may worsen the instability or progress a collapse. This could include rescue loads and the
use of equipment.
Elements of structure, floors, walls, ceilings, ancillary items, fixtures and fittings can partially
collapse. Partial collapse can follow on from the collapse of lightweight or decorative features.
If partial collapse is not controlled, it may increase the potential for falling debris and secondary
or structural collapse.
Lightweight or fragile structural features may collapse, including non-structural elements; for
example roof coverings, false chimneys and glazing.
False chimneys do not form part of the structural fabric of the building, can be a considerable
weight and are only supported by roof timbers. If roofing timbers or lightweight trusses fail, they
may collapse through the roof. False chimneys are not suitable as an anchor for working at height,
as they may not be able to support any additional weight.
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Figure 2: Structural collapse of building – photograph courtesy of the Building Research
Establishment
Collapse may not be limited to the structure itself, as scaffolding or cranes, for example, may be at
risk of damage or collapse.
Moving or cutting structural elements during operational activity can have an impact on the stability
of a structure.
The way and speed in which elements of construction distort or fail depend on the type of structure
and how construction materials have been used or combined. There may be varying stages or
severity of instability or collapse. A structural collapse may occur without warning, giving people
little or no time to escape.
In a collapsed structure casualties may be located in voids or spaces, or be trapped under debris.
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The type of structure can provide some indication of the way it has collapsed, and the location of
potential voids or spaces.
For more information on construction methods and materials see BRE building supplementary
information.
Patterns of collapse
Collapse patterns can be categorised as internal, external or total collapse.
Internal collapse
Structural failure causes a floor to fall horizontally onto the floor
Pancake or progressive

below. The added weight may cause that floor, and subsequent

collapse

floors, to fail and fall to a lower level, although not always to
ground level. Pancake collapse can be mistaken for total collapse.

Lean-to collapse

Where one supporting wall fails, resulting in the roof or floor
hinging on the remaining wall creating a triangular void.
Usually occurs when the centre support is compromised, and the

V-shape collapse

floor or roof collapses and settles in the shape of a V. Triangular
voids may be formed under the V-shape.

A-frame or tent collapse

The floor is no longer supported at the outer edges, but remains
supported on internal walls or structures, forming an A-shape.

External collapse
90° collapse

Curtain fall collapse

Inward/outward collapse

This is when the wall drops away from the building at a 90 degree
angle. Debris will spread as the wall hits the ground.
Much like a curtain cut loose at the top; walls collapse straight
down and create a rubble pile near their base.
Walls crack horizontally in the middle. The top half usually falls
inwards and the lower half outwards.
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This is the most severe form of structural failure and occurs when
Total collapse

all the floors have collapsed to the ground or basement level and
all walls have collapsed onto the floors.

Partial or structural collapse may create other physical hazards such as
Unstable or fragile surfaces
Exposed structural members
Sharp edges
Heavy dust loads making atmospheres irrespirable
Damaged utilities
Unsafe cabling or wiring

Control measure - Cordon control: Unstable
structures
Control measure knowledge
The hazard area for an unstable structure that may undergo partial or structural collapse needs to
take into account:
Construction materials
The height and type of the structure
Severe weather conditions, such as flooding, heavy snow or high winds
The potential for damage to surrounding structures and infrastructure
In the UK, a portal or rigid frame construction is designed for inward collapse – in a fully developed
fire a basic single storey structure may be expected to collapse within 30 minutes. Portal frame
structures are generally designed so that they collapse within their own footprint.
Cordons may need to consider the potential collapse of scaffolding and tower cranes. On a
construction site they could collapse outside the existing hoarding or site boundary. For further
information see the hazard: Scaffolding.
Glass (glazing) or other flat panels falling from height may travel (plane) significant distances from a
structure, particularly in windy conditions.
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Specialist advice may be required from local authority building control teams, structural engineers
or urban search and rescue tactical advisers.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make arrangements with other agencies to establish the type and level of response they can
provide if specialist advice is required
Ensure personnel are aware of the specialist advice available

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Evaluate and monitor the potential footprint of collapse and debris
Consider seeking specialist advice when defining the hazard area for a potential collapse

Control measure - Assess and monitor structural
stability
Control measure knowledge
An appropriate understanding of structure design and construction materials, is required to assess
and monitor an unstable or collapsed structure. This will include identifying:
Age, design and condition of the structure
Structural materials and construction methods
All aspects of the structure, the actions taken and the efforts made to distribute applied loads
should be considered. An assessment of the unstable or collapsed structure should be made to
determine the hazard area and, because of risks such as secondary collapse or falling debris, it
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should be monitored while personnel are working within the hazard area.
An unstable or collapsed structure should be assessed at the earliest opportunity. Although the
initial assessment can be carried out by first responders, it may be necessary to seek specialist
advice.
Specialist advice and monitoring may be available from local authority building control teams,
structural engineers or urban search and rescue (USAR) tactical advisers.
Signs of collapse may include:
Cracks in walls
Sagging floors or floors deflecting from wall
Displaced columns
Dropping arches
Bulging walls
Buckling columns or beams
Unusual noises coming from the structure
The minimum number of personnel should be committed to the hazard area, especially if
assessment or monitoring indicates the potential for further collapse. Emergency procedures
should also be in place, which can be initiated if required.
If safe routes are identified they should be marked, and exposed elements or other hazards should
be marked or clear.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Establish arrangements with appropriate agencies to provide structural advice, assessment
and monitoring
Ensure personnel are aware of local or national arrangements and the specialist advice
available

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
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Identify the age, design and condition of the structure
Identify the type of structural materials and construction methods
Assess and continuously monitor the structure for signs of collapse
Ensure that competent personnel assess and monitor the suitability of the structure for
working in the hazard area
Consider the stability of surrounding structures and the wider area before and during
operational activity
Ensure that minimum number of personnel work in the hazard area
Have emergency procedures in place for unstable or collapsed structures
Consider appointing an external safety officer to monitor structural stability
Consider requesting structural advice, assessment and monitoring from appropriate agencies

Hazard - Unsecured items falling from height

Hazard Knowledge
Equipment used when working at height may fall a substantial distance if not properly handled and
secured.
Any item of equipment that is allowed to fall could strike someone or something on its way to the
ground or at ground level. This could lead to serious injury or death to personnel, other responders
or the public, and has the potential to cause expensive damage to property and equipment.
Depending on the height and location of operations, additional factors must be considered - for
example, the swirling wind dynamics found around high-rise buildings.
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Control measure - Use essential items only

Control measure knowledge
At every work at height incident, personnel will have to make a choice about the equipment
required. In nearly all cases that require work at height, all equipment will need to be carried
manually or hauled by hand. This will mean that personnel will select the minimum amount of
equipment to achieve the task, plus extra equipment to respond to any unexpected issues.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Use only essential items when working at height to avoid the risk of objects falling

Control measure - Secure items used at height

Control measure knowledge
Every item used at height has the potential to fall; equipment should therefore be secured
throughout the operation. Equipment being transported to the scene of operations or to a
bridgehead area should always be secured.
The exposed and physical nature of rope access and rescue means that there is increased risk;
good procurement, pre-planning and training will mitigate the level of these risks.
The use of loose equipment and objects should be limited and these should always be controlled
using lanyards, a suitable tool bag or a separate supporting system if weighing more than 8kg. Toe
boards, nets (debris/catch), sheeting and other guards should also be considered as control
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measures where present.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that items taken and used at height are secured to reduce the risk of objects falling

Control measure - Establish appropriate cordon
controls: Work at height
Control measure knowledge
An inner cordon will be established to control the immediate scene of operations. The cordon must
take into account the specific factors associated with working at height, such as:
Almost any object falling from height may cause injury. Personal protective equipment (PPE)
should be worn inside the cordon but may not be enough to protect personnel from injury.
The wind can have a dramatic effect on how far objects travel: for example, a karabiner with a
sling attached will travel a considerable distance because the sling acts like a sail in the wind.
Even with no wind, some objects will naturally plane away from a structure.
The height at which work is taking place can have an impact on how dropped objects behave,
particularly if the wind is involved and if objects strike the structure on the way down, causing
them to bounce outwards.
There is a risk that equipment may be tampered with, for example, anchors could be
vulnerable if set up and then left unattended.
A range of issues must therefore be taken into account when deciding on an appropriate cordon.
The unique situation and circumstances of each incident will inform the incident commander's
judgment about the size of a cordon and whether the minimum cordons recommended should be
increased.
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The location and environmental conditions such as wind at the incident will need to be considered
when establishing an effective cordon around a work at height incident, as these factors could
affect the movement of an unsecured item falling from height. The type and shape of structure can
also have an effect on the way that items may fall, for example very tall buildings can create specific
wind conditions that can make items move laterally further than may be expected.
See National Operational Guidance: Incident command.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish and control inner and outer cordons, taking into account items falling from height
and wind conditions
Secure any unattended fall prevention systems to ensure they cannot be interfered with

Control measure - Incident ground safety
management
Control measure knowledge
The incident command system is an all-hazards approach that provides the incident commander
with a structure they can adapt to every incident. The system helps to achieve a safe and efficient
way of organising people and equipment. The incident commander at the scene is the nominated
competent person. They can delegate some responsibilities to others; however, they remain
responsible for health and safety at an incident.
Providing risk-critical information at an incident is an essential part of the planning process. It has a
direct impact on safety. A lack of risk information, or failure to pass it on, can have a critical impact
on decisions made by an incident commander. See National Operational Guidance: Operations Information gathering.
Safety briefings
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It will be necessary to organise safety briefings. As the incident develops or where the risk of injury
increases those briefings should be more comprehensive. See Communication.
Safety officer
The incident commander or sector commander may appoint a safety officer at any time. This
person should have suitable competencies for the role. A safety officer at larger incidents may be
designated as the safety sector commander from that time they will co-ordinate the role of other
safety officers.
Safety within sectors
Sector commanders are responsible for the health and safety of people in their sector. Due to the
demands at an incident the sector commander might nominate a safety officer to assist them.
Although each safety officer should report to a sector commander, organisation of the safety
officer(s) will be managed by the safety sector commander.
Emergency evacuation and tactical withdrawal
The incident command system provides two formal means of withdrawing personnel from the
scene of operations:
Emergency evacuation
Tactical withdrawal
At every incident, the incident commander will apply a command structure. They must establish a
safe system of work. This should include a plan for emergency evacuation or tactical withdrawal.
The fire and rescue service retains responsibility for the health, safety and welfare of its personnel
working in the risk area. It also has a duty to consider the effects of its actions on the safety of other
people, including when undertaking emergency evacuation or a tactical withdrawal.
The plans they make should enable emergency evacuation or tactical withdrawal which:
Evacuates people at highest risk while protecting escape routes
Removes people from areas where the risk has become too high
Emergency evacuation is the term used to describe the urgent and immediate withdrawal of crews
from a risk area.
The incident commander should inform everyone at an incident of the location of the muster point.
At a prolonged incident the location of the muster point may change. They should ensure that
everyone at an incident knows about this change. See The Foundation for Incident Command.
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The evacuation should include a roll call at a suitable location. Additionally, the incident
commander should make sure there has been a roll call of non-fire and rescue service personnel at
the scene. Following an evacuation or an evacuation signal being given, no one should re-enter the
hazard area without the permission of, or explicit instruction from the incident commander.
Where personnel remain unaccounted for after an evacuation, the incident commander will need
to assess the risks and commence appropriate search and rescue procedures.
Tactical withdrawal is the term used to describe the systematic or staged withdrawal of crews from
the risk area.
The incident commander may need to redeploy resources or move people from danger. This is a
tactical withdrawal. They may also need to withdraw all or part of a sector. When a tactical
withdrawal is taking place, an evacuation signal or full incident roll call may not be required. See
The Foundation for Incident Command.
Provision of information
Provision of relevant information is essential to ensure safe operations. Command decision-making
can be significantly affected if there is a lack of risk information or where information has not been
passed on.
Fire control room operators will often be required to receive and communicate risk-critical
information. Where risk-critical information is included on the initial turnout details, it should be
easy to identify.
Where specific risk information is available, incident commanders should ensure this is
disseminated to all appropriate personnel on the incident ground. This may include provision of
information between agencies or organisations.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure they take into account the need to meet health and safety legislation and regulations
when developing their policies and procedures on structuring the incident ground.
Have procedures for the withdrawal of personnel from the hazard area. These procedures
should describe:
When each withdrawal type is appropriate
The method of implementing the withdrawal
The method of carrying out a roll call
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The communications necessary when withdrawal has been instigated
Additionally, they should include the actions to be taken when personnel are unaccounted for
after the withdrawal, and the procedure for recommencing activity.

Tactical actions
Fire control personnel should:
Ensure that risk critical information is communicated to the incident commander in a timely
manner
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that everyone on the incident ground is fully briefed on the current hazards, specific
risks and control measures including other agencies and organisations
Appoint suitably competent safety officers to observe specific hazards and/or activities or
monitor risks to personnel at the incident
Instigate a safety sector at large or complex incidents under the control of a safety sector
commander
Establish and communicate the emergency evacuation and tactical withdrawal plan to
everyone on the incident ground
Communicate emergency evacuation signal and muster point arrangements to all personnel
Communicate the tactical withdrawal and emergency evacuation arrangements to all
personnel
Inform everyone at an incident of the location of the muster point
Carry out a roll call of fire service and all other personnel at the scene following an emergency
evacuation
Review situational awareness following an emergency evacuation or tactical withdrawal
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Commit only minimum number of essential personnel to hazard area
Ensure that effective supervision of operational activity is maintained until the conclusion of
the incident

Hazard - Contaminated or damaged work at
height equipment
Hazard Knowledge
Contaminated or damaged work at height equipment can present a significant hazard to operators
relying on it to prevent injury caused by a fall.
Regulations require that a thorough examination of equipment and safety-critical parts is carried
out by a competent person who must then complete a written report. For lifting equipment and
any associated accessories used to lift people, this should be done:
Before first use
After assembly and before use at each location
Regularly, while in service (at minimum 6 monthly intervals)
Following exceptional circumstances
Contamination or damage will therefore normally occur when the equipment is being used or
stored. Personnel must remain vigilant to anything that could present a risk to the integrity of the
equipment and avoid putting it in a position that may cause contamination or damage.
Contamination may occur as a result of the location of the equipment, while damage is usually
caused through misuse or exceeding working load limits.
Fire and rescue personnel should be aware at all times that they must try to preserve the
equipment and that any damage or contamination must be reported.
If equipment is suspected of, or identified as, being compromised, it must be withdrawn, declared
defective and managed under a strict quarantine procedure.
Equipment may be defective because of a known event or because of identified damage caused by
use, misuse or poor storage. It may be that the equipment is contaminated and the substance
and/or effects are unknown.
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Quarantined equipment must undergo a thorough examination, where the competent person will
decide whether the equipment can be reinstated or whether it should be permanently withdrawn
and disposed of. Records must be amended to show the action taken.

Control measure - Protect work at height
equipment in use
Control measure knowledge
Soft textile-type height safety equipment, including ropes and lanyards, is the most susceptible to
damage from unprotected edges in the work at height environment.
Sharp or abrasive edges should be controlled using the following hierarchical approach:
Remove (the hazard, where feasible)
Avoid (the hazard)
Protect (against the hazard)
After hazard removal, the best form of protection for textile equipment is to avoid contact
completely. This can normally be achieved by using anchors and rigging configurations that
completely avoid, or deviate from, edges or by using other equipment that holds the ropes away
from the abrasive or sharp edge. Consideration must be given to the potential consequences of
failure and shifts of positions. The access/rescue path of textile equipment must be fully assessed
for potential hazards.
The following are examples of hazards that should be taken into account when protecting textiletype safety equipment:
Sharp edges such as those found on steel work, cable trays, gratings, glass façades or
composite panels
Abrasive edges and surfaces such as coping stones, rock protrusions and corroded structures
Trapping and cutting areas such as manhole covers, hatches or doorways
Heat sources and the risk of melting from hot pipes, exhaust gases, lighting, etc.
Corrosive substances such as chemical deposits or spillages
Mechanical equipment, such as tools
Aside from personnel trying to avoid working where edges could compromise operational safety,
the key control measure is to use supplementary equipment to protect the ropes when in contact
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with the edges in question: for example, rope-protecting edge rollers, tripods and cantilever
frames.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Use equipment and procedures to protect rope and other work at height equipment from
damage when in use

Control measure - Manage, inspect and test
equipment
Control measure knowledge
At the conclusion of an incident appliances and equipment should be returned to operational
readiness with appropriate speed. Operational equipment should be inspected and tested
according to service policy and any test results must be recorded. Cleaning of equipment should be
completed and the appliance should be fully restowed. Where appropriate, any defective
equipment should be clearly marked and, where necessary, removed from use.
Any equipment defects or deficiencies should be recorded, before leaving the incident ground and,
where appropriate, fire control should be informed. The appliance commander is responsible for
all crew members and equipment stowed on their appliance.
See Fire and Rescue Authorities, Health, safety and welfare framework for the operational
environment Section 5, Formulating Health and Safety Policy for the Operational Environment, sub
section 5.1, paragraph 3, Arrangement for procuring and maintaining operational equipment /
plant Page 12-13.)
(Fire Service Manual, Volume 1, Fire Service Technology, Equipment and Media, Inspection and
Testing of Equipment, Chapter 3: Inspection, Testing and Maintenance, sub section 3.4 - 3.17.2)
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Have procedures for the post incident inspection and maintenance of operational appliances,
equipment and other resources

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure equipment receives appropriate after use inspection and testing before changing
availability status
Conduct an inventory check and ensure equipment receives appropriate after use inspection
and testing
Consider decontamination of personnel, PPE and equipment prior to redeployment
Consider the condition and serviceability of PPE when assessing operational readiness for
redeployment

Confined spaces

The Confined Spaces Regulations and the Confined Spaces Regulations (Northern Ireland) sets out
the legal definition of what constitutes a confined space. However, identifying environments that
fall within the legal definition is not always that easy, especially when confronted with a rapidly
escalating or complex incident.
This guidance seeks to identify the common hazards found at incidents that may be considered
confined spaces or incidents that have similar operational and environmental characteristics
requiring the same control measures to be applied by attending crews. It deals with the
environment rather than the specific risks described in the legal definition, though some headings
will be similar.
Summary of a legal definition of a confined space
A confined space must have both of the following defining features:
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1. It must be a space that is substantially (though not always entirely) enclosed
2. One or more of the specified risks must be present or reasonably foreseeable
The specified risks are:
Serious injury through fire or explosion
Loss of consciousness arising from increased body temperature
Loss of consciousness or asphyxiation arising from gas, fume, vapour or lack of oxygen
Drowning from an increase in the level of a liquid
Asphyxiation arising from a free-flowing solid or being unable to reach a respirable
environment due to entrapment by a free-flowing solid
A confined space could be any space in which the above defining features are present.
Some confined spaces are fairly easy to identify, such as enclosures with limited openings, for
example:
Storage tanks and silos
Drains and sewers
Others may be less obvious but can be equally dangerous, for example:
Open-topped chambers and vats
Ducting
Trenches
Unventilated or poorly ventilated compartments
It is not possible to provide an exhaustive list of confined spaces.
It is very important to recognise that some locations that are not considered confined spaces in
normal use will become, and must be treated as, confined spaces if conditions worsen during an
emergency. These include:
Ship compartments
Basements
Tunnels
Utilities and fuel
Fire and rescue service personnel attending incidents at utility or fuel sites may need to enter
confined spaces.
This could include
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Tanks
Pump rooms
Subsurface sewerage systems
Culverts
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While at least one of the above five specified risks must be present or reasonably foreseeable for a
space to be classified as confined, there are other associated hazards that may be encountered
when working in confined spaces.

Hazard - Flammable or explosive atmosphere

Hazard Knowledge
The legal definition of a confined space includes a specified risk of 'serious injury due to fire or
explosion'. This can arise from a flammable or explosive atmosphere being present.
Fire and rescue personnel need to appreciate that confined spaces as defined by regulation present
a unique and hazardous environment. Before entering such areas, they must apply a dynamic risk
assessment and should only commit personnel who have received confined space training.
Inappropriate ventilation of a flammable or explosive atmosphere may create additional hazards.
Gas purging using inert gases is performed in industry to mitigate this risk, but would be
inappropriate in confined spaces containing casualties.
A risk of fire or explosion can arise from:
Presence of flammable substances
Excess oxygen in the atmosphere
Presence of chemicals that can combust or spark in enriched (or, in some cases, normal)
oxygen levels
Ignition of combustible dusts (see Operations- Physical hazards)
Leaks from adjoining plant or processes that have not been effectively isolated
Inappropriate ventilation

Control measure - Avoid entry

Control measure knowledge
The regulations state:
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'No person at work shall enter a confined space to carry out work for any purpose unless it is not
reasonably practicable to achieve that purpose without such entry.' See also equivalent devolved
legislation.
If objectives can be achieved without entering the confined space, the risk of injury to personnel
and worsening of conditions (e.g. disturbance of sludge) in the confined space are significantly
reduced. It is vital to assess the confined space to establish the risks presented by entry in
comparison to the benefits of doing so.
All personnel should be aware of the limitations of their knowledge, training and equipment so they
can assess the risk and make an informed tactical decision and intervention.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Provide Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI) on identified confined space risks

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Evaluate a range of options that avoid committing personnel to work in a confined space
Commit personnel to work in a confined space only following a full risk assessment

Control measure - Carry out atmospheric testing
and monitoring
Control measure knowledge
Atmospheric monitoring should be carried out whenever operations take place in a confined space.
Before entry, the atmosphere within a confined space should be tested to check oxygen
concentration and to check for the presence of hazardous gases or vapours. Atmospheric testing
should be carried out by competent personnel aware of the limitations of the equipment in use.
Testing should be carried out if the atmosphere might be toxic, asphyxiating or hypoxic. Testing
should also be carried out if it is known that the atmosphere was previously contaminated and
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subsequently ventilated.
Regular monitoring is necessary to identify any changes in the atmosphere while work is being
carried out. The results of testing and monitoring should be recorded. Testing and monitoring
requirements should be defined by a competent confined space supervisor, within the safe system
of work.
The atmosphere in a confined space may be regularly monitored to protect personnel by using onsite or fire and rescue service monitors in a fixed location. Personal or portable monitors carried by
individuals can also be used.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Enable access to suitable atmospheric monitoring equipment that is can be used in a
confined space

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Carry out testing and monitoring of the atmosphere and use the results to inform the
incident plan
Consider requesting specialist advice or assistance for atmospheric monitoring

Control measure - Provide ventilation

Control measure knowledge
Ventilation may help to improve a toxic or asphyxiating atmosphere. Ventilating a confined space
can dramatically affect working conditions and increase the potential for survival.
The confined space environment should be assessed to establish the appropriateness and
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potential success of the available means of ventilation.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Consider providing equipment to ventilate confined spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider ventilating confined spaces to improve internal conditions
Isolate or limit all ignition sources before ventilating a confined space if flammable gases may
be present

Control measure - Isolate or limit ignition
sources
Control measure knowledge
Where gases are within flammable or explosive limits, any ignition source may cause combustion or
explosion. Where inherent ignition sources are present and identified, isolating the ignition source
will help to reduce the risk to casualties and rescuers.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Isolate or limit all ignition sources before ventilating a confined space where flammable gases
are present
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Control measure - Isolate or limit gases, liquids
and other flowing materials
Control measure knowledge
When operating in a confined space, the ingress of gas, liquids or flowing materials will affect the
environment, which may become hazardous to those inside the confined space.
Personnel must be aware of the environment and any associated processes that may affect the
confined space and take all appropriate actions to prevent the ingress of substances.
The removal of materials, such as sludge, may reduce the quantity of toxic or asphyxiate gases
being released into the confined space. However, this activity should be subject to a risk
assessment as it may release more gases.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Capture information about the storage or use of gases, liquids or flowing materials in SiteSpecific Risk Information (SSRI)

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Refer to information about the storage or use of gases, liquids or flowing materials held in
Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI) or by the responsible person
Investigate the possibility of ingress from gas, liquids or flowing materials into the confined
space
Isolate the confined space from the ingress of gas, liquids or flowing materials
Identify the presence of materials, such as sludge, that may release gases, especially if
disturbed
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Consider the removal of materials, such as sludge, to reduce the quantity of gases being
released

Control measure - Use intrinsically safe
equipment
Control measure knowledge
Any equipment that is not intrinsically safe can provide an ignition source for a gas within its
flammable or explosive limits. This may cause combustion or explosion. The use of intrinsically safe
equipment will preclude this.
In most confined spaces, it is impossible to classify the atmosphere present. For fire and rescue
service operations, intrinsically safe equipment must meet the appropriate ATEX classification for
more information on ATEX see HSE guidance.
For further information on fireground radios see: Fireground radios guidance: ATEX-approved
radios

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that equipment that meets the appropriate ATEX classification is available to crews
trained to work in confined spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Use only intrinsically safe equipment in confined spaces where there is a risk of a flammable
or explosive atmosphere
Use only ATEX approved equipment in flammable or explosive atmospheres
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Use only ATEX approved communications equipment when crews enter any potentially
explosive atmosphere
Use only ATEX approved equipment when crews enter any potentially flammable atmosphere

Control measure - Implement supervision
arrangements
Control measure knowledge
When working in a confined space, competent supervision must be in place to ensure that a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment process is ongoing, that appropriate control measures are
implemented, necessary safety precautions are in place, and hazards and risks are communicated
to all those involved. For fire and rescue service operations, this role will be undertaken on behalf
of the incident commander by a competent officer.
Incident commanders should apply the most appropriate level of breathing apparatus entry control
procedure for a confined space incident.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
There are no tactical actions associated with this control measure.

Control measure - Establish effective
communications
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Control measure knowledge
An effective communication system must be in place and should enable communication between:
All personnel working inside the confined space
Personnel inside the confined space and those outside
An effective communication system should be in place to enable further resources to be requested
in case of emergency. The equipment used for communication should take account of the other
equipment, personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) that is
used when working in confined spaces. Where there is a risk of flammable or potentially explosive
atmospheres, all communication equipment that may be used in a confined space must also be
protected so that it does not present a source of ignition.
Alternatives to normal communications should be considered, including dedicated urban search
and rescue (USAR) capability and existing on-site systems (if functional). A leaky feeder system and
deploy repeaters should be requested, if available.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure communication systems are effective in subsurface and tunnel environments
Conduct regular communication checks to ensure equipment continues to function
Implement fallback procedures should there be a failure in the communications equipment

Control measure - Maintain safe access and
egress: Confined space
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Control measure knowledge
Whenever entry is made to a confined space, the access/egress route should be maintained to
ensure that all personnel working in the space are able to withdraw as quickly as possible should
the need arise.
Where the size of openings to, or in, confined spaces is not sufficient, consideration should be given
to increasing these. This should take account of the need to operate in personal protective
equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) and to use associated equipment in
the space.
Confined space supervisors can advise incident commanders of the hazards associated with
restricted access/egress and operational requirements at incidents involving confined spaces.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that confined space supervisors are deployed to any incident involving confined
spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that access and egress is appropriate for the operations being undertaken within the
confined space
Account for extended travel times in the incident plan and include contingencies for
restricted access and egress

Control measure - Personal protective
equipment (PPE): Confined spaces
Control measure knowledge
Wherever possible, personnel should not work in a confined space if personal protective
equipment (PPE) is needed. However, it is accepted that this is rarely possible in fire and rescue
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service operations. Using PPE and RPE can make movement more difficult and add to the effects of
high temperatures. Any PPE and RPE used should be suitable for a confined space.
The type of personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE)
provided will depend on the hazards identified, but might include safety lines and harnesses.
Account must be taken of foreseeable hazards that might arise and the need for emergency
evacuation.
Any personal protective equipment that is not intrinsically safe can provide an ignition source for a
gas within its flammable or explosive limits. This may cause combustion or explosion. The use of
intrinsically safe equipment will preclude this. In most confined spaces, it is impossible to classify
the atmosphere present. For fire and rescue service operations, intrinsically safe equipment must
meet the appropriate ATEX classification.
For more information about Atex classification click here.
For more information on Breathing Apparatus (BA) control procedures see Foundation for
Breathing Apparatus.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that intrinsically safe equipment is available to crews trained to work in confined
spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and
respiratory protective equipment (RPE)
Allocate sufficient personnel to support the use of PPE and RPE that has been implemented
for confined space working

Control measure - Respiratory protective
equipment (RPE)
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Control measure knowledge
Respiratory protective equipment (RPE) is a particular type of personal protective equipment
designed to protect the wearer from breathing in harmful substances, or from oxygen-deficient
atmospheres, when other controls are either not possible or insufficient on their own.
The two main types of RPE are respirators and breathing apparatus (BA):
Respirators are filtering devices that remove contaminants from the air being breathed
in; non-powered respirators rely on the wearer breathing to draw air through the filter
Breathing apparatus (BA) requires a supply of breathing-quality air from an independent
source such as an air cylinder
Where RPE is used, it must be able to provide adequate protection for individual wearers. RPE
cannot protect the wearer if it leaks. A major cause of leaks is poor fit; tight-fitting face pieces need
to fit the wearer’s face to be effective.
Maintenance is a requirement for all RPE, except for disposable (single use) RPE, and should be
carried out by properly trained personnel. Thorough maintenance, examination and tests should
be carried out at regular intervals in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Face fit testing
Face fit testing is a method of checking that a tight-fitting facepiece matches the wearer’s facial
features and seals adequately to their face. A fit test should be carried out as part of the initial
selection of the RPE and it is good practice to ensure repeat fit testing is carried out on a regular
basis.
See: Regulation 7, The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (as amended)
See: HSG53, Respiratory protective equipment at work, 4th Ed. HSE (2013)
Breathing apparatus
Breathing apparatus (BA) enables firefighters to breathe safely in otherwise irrespirable
atmospheres. The use of BA as a control measures is likely to be applied as part of the incident plan
for any incident involving
Smoke and fire gases,
Specified risks for confined space
Hazardous materials including:
Asphyxiants
Dusts
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Toxic, flammable and explosive substances
The Foundation for Breathing Apparatus guidance outlines procedures that should be adopted at
operational incidents involving the deployment of BA. These procedures allow efficient, effective
and safe working practices to be adopted at incidents of all sizes and type where an irrespirable
atmosphere presents a hazard to personnel.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
Provide employees with suitable RPE that fits the wearer correctly and adequately controls
identified risks
Ensure that personal RPE worn simultaneously is compatible and does not negatively impact
other safety measures
Fire and rescue services should:
Specify the type of RPE required for hazards identified through risk assessment and
communicate to personnel
Have policies, procedures and guidance for all personnel on the safe use and management of
respiratory protective equipment at incidents
Provide suitable information, instruction and training to all personnel who may be required to
wear respiratory protective equipment
Have suitable arrangements for the provision, testing and maintenance of respiratory
protective equipment

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear the type of RPE identified by service risk assessments,
procedures and training
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Implement BA entry control procedures appropriate to the level of risk identified

Hazard - Extremes of temperature or humidity

Hazard Knowledge
The legislation refers to the specified risk of 'loss of consciousness arising from increased body
temperature'. This could be the result of high atmospheric temperatures, humidity or a range of
other factors.
Working in hot conditions can lead to a dangerous rise in core body temperature. This can be made
worse by:
Wearing personal protective equipment (PPE)
Highly physical or strenuous work
Working at a high work rate
In extreme cases, heatstroke and unconsciousness can result.
Excessive heat can occur where:
Work is being carried out in hot conditions
The confined space is exposed to a significant heat source
Processes are being undertaken that generate significant amounts of residual heat
A slower heat build-up in the body can also cause heat stress. If action is not taken to cool the body,
there is a risk of heatstroke and unconsciousness.

Control measure - Avoid entry

Control measure knowledge
The regulations state:
'No person at work shall enter a confined space to carry out work for any purpose unless it is not
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reasonably practicable to achieve that purpose without such entry.' See also equivalent devolved
legislation.
If objectives can be achieved without entering the confined space, the risk of injury to personnel
and worsening of conditions (e.g. disturbance of sludge) in the confined space are significantly
reduced. It is vital to assess the confined space to establish the risks presented by entry in
comparison to the benefits of doing so.
All personnel should be aware of the limitations of their knowledge, training and equipment so they
can assess the risk and make an informed tactical decision and intervention.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Provide Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI) on identified confined space risks

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Evaluate a range of options that avoid committing personnel to work in a confined space
Commit personnel to work in a confined space only following a full risk assessment

Control measure - Provide ventilation

Control measure knowledge
Ventilation may help to improve a toxic or asphyxiating atmosphere. Ventilating a confined space
can dramatically affect working conditions and increase the potential for survival.
The confined space environment should be assessed to establish the appropriateness and
potential success of the available means of ventilation.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
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Consider providing equipment to ventilate confined spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider ventilating confined spaces to improve internal conditions
Isolate or limit all ignition sources before ventilating a confined space if flammable gases may
be present

Control measure - Implement supervision
arrangements
Control measure knowledge
When working in a confined space, competent supervision must be in place to ensure that a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment process is ongoing, that appropriate control measures are
implemented, necessary safety precautions are in place, and hazards and risks are communicated
to all those involved. For fire and rescue service operations, this role will be undertaken on behalf
of the incident commander by a competent officer.
Incident commanders should apply the most appropriate level of breathing apparatus entry control
procedure for a confined space incident.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
There are no tactical actions associated with this control measure.
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Control measure - Establish effective
communications
Control measure knowledge
An effective communication system must be in place and should enable communication between:
All personnel working inside the confined space
Personnel inside the confined space and those outside
An effective communication system should be in place to enable further resources to be requested
in case of emergency. The equipment used for communication should take account of the other
equipment, personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) that is
used when working in confined spaces. Where there is a risk of flammable or potentially explosive
atmospheres, all communication equipment that may be used in a confined space must also be
protected so that it does not present a source of ignition.
Alternatives to normal communications should be considered, including dedicated urban search
and rescue (USAR) capability and existing on-site systems (if functional). A leaky feeder system and
deploy repeaters should be requested, if available.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure communication systems are effective in subsurface and tunnel environments
Conduct regular communication checks to ensure equipment continues to function
Implement fallback procedures should there be a failure in the communications equipment
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Control measure - Maintain safe access and
egress: Confined space
Control measure knowledge
Whenever entry is made to a confined space, the access/egress route should be maintained to
ensure that all personnel working in the space are able to withdraw as quickly as possible should
the need arise.
Where the size of openings to, or in, confined spaces is not sufficient, consideration should be given
to increasing these. This should take account of the need to operate in personal protective
equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) and to use associated equipment in
the space.
Confined space supervisors can advise incident commanders of the hazards associated with
restricted access/egress and operational requirements at incidents involving confined spaces.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that confined space supervisors are deployed to any incident involving confined
spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that access and egress is appropriate for the operations being undertaken within the
confined space
Account for extended travel times in the incident plan and include contingencies for
restricted access and egress

Control measure - Limit working time
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Control measure knowledge
Working in a confined space can be exhausting and is compounded by operating in high
temperatures and in enclosed or restricted spaces that are commonly found in confined spaces.
Extended travel times and/or possible arduous routes to the incident scene may also substantially
reduce working time.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that confined space supervisors are deployed to any incident involving confined
spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Enforce appropriate restrictions on the time crews can be committed to working in a confined
space

Control measure - Personal protective
equipment (PPE): Confined spaces
Control measure knowledge
Wherever possible, personnel should not work in a confined space if personal protective
equipment (PPE) is needed. However, it is accepted that this is rarely possible in fire and rescue
service operations. Using PPE and RPE can make movement more difficult and add to the effects of
high temperatures. Any PPE and RPE used should be suitable for a confined space.
The type of personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE)
provided will depend on the hazards identified, but might include safety lines and harnesses.
Account must be taken of foreseeable hazards that might arise and the need for emergency
evacuation.
Any personal protective equipment that is not intrinsically safe can provide an ignition source for a
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gas within its flammable or explosive limits. This may cause combustion or explosion. The use of
intrinsically safe equipment will preclude this. In most confined spaces, it is impossible to classify
the atmosphere present. For fire and rescue service operations, intrinsically safe equipment must
meet the appropriate ATEX classification.
For more information about Atex classification click here.
For more information on Breathing Apparatus (BA) control procedures see Foundation for
Breathing Apparatus.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that intrinsically safe equipment is available to crews trained to work in confined
spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and
respiratory protective equipment (RPE)
Allocate sufficient personnel to support the use of PPE and RPE that has been implemented
for confined space working

Hazard - Toxic or asphyxiating atmospheres

Hazard Knowledge
Toxic or asphyxiating atmospheres (also known as irrespirable atmospheres) are caused by the
presence of toxic gases or vapours, or the lack of sufficient oxygen. Working in this type of
atmosphere can lead to asphyxia, unconsciousness or death.
Environments where asphyxiant gases may be present include:
Where contaminants have been processed or stored
Where there is sewage, sludge or other deposits, especially if gases are released when it is
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disturbed
In spaces where contaminants can enter, or are produced by equipment in use
Where exhaust gases from engine driven equipment, machinery or vehicles have
accumulated
Where naturally occurring biological processes produce toxic gases, especially in poorlyventilated spaces
Where gases from leaks, failure or damage to machinery, pipes or cylinders have
accumulated
In spaces such as pipes, sewers or manholes
Oxygen deficiency can result from industrial processes or the storage of products, including:
Purging confined spaces with an inert gas to remove flammable or toxic gases, vapours or
aerosols
Naturally occurring biological or chemical processes that consume oxygen
Transportation or storage of wood pellets, used as a biofuel, which may consume oxygen and
produce carbon monoxide gas
When spaces are left completely closed or poorly ventilated for extended periods
Limestone chippings, associated with drainage operations, that can produce increased levels
of carbon dioxide when they get wet
Burning operations and work such as welding and grinding, which consume oxygen
Displacement of air during pipe freezing
The gradual depletion of oxygen as workers breathe in confined spaces if there is an
inadequate supply of replacement air
The intentional reduction of oxygen, to create a hypoxic atmosphere, can be used to:
Inhibit or suppress fire, using Redox or gaseous systems – for further information see the BRE
supplementary information
Extend the shelf life of produce
Reduce the effects of oxidation

Control measure - Carry out atmospheric testing
and monitoring
Control measure knowledge
Atmospheric monitoring should be carried out whenever operations take place in a confined space.
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Before entry, the atmosphere within a confined space should be tested to check oxygen
concentration and to check for the presence of hazardous gases or vapours. Atmospheric testing
should be carried out by competent personnel aware of the limitations of the equipment in use.
Testing should be carried out if the atmosphere might be toxic, asphyxiating or hypoxic. Testing
should also be carried out if it is known that the atmosphere was previously contaminated and
subsequently ventilated.
Regular monitoring is necessary to identify any changes in the atmosphere while work is being
carried out. The results of testing and monitoring should be recorded. Testing and monitoring
requirements should be defined by a competent confined space supervisor, within the safe system
of work.
The atmosphere in a confined space may be regularly monitored to protect personnel by using onsite or fire and rescue service monitors in a fixed location. Personal or portable monitors carried by
individuals can also be used.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Enable access to suitable atmospheric monitoring equipment that is can be used in a
confined space

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Carry out testing and monitoring of the atmosphere and use the results to inform the
incident plan
Consider requesting specialist advice or assistance for atmospheric monitoring

Control measure - Isolate or limit gases, liquids
and other flowing materials
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Control measure knowledge
When operating in a confined space, the ingress of gas, liquids or flowing materials will affect the
environment, which may become hazardous to those inside the confined space.
Personnel must be aware of the environment and any associated processes that may affect the
confined space and take all appropriate actions to prevent the ingress of substances.
The removal of materials, such as sludge, may reduce the quantity of toxic or asphyxiate gases
being released into the confined space. However, this activity should be subject to a risk
assessment as it may release more gases.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Capture information about the storage or use of gases, liquids or flowing materials in SiteSpecific Risk Information (SSRI)

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Refer to information about the storage or use of gases, liquids or flowing materials held in
Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI) or by the responsible person
Investigate the possibility of ingress from gas, liquids or flowing materials into the confined
space
Isolate the confined space from the ingress of gas, liquids or flowing materials
Identify the presence of materials, such as sludge, that may release gases, especially if
disturbed
Consider the removal of materials, such as sludge, to reduce the quantity of gases being
released
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Control measure - Provide ventilation

Control measure knowledge
Ventilation may help to improve a toxic or asphyxiating atmosphere. Ventilating a confined space
can dramatically affect working conditions and increase the potential for survival.
The confined space environment should be assessed to establish the appropriateness and
potential success of the available means of ventilation.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Consider providing equipment to ventilate confined spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider ventilating confined spaces to improve internal conditions
Isolate or limit all ignition sources before ventilating a confined space if flammable gases may
be present

Control measure - Respiratory protective
equipment (RPE)
Control measure knowledge
Respiratory protective equipment (RPE) is a particular type of personal protective equipment
designed to protect the wearer from breathing in harmful substances, or from oxygen-deficient
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atmospheres, when other controls are either not possible or insufficient on their own.
The two main types of RPE are respirators and breathing apparatus (BA):
Respirators are filtering devices that remove contaminants from the air being breathed
in; non-powered respirators rely on the wearer breathing to draw air through the filter
Breathing apparatus (BA) requires a supply of breathing-quality air from an independent
source such as an air cylinder
Where RPE is used, it must be able to provide adequate protection for individual wearers. RPE
cannot protect the wearer if it leaks. A major cause of leaks is poor fit; tight-fitting face pieces need
to fit the wearer’s face to be effective.
Maintenance is a requirement for all RPE, except for disposable (single use) RPE, and should be
carried out by properly trained personnel. Thorough maintenance, examination and tests should
be carried out at regular intervals in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Face fit testing
Face fit testing is a method of checking that a tight-fitting facepiece matches the wearer’s facial
features and seals adequately to their face. A fit test should be carried out as part of the initial
selection of the RPE and it is good practice to ensure repeat fit testing is carried out on a regular
basis.
See: Regulation 7, The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (as amended)
See: HSG53, Respiratory protective equipment at work, 4th Ed. HSE (2013)
Breathing apparatus
Breathing apparatus (BA) enables firefighters to breathe safely in otherwise irrespirable
atmospheres. The use of BA as a control measures is likely to be applied as part of the incident plan
for any incident involving
Smoke and fire gases,
Specified risks for confined space
Hazardous materials including:
Asphyxiants
Dusts
Toxic, flammable and explosive substances
The Foundation for Breathing Apparatus guidance outlines procedures that should be adopted at
operational incidents involving the deployment of BA. These procedures allow efficient, effective
and safe working practices to be adopted at incidents of all sizes and type where an irrespirable
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atmosphere presents a hazard to personnel.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
Provide employees with suitable RPE that fits the wearer correctly and adequately controls
identified risks
Ensure that personal RPE worn simultaneously is compatible and does not negatively impact
other safety measures
Fire and rescue services should:
Specify the type of RPE required for hazards identified through risk assessment and
communicate to personnel
Have policies, procedures and guidance for all personnel on the safe use and management of
respiratory protective equipment at incidents
Provide suitable information, instruction and training to all personnel who may be required to
wear respiratory protective equipment
Have suitable arrangements for the provision, testing and maintenance of respiratory
protective equipment

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear the type of RPE identified by service risk assessments,
procedures and training
Implement BA entry control procedures appropriate to the level of risk identified
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Hazard - Ingress of water or liquid

Hazard Knowledge
The legislation refers to the risk of drowning from an increase in the level of a liquid. This could be a
result of the hazard of ingress of water or liquids.
Liquids can flow into a confined space and lead to drowning; for example, the ingress of liquid
when working in sewers or from other plant that has not been adequately isolated in an industrial
situation.
The presence of a liquid can also lead to death, serious injury or an effect on health, depending on
the nature of the liquid, such as its corrosiveness or toxicity. Drowning can occur in even a small
depth of liquid.

Control measure - Avoid entry

Control measure knowledge
The regulations state:
'No person at work shall enter a confined space to carry out work for any purpose unless it is not
reasonably practicable to achieve that purpose without such entry.' See also equivalent devolved
legislation.
If objectives can be achieved without entering the confined space, the risk of injury to personnel
and worsening of conditions (e.g. disturbance of sludge) in the confined space are significantly
reduced. It is vital to assess the confined space to establish the risks presented by entry in
comparison to the benefits of doing so.
All personnel should be aware of the limitations of their knowledge, training and equipment so they
can assess the risk and make an informed tactical decision and intervention.
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Provide Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI) on identified confined space risks

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Evaluate a range of options that avoid committing personnel to work in a confined space
Commit personnel to work in a confined space only following a full risk assessment

Control measure - Isolate or limit liquids

Control measure knowledge
See Hazard - Flammable or explosive atmosphere; Control measure - Isolate gases, liquids and
other flowing materials.
In addition, the key control measure will be to isolate the flow of the particular liquid. This may be
possible in industrial-type confined spaces such as vats and silos. However, in confined spaces
affected by weather, water distribution or sewerage, it may not always be possible, so personnel
should be extra vigilant and take extra precautions. Using appropriate submersible or other
pumping equipment to remove liquid or reduce levels should also be considered. The level of liquid
in the confined space should be continually monitored while crews are committed.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that attending personnel are aware of the dangers presented by the inflow of liquids
in confined space environments
Ensure that those supervising confined space operations are able to recognise and inform
attending crews of this hazard
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify the potential for liquids to enter confined spaces, including surface water
Isolate all sources of liquid ingress to confined spaces where possible
Implement suitable contingency arrangements where there is a risk of liquid ingress into a
confined space

Control measure - Implement supervision
arrangements
Control measure knowledge
When working in a confined space, competent supervision must be in place to ensure that a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment process is ongoing, that appropriate control measures are
implemented, necessary safety precautions are in place, and hazards and risks are communicated
to all those involved. For fire and rescue service operations, this role will be undertaken on behalf
of the incident commander by a competent officer.
Incident commanders should apply the most appropriate level of breathing apparatus entry control
procedure for a confined space incident.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
There are no tactical actions associated with this control measure.

Control measure - Establish effective
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communications
Control measure knowledge
An effective communication system must be in place and should enable communication between:
All personnel working inside the confined space
Personnel inside the confined space and those outside
An effective communication system should be in place to enable further resources to be requested
in case of emergency. The equipment used for communication should take account of the other
equipment, personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) that is
used when working in confined spaces. Where there is a risk of flammable or potentially explosive
atmospheres, all communication equipment that may be used in a confined space must also be
protected so that it does not present a source of ignition.
Alternatives to normal communications should be considered, including dedicated urban search
and rescue (USAR) capability and existing on-site systems (if functional). A leaky feeder system and
deploy repeaters should be requested, if available.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure communication systems are effective in subsurface and tunnel environments
Conduct regular communication checks to ensure equipment continues to function
Implement fallback procedures should there be a failure in the communications equipment

Control measure - Maintain safe access and
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egress: Confined space
Control measure knowledge
Whenever entry is made to a confined space, the access/egress route should be maintained to
ensure that all personnel working in the space are able to withdraw as quickly as possible should
the need arise.
Where the size of openings to, or in, confined spaces is not sufficient, consideration should be given
to increasing these. This should take account of the need to operate in personal protective
equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) and to use associated equipment in
the space.
Confined space supervisors can advise incident commanders of the hazards associated with
restricted access/egress and operational requirements at incidents involving confined spaces.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that confined space supervisors are deployed to any incident involving confined
spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that access and egress is appropriate for the operations being undertaken within the
confined space
Account for extended travel times in the incident plan and include contingencies for
restricted access and egress

Hazard - Free-flowing solids
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Hazard Knowledge
The legislation refers to the risk of asphyxiation arising from a free-flowing solid or being unable to
reach a respirable environment due to being trapped by such a free-flowing solid. This could be
due to the ingress of free-flowing solids.
Free-flowing solids have similar characteristics to liquids and can submerge a person, preventing
breathing. These solids include grain, sugar, flour, sand, coal dust and other substances in powder
or granular form, such as gravel or soil.
In a confined space, the risk is increased because there is no space for the material to flow away.
Some free-flowing solids may form combustible dust clouds when disturbed; this could present a
risk of explosion, see Operations - Physical Hazards.

Control measure - Avoid entry

Control measure knowledge
The regulations state:
'No person at work shall enter a confined space to carry out work for any purpose unless it is not
reasonably practicable to achieve that purpose without such entry.' See also equivalent devolved
legislation.
If objectives can be achieved without entering the confined space, the risk of injury to personnel
and worsening of conditions (e.g. disturbance of sludge) in the confined space are significantly
reduced. It is vital to assess the confined space to establish the risks presented by entry in
comparison to the benefits of doing so.
All personnel should be aware of the limitations of their knowledge, training and equipment so they
can assess the risk and make an informed tactical decision and intervention.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Provide Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI) on identified confined space risks
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Evaluate a range of options that avoid committing personnel to work in a confined space
Commit personnel to work in a confined space only following a full risk assessment

Control measure - Isolate or limit free-flowing
materials
Control measure knowledge
See Hazard - Flammable or explosive atmosphere; Control measure - Isolate gases, liquids and
other flowing materials.
In addition, the key control measure in this particular environment is to isolate the flow of the
particular material into the space. In industrial-type confined spaces such as vats and silos there
may be the option of shutting down the flow of materials into the space. In other situations, this
may not be possible, but personnel may find they can remove the product from the space in
question and eliminate the actual hazard.
Incident commanders should be aware that risks associated with free-flowing materials can include
crusting of the upper surface, bridging of material and machinery, for example, a screw conveyor.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Where isolation or removal is possible, ensure that it occurs before personnel are committed
to the space
Identify the potential for free-flowing materials to enter confined spaces
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Control measure - Use appropriate work
equipment
Control measure knowledge
Where it is not possible to avoid working at height near an unguarded edge then it is essential that
a safe system of work is established. Where possible, a temporary physical barrier should be
erected to provide collective protection to operational personnel. When the work at height
environment is above ground level, ladders (for short duration tasks against stable structures) and
mobile elevating working platforms (for long duration tasks and unstable structures) can be used to
prevent the need to work near or on the unguarded edge. Such equipment may not be practical
when the work at height environment is at ground level; for example, working at the top of cliff
edges, sink holes, docks or quarries. Risk assessment should always determine correct equipment
selection and deployment.
In any operation, sufficient measures should be identified or established to provide collective and
personal fall protection to minimise the distance and/or consequences of a fall. Practical examples
of collective protection include safety nets and soft landing systems where present (such as air bags
installed close to the level of the work). Personal protection can include using rope-based systems
that fall into three categories: work restraint, fall arrest and work positioning.
It is important that incident commanders select the most appropriate equipment and, where
necessary, consider using supplementary equipment to add protection to the initial equipment and
systems. Using items that will reduce uncontrolled or unexpected movement should also be
considered.
Appropriate pre-use equipment and system checks should be conducted prior personnel who will
rely on work equipment for safety are deployed.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make appropriate work equipment available to prevent responders falling from height

Tactical actions
All personnel must:
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Use any work equipment or safety device provided in accordance with training and
instructions
Incident commanders should:
Select the most appropriate work at height equipment for the activities and hazards identified
Use ladders for short duration tasks and request other equipment (e.g. aerial appliance) for
other activities

Control measure - Implement supervision
arrangements
Control measure knowledge
When working in a confined space, competent supervision must be in place to ensure that a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment process is ongoing, that appropriate control measures are
implemented, necessary safety precautions are in place, and hazards and risks are communicated
to all those involved. For fire and rescue service operations, this role will be undertaken on behalf
of the incident commander by a competent officer.
Incident commanders should apply the most appropriate level of breathing apparatus entry control
procedure for a confined space incident.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
There are no tactical actions associated with this control measure.

Control measure - Establish effective
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communications
Control measure knowledge
An effective communication system must be in place and should enable communication between:
All personnel working inside the confined space
Personnel inside the confined space and those outside
An effective communication system should be in place to enable further resources to be requested
in case of emergency. The equipment used for communication should take account of the other
equipment, personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) that is
used when working in confined spaces. Where there is a risk of flammable or potentially explosive
atmospheres, all communication equipment that may be used in a confined space must also be
protected so that it does not present a source of ignition.
Alternatives to normal communications should be considered, including dedicated urban search
and rescue (USAR) capability and existing on-site systems (if functional). A leaky feeder system and
deploy repeaters should be requested, if available.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure communication systems are effective in subsurface and tunnel environments
Conduct regular communication checks to ensure equipment continues to function
Implement fallback procedures should there be a failure in the communications equipment

Control measure - Maintain safe access and
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egress: Confined space
Control measure knowledge
Whenever entry is made to a confined space, the access/egress route should be maintained to
ensure that all personnel working in the space are able to withdraw as quickly as possible should
the need arise.
Where the size of openings to, or in, confined spaces is not sufficient, consideration should be given
to increasing these. This should take account of the need to operate in personal protective
equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) and to use associated equipment in
the space.
Confined space supervisors can advise incident commanders of the hazards associated with
restricted access/egress and operational requirements at incidents involving confined spaces.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that confined space supervisors are deployed to any incident involving confined
spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that access and egress is appropriate for the operations being undertaken within the
confined space
Account for extended travel times in the incident plan and include contingencies for
restricted access and egress

Control measure - Personal protective
equipment (PPE): Confined spaces
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Control measure knowledge
Wherever possible, personnel should not work in a confined space if personal protective
equipment (PPE) is needed. However, it is accepted that this is rarely possible in fire and rescue
service operations. Using PPE and RPE can make movement more difficult and add to the effects of
high temperatures. Any PPE and RPE used should be suitable for a confined space.
The type of personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE)
provided will depend on the hazards identified, but might include safety lines and harnesses.
Account must be taken of foreseeable hazards that might arise and the need for emergency
evacuation.
Any personal protective equipment that is not intrinsically safe can provide an ignition source for a
gas within its flammable or explosive limits. This may cause combustion or explosion. The use of
intrinsically safe equipment will preclude this. In most confined spaces, it is impossible to classify
the atmosphere present. For fire and rescue service operations, intrinsically safe equipment must
meet the appropriate ATEX classification.
For more information about Atex classification click here.
For more information on Breathing Apparatus (BA) control procedures see Foundation for
Breathing Apparatus.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that intrinsically safe equipment is available to crews trained to work in confined
spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and
respiratory protective equipment (RPE)
Allocate sufficient personnel to support the use of PPE and RPE that has been implemented
for confined space working
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Control measure - Respiratory protective
equipment (RPE)
Control measure knowledge
Respiratory protective equipment (RPE) is a particular type of personal protective equipment
designed to protect the wearer from breathing in harmful substances, or from oxygen-deficient
atmospheres, when other controls are either not possible or insufficient on their own.
The two main types of RPE are respirators and breathing apparatus (BA):
Respirators are filtering devices that remove contaminants from the air being breathed
in; non-powered respirators rely on the wearer breathing to draw air through the filter
Breathing apparatus (BA) requires a supply of breathing-quality air from an independent
source such as an air cylinder
Where RPE is used, it must be able to provide adequate protection for individual wearers. RPE
cannot protect the wearer if it leaks. A major cause of leaks is poor fit; tight-fitting face pieces need
to fit the wearer’s face to be effective.
Maintenance is a requirement for all RPE, except for disposable (single use) RPE, and should be
carried out by properly trained personnel. Thorough maintenance, examination and tests should
be carried out at regular intervals in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Face fit testing
Face fit testing is a method of checking that a tight-fitting facepiece matches the wearer’s facial
features and seals adequately to their face. A fit test should be carried out as part of the initial
selection of the RPE and it is good practice to ensure repeat fit testing is carried out on a regular
basis.
See: Regulation 7, The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (as amended)
See: HSG53, Respiratory protective equipment at work, 4th Ed. HSE (2013)
Breathing apparatus
Breathing apparatus (BA) enables firefighters to breathe safely in otherwise irrespirable
atmospheres. The use of BA as a control measures is likely to be applied as part of the incident plan
for any incident involving
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Smoke and fire gases,
Specified risks for confined space
Hazardous materials including:
Asphyxiants
Dusts
Toxic, flammable and explosive substances
The Foundation for Breathing Apparatus guidance outlines procedures that should be adopted at
operational incidents involving the deployment of BA. These procedures allow efficient, effective
and safe working practices to be adopted at incidents of all sizes and type where an irrespirable
atmosphere presents a hazard to personnel.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
Provide employees with suitable RPE that fits the wearer correctly and adequately controls
identified risks
Ensure that personal RPE worn simultaneously is compatible and does not negatively impact
other safety measures
Fire and rescue services should:
Specify the type of RPE required for hazards identified through risk assessment and
communicate to personnel
Have policies, procedures and guidance for all personnel on the safe use and management of
respiratory protective equipment at incidents
Provide suitable information, instruction and training to all personnel who may be required to
wear respiratory protective equipment
Have suitable arrangements for the provision, testing and maintenance of respiratory
protective equipment
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear the type of RPE identified by service risk assessments,
procedures and training
Implement BA entry control procedures appropriate to the level of risk identified

Hazard - Confined space working environment

Hazard Knowledge
Fire and rescue personnel should be aware that the physical environment of a confined space can
take many forms and that a variety of techniques and skill sets are required to overcome the
challenges they may present. No firefighter should enter a confined space unless they have been
trained to do so and unless they fully understand the hazards these environments present.
Challenges include difficult access and egress, restricted spaces, slopes, gradients, changing levels,
narrow apertures, different types of surface and poor lighting.

Control measure - Safe system of work: Confined
spaces
Control measure knowledge
Because of the nature and severity of the risks faced while working in confined spaces, it is
essential that the incident commander obtains as much information as possible before
determining whether to deploy personnel.
All potential hazards within the confined space, as detailed in this guidance, should be identified
and evaluated in accordance with the Confined Space Regulations to assess whether the benefit of
entering outweighs the associated risks.
If the decision is made to deploy personnel, the risk assessment and safe system of work should be
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shared with all those deployed and the appropriate control measures should be applied.
Only personnel who are competent to work in confined spaces should be deployed, and only if they
have the appropriate equipment, supervision and personal protective equipment (PPE). They
should also be supervised for safety and welfare purposes. Where the risk assessment requires it, it
may be necessary to appoint dedicated safety officers to monitor the working environment or
specific hazards. Entry control procedures should be used to monitor the safety of personnel if they
are committed to work in a confined space environment. Incidents involving confined spaces are
more likely to require a greater degree of control and supervision. For more information see
Foundation for breathing apparatus.
The incident commander may be able to seek advice from a qualified confined space supervisor;
they can provide assistance for dealing with the hazards of working in confined spaces.
The entry point to a confined space is likely to be within the inner cordon, which is under the
control of the fire and rescue service. Access and egress routes should be identified and monitored.
However, if these routes become unsuitable during the incident, alternative routes should be
identified and used if possible.
See National Operational Guidance: Incident command - Command skills.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
There are no tactical actions associated with this control measure.

Control measure - Safe person principles:
Confined spaces
Control measure knowledge
In line with safe person principles, only personnel who have received confined space training
should be deployed in this environment, and they should only be deployed if they have the
appropriate equipment, supervision and personal protective equipment (PPE). Adequate provision
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must also be made for the welfare of crews working in confined spaces.
A qualified confined space supervisor, where available, can advise incident commanders of the
hazards associated with restricted access and egress and with the operational requirements at
incidents involving confined spaces.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders must:
Ensure that no person shall enter a confined space unless it is not reasonably practicable to
achieve without such entry

Control measure - Establish appropriate cordon
controls: Confined space
Control measure knowledge
The entry point to a confined space is likely to sit within an already defined inner cordon, which will
be under the control of the fire and rescue service.
See National Operational Guidance: Incident command - Establish appropriate cordon controls.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
There are no tactical actions associated with this control measure.
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Control measure - Identify alternative
access/egress
Control measure knowledge
Where the access and egress routes identified present intolerable risks to responding crews, an
alternative route to and from the scene of operations should be sought.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify the location of suitable access and egress routes before committing crews to a
confined space

Control measure - Consider using tag lines

Control measure knowledge
Tag lines can be attached to personnel or equipment in confined spaces to trace their location in an
emergency or loss of communications. Tag lines should not be considered as a recovery system for
crews operating in a confined space, but they are a useful physical locating method that can assist
if a recovery does become necessary. Procedures and systems must be put in place to operate tag
lines in a consistent and uniform way so that all teams in the environment work in the same
manner.
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Consider providing tag line systems to crews with confined space capability

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider implementing a tag line system to assist in tracing and locating personnel working in
confined spaces

Control measure - Have an effective recovery
system
Control measure knowledge
The regulations state that no person at work shall enter or carry out work in a confined space
unless there are suitable and sufficient arrangements for their rescue in an emergency, whether or
not that arises from a specified risk. As a result, a recovery system should be in place for all
personnel entering the area of risk.
Fire and rescue service personnel will encounter organisations working in confined spaces with
recovery systems that range from simple and immediate systems to more extensive recovery and
rescue provision. The water industry, for example, has simple two-person working systems through
to full rescue teams on standby at main construction centres.
Depending on the level of access, recovery systems may involve using rope rescue equipment or
dedicated confined space winching systems. An emergency team wearing appropriate respiratory
protective equipment and associated equipment should also be available at all incidents except
those with good access, adequate ventilation and low risks of a hazardous atmosphere.

Strategic actions
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish what recovery systems have been employed before the fire and rescue service
arrived
Establish a recovery system for personnel deployed into confined space environments and
ensure it is in place at all times
Ensure that emergency arrangements are maintained and resourced for the duration of the
incident

Control measure - Provide lighting

Control measure knowledge
Lighting is important at any scene of operations, and there are further considerations when
selecting lighting for use in a confined space. Lighting should be intrinsically safe because of the
potential for flammable atmospheres in confined space working. Even if the scene to be lit has
been assessed using gas monitoring equipment and does not contain flammable gases, pockets of
gas could still be released once operations have commenced, as in sewer environments, for
example.
If it is assessed that there is no risk of a flammable atmosphere, consideration should be given to
the heat that can be generated in a confined space if halogen bulbs are used for lighting. Ideally,
light emitting diodes (LED) or low heat output lighting systems should be considered.
See National Operational Guidance: Operations - Health, safety and welfare.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
There are no tactical actions associated with this control measure.
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Hazard - Ineffective communications: Confined
space
Hazard Knowledge
In some confined space environments, barriers and distances can be assumed to make normal
communications ineffective. Communications may also fail during the course of the operation.

Control measure - Have a communication
strategy
Control measure knowledge
The aim at every incident is to integrate communications and decision making between the incident
commander and operational personnel.
The purpose of communication is to provide another person with information. This typically
involves three factors:
The meaning of the message from the sender
The actual message passed
The meaning of the message as understood by the recipient.
An incident commander should be aware that messages are not always understood in the way they
are intended. Problems with messages arise because the sender often assumes the person
receiving their communication has the same understanding. Sometimes this is not the case
because the person receiving the message extracts meaning in a way that makes sense to them.
Incident commanders should check the other person's understanding of important messages.
The incident commander should be aware of both their own assumptions and those of the person
with whom they are communicating. They should test assumptions and make information clear.
They should make sure the other person has accurately understood the message.
Communication at an incident may be:
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One-way communication: there are times when direct one-way communication may be
appropriate. The sender will deliver a message with no opportunity for feedback. This form of
communication is rapid and puts the sender in control of the message. But the lack of
feedback from the recipient means that they cannot confirm their understanding
Two-way communication: this offers the receiver the opportunity to feedback to the sender.
Information flows between them. Whilst this often takes longer than one-way communication
it can be more accurate because it provides an opportunity to confirm the intended meaning
Communication at incidents can occur in different forms: verbal, non-verbal (mobile data terminals,
internet, for example) and written (e.g. SSRI, tactical fire plans, standard operating procedures).
The incident commander should consider how people will perceive non-verbal communication.
Non-verbal communication is important when briefing crews or liaising with other agencies. They
should consider it carefully when they interact with members of the public in an emergency
situation as these people may be highly sensitive to the emotional states of others. The incident
commander's non-verbal behaviour should match their message.
It is important to maintain open and effective communications. There may be many lines of
communication and they are a major aid to control. Examples include direct or indirect reports
from individuals, crews or sectors.
Other parties will also be communicating: Emergency services, assisting agencies and fire control
rooms. When assessing the span of control, they should consider how to manage communications,
taking into account the pressure this may put on an incident commander. It is critical to share
communications in a way that will support a common picture of the incident.
The commander should be able to cope with the flow of information. It is important to limit both
direct communication and information flows to manageable levels. Failure to keep communication
manageable can have a negative effect at an incident. It could result in poor communication of riskcritical information or overlooking it.
It is best to keep the span of control for tactical roles as narrow as possible. They should not give
individuals so many aspects that they cannot give them enough attention.
Effective communication
Some qualities of effective communication include:
Information is received and confirmed as being from a reliable and credible source before
being acted on
Information is clear, avoiding ambiguity by using commonly understood terms. This is
especially important when working with other agencies. For other agencies some terms might
have different meanings
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Information is relevant, appropriate and concise. Incorrect information can overload the
receiver and the meaning can be lost
Information exchange is timely. To avoid distractions from critical tasks, commanders should
consider how urgent the information is and the reader's current tasks
Understanding is confirmed, preventing misunderstanding and differences in shared
situation awareness
Assumptions are questioned. Senders and receivers of information may have assumptions
about the information. Incident commanders should question and clear up assumptions. This
will help to make sure what they say is what the other person hears and understands
There is a clear benefit to being assertive to clarify meaning and test assumptions. Both
confidence and status can affect the ability to be assertive under pressure
The environment at an incident can make it harder to communicate. Noise, adverse weather
conditions and heightened levels of activity can be distracting and make listening difficult.
Preconceptions about the status of the person who is communicating may also affect
listening
Words and behaviours are matched. People are constantly communicating, even when not
using words. When verbal and non-verbal messages match, it helps people to make sense of
the message. For example, a calm approach reinforces a reassuring message
When establishing an effective communication strategy incident commanders should consider key
principles. Because of differing sizes, types and locations of incidents, the format of a
communication structure and strategy will undoubtedly differ, but key questions should be
considered:
Is the communication structure and strategy to be applied, appropriate for the incident,
effective and resilient?
Is the information received in support of the incident accurate, appropriate and timely?
Is the information from a reliable credible source?
Is there a security requirement of the information received and what is the appropriate
method for the communication and maintenance of this?
Who needs to be informed of the information, and how?
What is the relevance of the information?
Establish effective arrangements for communication. A good flow of information is one of the most
important assets on the incident ground. An incident commander should make sure that they can:
Gather information
Issue orders to personnel
Receive situation reports from all areas, including sector commanders
Assess and provide for the needs of other agencies
Carry out a risk assessment and add this to the briefing on arrival. Crews will be briefed about
the tasks they need to perform and the hazards and risks they face. Briefing crews thoroughly
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is essential to share any safety critical information.
Incident commanders may also hold briefings on the way to an incident. The extent of the briefing
will depend on an incident's type and scale. Where crews have little experience or there is high risk
then a comprehensive brief may be needed.
Debrief crews that have withdrawn from a working area during an incident - debriefs are a good
source of safety information and this should not be overlooked.
Incident commanders should also:
Gather information, issue orders and receive situation reports
Assess the needs of other agencies and plan to meet them
Establish suitable arrangements for communications (usually the role of command support,
under guidance of the incident commander):
Establish communication links with fire and rescue service control
Ensure they correctly assign radio channels and call signs
Establish communications with other agencies
Establish communications with sector commanders and other command support functions to
receive regular situation reports
Ensure sector commanders can communicate between themselves
Use local systems; some new and complex buildings and structures, including those
extending underground, have communication systems installed for use by emergency
services
Failure of communication
Communication can fail when information is not shared at the right time or is not understood by
the receiver. This can lead to:
Incorrect or inappropriate information being used to assess a situation, resulting in poor
individual situational awareness. This can lead to inconsistent shared situational awareness
Incorrect or inappropriate information leading to a faulty perception of events unfolding. This
may result in the wrong decisions being taken for the actual situation
Failure to co-ordinate team activities, causing task conflicts between fire and rescue service
teams or with other agencies
'Freelancing' because of a breakdown in leadership and followership
Increased risk of accidents because risk-critical information is not shared or understood
Throughout all aspects of communication, fire and rescue services and their employees need to be
aware of the potential for misuse of information and mindful of the legal requirements placed on
them in by the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Freedom of Information Act 2000.
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See:
JESIP joint doctrine

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure there is resilience in all their communication strategies and aligned equipment used
on the incident ground
Test the compatibility of communications equipment, systems and processes with
neighbouring fire and rescue services and other agencies
Ensure appropriate control measures are in place to support reinstating operational
communication across all aspects of operational incident command in the event of
equipment and strategy failure

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish and maintain an incident ground communication plan considering other agencies
and remote resources
Pass information to fire control rooms in a timely way
Provide regular situation updates to all responders
Establish incident ground communications considering working environment and
infrastructure
Establish resilient telecommunications with other responding agencies and consider talk
groups

Control measure - Establish effective
communications
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Control measure knowledge
An effective communication system must be in place and should enable communication between:
All personnel working inside the confined space
Personnel inside the confined space and those outside
An effective communication system should be in place to enable further resources to be requested
in case of emergency. The equipment used for communication should take account of the other
equipment, personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) that is
used when working in confined spaces. Where there is a risk of flammable or potentially explosive
atmospheres, all communication equipment that may be used in a confined space must also be
protected so that it does not present a source of ignition.
Alternatives to normal communications should be considered, including dedicated urban search
and rescue (USAR) capability and existing on-site systems (if functional). A leaky feeder system and
deploy repeaters should be requested, if available.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure communication systems are effective in subsurface and tunnel environments
Conduct regular communication checks to ensure equipment continues to function
Implement fallback procedures should there be a failure in the communications equipment

Hazard - Working at height in a confined space

Hazard Knowledge
Some confined spaces involve access to the area from above, using work at height access
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equipment. Support crews may be deployed in areas where there are unprotected edges and
therefore a risk of falling.

Control measure - Establish appropriate cordon
controls
Control measure knowledge
Incident commanders must consider the safety of firefighters, members of other agencies and the
public. They have a duty, so far as reasonably practicable in the context of operational
requirements, to ensure that people are not put at risk by fire and rescue service activities and that
anybody exposed to serious and imminent danger is informed of the hazards and the control
measures necessary to protect them.
The fire service has the power to restrict the access of persons to premises or a place in an
emergency and establishing cordons is an effective way of maintaining safety and controlling
resources.
Where practical, the police will establish and maintain cordons at appropriate distances to allow the
emergency services and other responding agencies to save life, protect the public and property,
and care for survivors.
In some areas the police will have agreements enabling the fire and rescue services to manage
gateways into the inner cordon, establish who should be granted access and keep a record of
people entering and exiting.
Cordons can be divided into distinct areas:
Outer cordon
An outer cordon may be established around the vicinity of the incident to control access to a wide
area. This will allow the emergency services and other agencies to work unhindered and in privacy.
Access through the outer cordon for essential non-emergency service personnel should be by way
of an access control point.
The police will usually control outer cordons, and may also establish traffic cordons to prevent
unauthorised vehicular access. The police will identify safe routes in and out of the cordon for
emergency vehicles and other agencies. Rendezvous points and marshalling areas will usually be
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located within the outer cordon.

Figure 4: Where practical the outer cordon should be identified by using blue and white barrier
tape.
Inner cordon
The inner cordon controls access to the immediate scene of operations and provides an increased
measure of protection for personnel working in that area. Incident commanders should restrict
access to the lowest numbers needed for safe and effective operational activity. At small incidents
this could be an existing physical barrier or a safety officer briefed to restrict access.
At incidents where a higher degree of control is required, those entering the inner cordon should
report to a designated scene access control point and register their arrival. This ensures that they
can be safely accounted for should there be any escalation of the incident, and affords an
opportunity for briefing about the hazards, control measures, emergency arrangements and other
issues. Nobody should be permitted to enter the inner cordon without an appropriate level of
personal protective equipment (PPE). It is necessary to ensure that those leaving the inner cordon
register their departure.
The fire and rescue service will be responsible for safety management within the inner cordon until
responsibility for the scene is transferred to another body. Overall responsibility for the health and
safety of personnel working within the inner cordon remains with individual agencies. Such
agencies should ensure that personnel arrive at the scene with appropriate PPE and are adequately
trained and briefed for the work they are to undertake within the cordon.
At certain incident types, for example hazardous materials, working near water and Marauding
Terrorist Firearms Attack (MTFA), there may be a need to divide cordons into hot, warm and cold
zones. This will depend on the level of risk faced by emergency service responders and the range of
corresponding control measures identified and implemented.
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Figure 5: Where practical the inner cordon should be identified with the use of red and white
barrier tape
Exclusion zone
Some hazards may present such a significant danger to the safety to firefighters, other agencies
and the public that no control measures will adequately reduce the risk. Incident commanders
should consider establishing an exclusion zone within the inner cordon to which access is denied to
all personnel, including emergency services.

Figure 6: Where practical exclusion zones should be identified with the use of black and yellow
barrier tape
Further information on cordons can be found in the Cabinet Office document Emergency Response
and Recovery.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Have a policy for limiting access of personnel to the highest risk areas of an incident ground
and for briefing and identification of those involved. This policy should include any procedural
guidance and such equipment/resources necessary to implement it safely
Agree roles and responsibilities for establishing and controlling access to cordons with
partner agencies
Agree with partner organisations appropriate procedures for briefing other agencies working
within inner cordons under the safety management of the fire service

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that appropriate inner and outer cordons are established, identified and
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communicated following an assessment of risk to crews, other agencies and the public
Control access to the inner cordon using methods proportionate to the size and complexity of
the incident
Establish a scene access control point to log all persons operating within the inner cordon
when appropriate
Implement exclusion zones where intolerable risks to safety are identified
Request the police to establish a traffic cordon where necessary
Request an air exclusion zone through the appropriate authority if required

Control measure - Use appropriate work
equipment
Control measure knowledge
Where it is not possible to avoid working at height near an unguarded edge then it is essential that
a safe system of work is established. Where possible, a temporary physical barrier should be
erected to provide collective protection to operational personnel. When the work at height
environment is above ground level, ladders (for short duration tasks against stable structures) and
mobile elevating working platforms (for long duration tasks and unstable structures) can be used to
prevent the need to work near or on the unguarded edge. Such equipment may not be practical
when the work at height environment is at ground level; for example, working at the top of cliff
edges, sink holes, docks or quarries. Risk assessment should always determine correct equipment
selection and deployment.
In any operation, sufficient measures should be identified or established to provide collective and
personal fall protection to minimise the distance and/or consequences of a fall. Practical examples
of collective protection include safety nets and soft landing systems where present (such as air bags
installed close to the level of the work). Personal protection can include using rope-based systems
that fall into three categories: work restraint, fall arrest and work positioning.
It is important that incident commanders select the most appropriate equipment and, where
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necessary, consider using supplementary equipment to add protection to the initial equipment and
systems. Using items that will reduce uncontrolled or unexpected movement should also be
considered.
Appropriate pre-use equipment and system checks should be conducted prior personnel who will
rely on work equipment for safety are deployed.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make appropriate work equipment available to prevent responders falling from height

Tactical actions
All personnel must:
Use any work equipment or safety device provided in accordance with training and
instructions
Incident commanders should:
Select the most appropriate work at height equipment for the activities and hazards identified
Use ladders for short duration tasks and request other equipment (e.g. aerial appliance) for
other activities

Control measure - Have an effective recovery
system
Control measure knowledge
The regulations state that no person at work shall enter or carry out work in a confined space
unless there are suitable and sufficient arrangements for their rescue in an emergency, whether or
not that arises from a specified risk. As a result, a recovery system should be in place for all
personnel entering the area of risk.
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Fire and rescue service personnel will encounter organisations working in confined spaces with
recovery systems that range from simple and immediate systems to more extensive recovery and
rescue provision. The water industry, for example, has simple two-person working systems through
to full rescue teams on standby at main construction centres.
Depending on the level of access, recovery systems may involve using rope rescue equipment or
dedicated confined space winching systems. An emergency team wearing appropriate respiratory
protective equipment and associated equipment should also be available at all incidents except
those with good access, adequate ventilation and low risks of a hazardous atmosphere.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish what recovery systems have been employed before the fire and rescue service
arrived
Establish a recovery system for personnel deployed into confined space environments and
ensure it is in place at all times
Ensure that emergency arrangements are maintained and resourced for the duration of the
incident

Hazard - Unstable natural or built environment

Hazard Knowledge
Fire and rescue services may be called to many varied environments that can be defined as
confined spaces. These could include trenches, excavations and pits.
Personnel should be aware that some of these environments require additional resources and
skills beyond the scope of the fire and rescue service.
The natural environment, such as a trench, excavation, pit, cliff or steep ground, or free-flowing
solids, may be subject to instability for reasons such as:
Excessive rainfall
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Vibration from nearby heavy plant or machinery
Severe impact
A load (e.g. crane/heavy plant) positioned too close to an edge
A serious risk of injury exists at incidents involving an unstable natural environment because soil
can weigh more than 1.25 tonnes per cubic metre square. Even small collapses may be fatal. The
risks to people include:
Becoming trapped or buried
Being crushed by the movement of soil and any subsequent loading
Falling into a trench, pit or opening
Drowning
Trenches and excavations are present in building works and utilities maintenance, and pits can be
found in a variety of locations such as old mines or quarries, agricultural and industrial sites. An
incident involving a trench or excavation may require shoring or the removal of soil, along with
having to move heavy machinery/plant, etc.
Any unsupported trench or excavation may be subject to collapse and there are many factors that
will influence stability, such as:
Height of face
Angle of face
Type of soil
Adjacent loading
Vibration from nearby machinery or vehicles
Water content
Surface water
Buried services or other obstructions see National Operational Guidance Utilities and fuel
Changes in soil type/make-up
Previously worked-on ground
Weather conditions
Length of time the trench or excavation has been exposed
Loading at ground level adjacent to the trench increases the likelihood of unstable faces collapsing,
as does vibration from machinery or vehicles; this area should be kept clear.
Other safe systems of work or procedures may be involved in rescue operations, such as those for
confined spaces (a trench may collect flammable or toxic vapours or have an oxygen-deficient
atmosphere) or safe working at height (for example, personal protective equipment (PPE) may be
required for exposed edges). Access and egress may be difficult.
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Control measure - Shoring

Control measure knowledge
Shoring can be described as temporary support to elements of a structure using metal or timber
shoring systems and can be provided by urban search and rescue (USAR) teams.
Shoring provides:
Temporary stability of structures, objects or debris
Protection from falling debris, secondary collapse to enable search or rescue operations to
proceed
Support to vertical, horizontal or sloping surfaces
Any shoring operation should be carried out by personnel with the appropriate level of knowledge
and training, using suitable equipment. The shoring should be assessed and monitored.
It may be necessary to use temporary shoring to save life or prevent an incident escalating.
However, the equipment immediately available to fire and rescue services, or to urban search and
rescue (USAR) teams, may not be of sufficient strength to substitute for excavation support
systems.
On-site machinery, vehicles or equipment, such as excavation support systems or materials
suitable for use as trench or pit supports, may be available. However, the available equipment may
have already failed, requiring a detailed risk assessment prior to further use.
If an excavation support system has been compromised, personnel should seek the advice or
assistance of the responsible person or competent person, such as the contractor or a civil
engineer.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Be aware of how to request National Resilience capabilities and mutual aid resources
Consider providing shoring equipment and materials
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider requesting specialist tactical advice and resources for shoring
Assess and monitor the effectiveness shoring
Liaise with the responsible person or competent person if required

Control measure - Implement supervision
arrangements
Control measure knowledge
When working in a confined space, competent supervision must be in place to ensure that a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment process is ongoing, that appropriate control measures are
implemented, necessary safety precautions are in place, and hazards and risks are communicated
to all those involved. For fire and rescue service operations, this role will be undertaken on behalf
of the incident commander by a competent officer.
Incident commanders should apply the most appropriate level of breathing apparatus entry control
procedure for a confined space incident.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
There are no tactical actions associated with this control measure.
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Control measure - Have an effective recovery
system
Control measure knowledge
The regulations state that no person at work shall enter or carry out work in a confined space
unless there are suitable and sufficient arrangements for their rescue in an emergency, whether or
not that arises from a specified risk. As a result, a recovery system should be in place for all
personnel entering the area of risk.
Fire and rescue service personnel will encounter organisations working in confined spaces with
recovery systems that range from simple and immediate systems to more extensive recovery and
rescue provision. The water industry, for example, has simple two-person working systems through
to full rescue teams on standby at main construction centres.
Depending on the level of access, recovery systems may involve using rope rescue equipment or
dedicated confined space winching systems. An emergency team wearing appropriate respiratory
protective equipment and associated equipment should also be available at all incidents except
those with good access, adequate ventilation and low risks of a hazardous atmosphere.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish what recovery systems have been employed before the fire and rescue service
arrived
Establish a recovery system for personnel deployed into confined space environments and
ensure it is in place at all times
Ensure that emergency arrangements are maintained and resourced for the duration of the
incident
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Hazard - Biological hazards
Hazard Knowledge
Biological hazards are those that involve living things, whether they come from people, animals, or
plants. These hazards are present in the working environment and have the potential to come into
contact with firefighters and cause physical injury or illness. By their nature these hazards can be
unseen or unidentifiable to personnel (particularly in the case of micro-organisms).
Biological hazards include:
Infections
Viruses
Bacteria
Body fluids for more information see HSE guidance on Bloodborne viruses
Animal fluids
Bites
Stings
Zoonosis
Routes of exposure include:
Inhalation
Absorption, the risk of exposure through absorption may be increased through areas of soft
tissue such as the eyes or mouth
Ingestion
Injection: Exposure can occur when a sharp object punctures the skin
For more detailed information see Public Health England - Infectious diseases

Control measure - Manage risk from biological
hazards
Control measure knowledge
When the presence of biological hazards at an incident has been identified as a risk the incident
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commander should consider requesting expert advice from Hazardous Materials Adviser (HMA)
and reclassifying the incident as hazardous materials. Where minor risks can be isolated from
personnel or other measures implemented that adequately control the risk other operational
activities may be conducted safely.
Whenever possible unnecessary contact with biological hazards should be avoided and clinical
waste storage and transportation arrangements should be considered for contaminated clothing
and equipment.
Routes of exposure should be considered when identifying control measures:
Inhalation: Establishing good ventilation and selecting respiratory protective equipment
appropriate to the hazard are key control measures.
Absorption: Avoid skin contact with the hazard and wear PPE that prevents contact including
protective gloves (first aid type) and eye protection. Strict hygiene procedures should be
established including welfare facilities, antibacterial wash or wipes.
Ingestion: In areas of likely contamination the risk of ingestion can be reduced through the
avoidance of eating, drinking and smoking.
Injection: Exposure can occur when a sharp object punctures the skin; this could be a rusty
nail, a discarded hypodermic needle or an animal sting. Where exposure cannot be avoided
by reduction or isolation, PPE that provides protection from injection should be considered.
For decontamination procedures see National Operational Guidance: Hazardous materials.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure personnel are aware of the risks presented by the presence of biological hazards and
understand the associated safe systems of work
Have suitable clinical waste disposal procedures, including use of sharps containers
Consider providing suitable equipment to mitigate the hazards presented by biohazards such
as disposable gloves, barrier cream and suitable hygiene facilities
Record specific information on biological hazards on SSRIs where appropriate
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider handing responsibility for the incident to another agency (e.g. police or an
environmental agency)
Seek advice from on-site specialist or a hazardous materials adviser (HMA)
Instigate and communicate hygiene arrangements, facilities and consider decontamination
Consider decontamination following exposure of personnel to biological hazards
Consider the risk of exposure to contaminated sharps, especially in high risk environments
Comply with hygiene arrangements and do not eat, drink, smoke or vape
Identify potential sources of biological contamination (e.g. waste from sanitary conveniences)
All personnel should:
Declare to the service or incident commander any allergies that could give rise to
anaphylactic shock
Ensure open wounds, cuts and grazes are covered by a waterproof dressing

Hazard - Chemical hazards

Hazard Knowledge
Operating in confined spaces may expose responders to chemical hazards. For specific chemical
hazards in premises, fire and rescue services should consider liaising with site staff to obtain
existing procedures and decontamination plans.

Control measure - Establish firefighter
decontamination
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Control measure knowledge
The type of decontamination will be based on a number of factors:
The level and type of personal protective equipment (PPE) (structural fire kit, liquid-tight or
gas-tight chemical protection or re-usable or disposable protection)
The type and quantity of contaminant
The type and availability of decontamination additives
The ability to monitor and/or detect contamination
The availability of drainage and/or containment options
The conditions of the weather (rain and wind)
The topography of the area
The availability of equipment to conduct the decontamination
The location of the decontamination area should take into account the following:
The topography of the ground - it should be a flat area or sloped away from unprotected
personnel in the cold zone
Wind direction should be blowing away from unprotected personnel
Any drainage in the area should be identified as either surface, foul or combined drainage
and then blocked using a suitable drain blocker or mat
It should be set up in the cold zone until ready to receive contaminated members of
personnel, at which point it should become the warm zone
It should be appropriately marked to prevent unprotected people from entering the
decontamination zone
Operational circumstances and the risk assessment
The level and method of decontamination
The weather conditions
Location of breathing apparatus (BA) entry control
Location of a pumping appliance if wet decontamination is being provided

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Put systems in place to assess contamination of personal protective equipment (PPE) and
other kit
Provide suitable equipment to conduct a decontamination process, or range of
decontamination processes, based on the types of contamination likely or possible to be
encountered during operational incidents in their area
Ensure personnel that respond to hazardous materials incidents are provided with the
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necessary knowledge, skills and understanding to operate decontamination effectively
Provide hazardous materials advisers (HMA) to determine appropriate decontamination
including the use of any additive to assist in removing the contaminant
Provide a system to contain all run-off before seeking approval for disposal (see National
Operational Guidance: Environmental protection)
Provide a system for contacting the environmental agencies and/or local water company
before disposal of run-off
Consider providing structured reference documents that detail the appropriate
decontamination procedures
Provide arrangements for dealing with contaminated equipment, including equipment used
inside the hot zone and the decontamination equipment used for the decontamination
process

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that decontamination should be available before any fire and rescue personnel are
committed to the hot zone
Use any reference documents or aide-memoire
Contain all run-off from the decontamination process
Contain all hazardous waste in suitable containers
Provide a route in and route out of the decontamination zone
Provide decontamination personnel in suitable personal protective equipment (PPE) to assist
contaminated personnel
Provide support personnel in structural fire kit to assist decontamination personnel
Take advice from a hazardous materials adviser (HMA) on arrangements for contaminated
equipment and other wastes
Consider firefighter decontamination arrangements prior to committing personnel to the hot
zone
Contain all run-off from the decontamination process until disposal arrangements are agreed

Control measure - Hygiene: Hazardous materials
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Control measure knowledge
Because of the much greater risk of personnel encountering dangerous substances at hazardous
materials incidents, normal hygiene and welfare procedures should be enhanced. The primary
objective is to prevent accidental ingestion of hazardous materials. Any designated hygiene area
should:
Have hygiene procedures that are monitored by supervisory personnel to ensure effective
hand washing, etc.
Be free from contamination and the risk of cross-contamination
Be provided with copious supplies of drinking water
Have supervisory personnel to monitor the recovery of wearers who have carried out hard
work in chemical protective clothing (CPC)

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure personnel have access to effective washing facilities at HazMat incidents
Ensure personnel have access clean rest areas where they can rehydrate free from the risk of
cross contamination

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Enforce hygiene measures and ensure personnel don't eat, drink, smoke or vape except in
appropriate areas

Control measure - Personal protective
equipment (PPE): Confined spaces
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Control measure knowledge
Wherever possible, personnel should not work in a confined space if personal protective
equipment (PPE) is needed. However, it is accepted that this is rarely possible in fire and rescue
service operations. Using PPE and RPE can make movement more difficult and add to the effects of
high temperatures. Any PPE and RPE used should be suitable for a confined space.
The type of personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE)
provided will depend on the hazards identified, but might include safety lines and harnesses.
Account must be taken of foreseeable hazards that might arise and the need for emergency
evacuation.
Any personal protective equipment that is not intrinsically safe can provide an ignition source for a
gas within its flammable or explosive limits. This may cause combustion or explosion. The use of
intrinsically safe equipment will preclude this. In most confined spaces, it is impossible to classify
the atmosphere present. For fire and rescue service operations, intrinsically safe equipment must
meet the appropriate ATEX classification.
For more information about Atex classification click here.
For more information on Breathing Apparatus (BA) control procedures see Foundation for
Breathing Apparatus.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that intrinsically safe equipment is available to crews trained to work in confined
spaces

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and
respiratory protective equipment (RPE)
Allocate sufficient personnel to support the use of PPE and RPE that has been implemented
for confined space working
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Control measure - Respiratory protective
equipment (RPE)
Control measure knowledge
Respiratory protective equipment (RPE) is a particular type of personal protective equipment
designed to protect the wearer from breathing in harmful substances, or from oxygen-deficient
atmospheres, when other controls are either not possible or insufficient on their own.
The two main types of RPE are respirators and breathing apparatus (BA):
Respirators are filtering devices that remove contaminants from the air being breathed
in; non-powered respirators rely on the wearer breathing to draw air through the filter
Breathing apparatus (BA) requires a supply of breathing-quality air from an independent
source such as an air cylinder
Where RPE is used, it must be able to provide adequate protection for individual wearers. RPE
cannot protect the wearer if it leaks. A major cause of leaks is poor fit; tight-fitting face pieces need
to fit the wearer’s face to be effective.
Maintenance is a requirement for all RPE, except for disposable (single use) RPE, and should be
carried out by properly trained personnel. Thorough maintenance, examination and tests should
be carried out at regular intervals in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Face fit testing
Face fit testing is a method of checking that a tight-fitting facepiece matches the wearer’s facial
features and seals adequately to their face. A fit test should be carried out as part of the initial
selection of the RPE and it is good practice to ensure repeat fit testing is carried out on a regular
basis.
See: Regulation 7, The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (as amended)
See: HSG53, Respiratory protective equipment at work, 4th Ed. HSE (2013)
Breathing apparatus
Breathing apparatus (BA) enables firefighters to breathe safely in otherwise irrespirable
atmospheres. The use of BA as a control measures is likely to be applied as part of the incident plan
for any incident involving
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Smoke and fire gases,
Specified risks for confined space
Hazardous materials including:
Asphyxiants
Dusts
Toxic, flammable and explosive substances
The Foundation for Breathing Apparatus guidance outlines procedures that should be adopted at
operational incidents involving the deployment of BA. These procedures allow efficient, effective
and safe working practices to be adopted at incidents of all sizes and type where an irrespirable
atmosphere presents a hazard to personnel.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
Provide employees with suitable RPE that fits the wearer correctly and adequately controls
identified risks
Ensure that personal RPE worn simultaneously is compatible and does not negatively impact
other safety measures
Fire and rescue services should:
Specify the type of RPE required for hazards identified through risk assessment and
communicate to personnel
Have policies, procedures and guidance for all personnel on the safe use and management of
respiratory protective equipment at incidents
Provide suitable information, instruction and training to all personnel who may be required to
wear respiratory protective equipment
Have suitable arrangements for the provision, testing and maintenance of respiratory
protective equipment
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear the type of RPE identified by service risk assessments,
procedures and training
Implement BA entry control procedures appropriate to the level of risk identified

Hazard - On-site machinery

Hazard Knowledge
Some industries use the word 'plant' to indicate specialist equipment, machinery or industrial
premises. For the purposes of this guidance, the word 'plant' has purposely been avoided and is
referred to as 'on-site machinery'.
Types of on-site machinery include:
Generic
Automated equipment
Robotics - refer to supplementary information
Lifts
Hoists - refer to supplementary information
Cranes - refer to supplementary information
Conveyor belt systems - refer to supplementary information
Electric motors
Mixing machinery
Drilling machinery
Welding equipment
Commercial and business
Escalators and moving walkways - refer to supplementary information
Places of assembly and entertainment
Theme park and fairground rides - refer to supplementary information
Moving platforms and stages
Retractable roofs
Medical facilities
Motorised wheelchairs
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Motorised trolleys
Static or movable medical equipment
Beds that use electric motors to manoeuvre patients
Agriculture
Machinery for feeding livestock
Automated (robotic) milking systems
Waste sites
Compactors
Shredders
Construction sites
Small equipment, such as handheld tools up to large-scale machinery
Machinery can present many types of hazards including:
Drawing in
Entanglement
Friction and abrasion
Cutting or shearing
Stabbing or puncturing
Impact or crush injuries
Hazardous substances and emissions
Noise and vibration
Pressure or vacuum
Extreme temperatures
Electrocution
Damage to eyes by intense ultraviolet light from welding equipment
Damage to skin from ultraviolet (UV) radiation present in welding equipment
Epidermal injection (hydraulic fluid)
Some machinery is highly automated and may be operated by remote control systems. Machinery
may be time controlled and could start up automatically. Similarly, the robotic system may be in an
inert phase, but reactivate on a timed or activity-triggered basis.
Machinery may be old or poorly maintained, resulting in the absence of safety equipment; this may
increase the risk of entrapment or injury. Machinery may present hazards if not correctly secured,
controlled, earthed or isolated. Some machinery, for example, the jibs of cranes, may be
purposefully unsecured to prevent damage to them in high winds.
Machinery may contain moving parts, such as exposed shafts or fan bearings. Some types of
machinery have machine guards to offer some protection from moving parts. Safety devices may
have been removed or compromised prior to the arrival of fire and rescue service personnel.
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Machine guards should not be removed until power to the machine has been isolated and
confirmed. Where safety devices, such as brakes and interlocks have activated, they should not be
overridden before the effect of doing so has been carefully considered. Releasing such devices
could result in the uncontrolled movement of machinery.
If a machine is stopped suddenly, for example by a blockage, there may be residual stored energy
within the system. When the blockage is removed, the energy released can cause the machinery to
move.
On-site machinery may be located in confined or restricted areas, making access and egress
difficult and potentially arduous.

Control measure - Restrict or prohibit movement
of on-site machinery
Control measure knowledge
If on-site machinery has the potential to cause harm to fire and rescue personnel or other
responders, it may be necessary to restrict or prohibit its movement.
On-site machinery operators should be made aware of the presence of personnel, and the extent
of restriction or prohibition in place.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that information about on-site machinery and its use is included in Site-Specific Risk
Information (SSRI)

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider requesting that on-site machinery movements are restricted or prohibited
Ensure on-site machinery operators are made aware of the presence of fire and rescue
service personnel
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Control measure - Isolate power supplies for onsite machinery
Control measure knowledge
On-site machinery may still be operating when the fire and rescue service arrives. Personnel should
liaise with on-site staff to identify where and how to isolate the on-site machinery, and to consider
the implications of isolating power supplies to it. Keeping processes going may support fire and
rescue service operations, for example, by reducing the volume of material that could be affected
by the incident.
Power supplies to on-site machinery may include:
Electricity
Gas
Pneumatics
Hydraulics
Kinetic, for example, windmills and watermills
Industries will use various methods for isolating power supplies. Some types of machinery may
take a considerable time to isolate and in some circumstances it may not be possible to prevent
reactivation. Isolating power supplies to machinery may have an impact on the business – some
on-site machinery may be damaged by emergency isolation.
Isolating power supplies to machinery may have an impact on the business; some on-site
machinery may be damaged by emergency isolation.
The power supply for the machinery may be remote from the equipment. Instructions may be
displayed for isolating the power supply or using manual controls.
Isolating power supplies may involve using:
A tag out system - where a warning tag is attached to the power controls once in a safe
position (off or closed), but reactivation may be possible
A lock out system - where a padlock or bolt is used to prevent reactivation
When on-site machinery has been isolated, a robust system should be implemented to ensure it is
not restarted until agreed by the incident commander
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure details about power supplies are included in Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI)
Ensure that information about emergency isolation of on-site machinery is included in SiteSpecific Risk Information (SSRI)

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Liaise with the responsible person (or nominated competent person) to assist with the
isolation of on-site machinery
Consider Isolating power supplies to on-site machinery
Identify on-site machinery that will require a period of time to be isolated
Seek specialist advice if there is any doubt about the isolation of machinery
Implement a robust system to ensure on-site machinery that has been isolated is not
inadvertently restarted

Control measure - Use competent people to
operate on-site machinery
Control measure knowledge
On-site machinery may prove useful to move or separate materials during an incident, such as
waste or items of stock; however, this should be done under the supervision of the fire and rescue
service.
The on-site machinery would need to be identified and should be operated by a competent
person. The responsible person may be able to identify appropriate machinery and operators. This
activity could create additional hazards, as other people may not be used to working with fire and
rescue service personnel. Detailed briefings should therefore take place and any actions should be
closely monitored.
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If a competent person will be working within the inner cordon, communication methods, including
evacuation signals, should be implemented and understood before commencing operations.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that personnel are aware that on-site machinery should only be operated by
competent people
Consider identifying suitable on-site machinery in pre-planning and site inspection visits
Consider establishing contingency arrangements about additional or specialist machinery
with the site owner; this may need to be hired in the event of an incident

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Liaise with the responsible person (or nominated competent person) about on-site
machinery, how it is used and who can use it
Identify suitable on-site machinery that will achieve the objectives required
Carry out a risk assessment before using on-site machinery
Ensure appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and high-visibility clothing is worn in
the area where on-site machinery is being operated
Provide a full safety brief to fire and rescue service personnel and others
Develop agreed communication methods between fire and rescue service personnel and
others
Consider arranging for a competent person to move any on-site machinery not being used in
the incident to an agreed location

Control measure - Supervise on-site staff
operating machinery in the hazard area
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Control measure knowledge
When using on-site machinery, on-site staff should be closely supervised to ensure they are not
taking unnecessary risks, they have the appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and they
are aware of the presence of fire and rescue service personnel.
If the incident is fire-related, the incident commander has the final decision on what is used, how it
is used and by whom.
Fire and rescue service personnel are trained to understand the incident command protocols.
However, this may not be the same for other people, who may require a high level of supervision
when operating in the hazard area.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that all fire and rescue service personnel understand that on-site machinery should
only be operated under the supervision of the fire and rescue service

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure on-site staff are closely supervised when operating on-site machinery in the hazard
area
Ensure detailed briefings and constant monitoring take place

Above ground structures

Man-made above ground structures can be divided into four classes: framed and unframed
buildings (not included in this section of guidance), non-building structures and temporary
structures.
Non-building and temporary structures
Non-building and temporary structures include scaffolding, temporary fairground rides and
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temporary stands. The technical operational difficulty presented by these structures will be similar
to some of the structures outlined, but there may be additional problems for fire and rescue
services. Depending on who has installed the structures, they may only be in the fire and rescue
service area for a short time, the installation may be of dubious standard and/or fire and rescue
service or other authorities may not have been given any notice. Fire and rescue services are likely
to have little chance to actively pre-plan or familiarise their personnel with the structures.
A non-building structure has not been designed for continuous human occupancy. Non-building
and temporary structures may be involved in any fire service activity and may present responding
crews with unusual and unfamiliar hazards.
Some examples of non-building and temporary structures are set out below.
Masts, towers and transmission towers (pylons)
The terms 'mast' and 'tower' are often used interchangeably. However, in structural engineering
terms, a tower is a self-supporting or cantilevered structure, while a mast is held up by stays or
guys. These are typically tall structures designed to support antennae for telecommunications and
broadcasting, including television.
A transmission tower (pylon) is a tall structure, usually a steel lattice tower, used to support an
overhead power line.
Wind turbines
A wind turbine is a device that converts the wind's kinetic energy into electrical power; the technical
description of a wind turbine is an aerofoil-powered generator. Incidents that may require fire
service attendance include rescuing workers or the generator catching fire.
Tower cranes
Tower cranes are a form of balance crane used in the construction of tall buildings. They are fixed
to the ground on a concrete slab (and sometimes attached to the sides or top of structures).
Theme parks, Ferris wheels, piers, stadiums etc.
These structures are frequented by members of the public. They can include public access areas
above, below and at ground level. They may also include areas with additional hazards, for
example, they may be situated in or above water or have exceptionally restricted space.
Emergency intervention may also be affected by large numbers of casualties or trapped members
of the public. For example, a rescue from a theme park ride could involve many people being
trapped at height, being restrained by seatbelts or harnesses, possibly inverted or suspended.
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Other generic structures
Other generic non-building structures that fire and rescue services may wish to plan for include
statues, monuments, bridges, viaducts, aqueducts and transport infrastructure.
With incidents involving these forms of above ground structures, a range of fire and rescue
responses is possible. In general, the following are most likely to be appropriate:
Aerial appliances
Rope access and rescue teams
Specialist urban search and rescue (USAR) teams
Because of the unique nature of above ground structures, other agencies may become involved or
lead in rescue intervention, for example:
Helicopter search and rescue teams
Private rescue teams specially employed to provide emergency rescue cover for a structure,
for example, the London Eye
Internal company volunteers who provide emergency cover, such as those at power
generation companies
There may be a substantial delay in these agencies arriving and in most cases the fire and rescue
service may be called on to attend in the first instance and then to assist.

Hazard - Electricity

Hazard Knowledge
Fire and rescue service personnel are at risk of coming into contact with electrical equipment and
components at operational incidents, which can result in electrocution. Contact with electricity can
cause serious physical injury or prove fatal.
Electrocution can occur in a number of ways:
Direct contact with live electricity is potentially lethal. This can be from
Direct contact

direct or alternating current, as well as static discharge from domestic or
industrial supplies.
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Electricity can 'jump' through air, smoke or a column of water. The higher
Arcing

the voltage the more likely, and the further, the electricity may 'jump'.
Arcing can also generate intense heat and ignite flammable substances in
the vicinity.
High-voltage electricity has the potential to cause death or serious injury to
a person in the vicinity through 'flash down'. This is also referred to as
'flashover' in the electricity industry.

Flash down
(flashover)

The flash down hazard particularly applies to higher voltage overhead
power lines. However, as it is often not possible to identify the voltage
carried by a conductor, all high-voltage overhead lines should be assumed
to be capable of creating this flash down situation.
Flash down may also occur due to carbon tracking, fire or a column of
water from a monitor or jet.
Thick smoke with a high carbon content may be generated by fires

Carbon tracking

including rubber tyres or plastics or by wildfires. High-voltage electricity
can find a path to earth through this type of thick smoke.

Re-energising
circuits and
equipment

Substations generally have automatic switches, which are programmed to
attempt to re-energise circuits that have been broken. Some re-energising
may also be caused by human error. Therefore, it should not be
assumed that a circuit is isolated.
Certain high current equipment, including transmission overhead lines,
high-voltage equipment and photovoltaic cells, are not made safe by

Residual charge

merely switching off the supply. They may still carry a significant residual
charge that is sufficient to cause a fatal injury. This residual charge may
remain until the equipment is made safe, usually by the electricity
company.
Electrical feedback is a relatively new phenomenon that can occur when
electricity supplies in the road or on an industrial estate, are thought to

Electrical feedback

have been made safe and have been disconnected by the electricity
supplier. However, domestic and commercial premises producing their
own electricity can feed it back into the national grid, thereby re-energising
the dead cable.
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Refer to the supplementary information for:
Electricity basics
Domestic power supply
Electricity generation in the UK
High-voltage networks (national grid)
Sealing end compounds
Substations
The difference between a single-phase and a three-phase power system
Three-phase high-voltage systems
Three-phase low-voltage systems
Transmission and distribution network
Transmission towers (pylons) and wooden poles
National grid
Power stations produce electricity at 25kV. Electricity is sent through the national grid network at
400kV, 275kV and 132kV.
Step-up transformers are used at power stations to produce the very high voltage needed to
transmit electricity through the national grid power lines. These high voltages are too dangerous
for use in homes and businesses and therefore step-down transformers are used locally to reduce
the voltages to a safe level, resulting in the following supplies:
Large industrial consumers - 33kV
Rail network - 25kV to 33kV
Small industrial consumers - 415V to 11kV
Residential and small commercial - 240V
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UK electricity distribution - diagram courtesy of London Fire Brigade
Overhead power lines and transmission towers
Overhead lines carry various voltages and are usually uninsulated.
Low-voltage (up to 1000V) lines are suspended by wooden poles and arranged into either:
Vertical arrays of up to six lines (with the lowest cable being the neutral)
Single lines with live and neutral cores (known as concentric cables)
Some high-voltage (greater than 1000V) lines may also be suspended by wooden poles. These can
be identified as they are:
Usually in either a horizontal array of two or three lines, or in a six cable array with three lines
on each side of the pole
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Separated from the wooden pole by circular insulators
Transmission towers (often referred to as pylons) have an array of three cables (or sets of cables) to
each side of the tower. Each side of the transmission tower represents three phases of electricity;
however, each side of the transmission tower may have a different origin and may be operated by a
different distribution network operator (DNO).

Figure 2: 132kV transmission towers – photograph courtesy of Peter Martin
Overhead lines are normally uninsulated; if an object gets too close, it is possible that electricity will
jump over a distance to reach earth via the object.
It should be assumed that an overhead power line can be fatal. Equipment, appliances and
personnel should be kept away from the power lines at all times. Undulating surfaces cause the
distance between overhead power lines and the ground to vary; this can result in personnel
inadvertently coming too close to lines.
High-pressure jets coming into contact with an overhead line with horizontal conductors may cause
them to clash together, resulting in arcing. This could lead to conductor breakage, resulting in live
conductors falling to the ground. Water can also cause heated porcelain insulators to shatter,
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creating needlestick or projectile hazards.
High-pressure jets contacting overhead conductors may also result in earth leakage through the
water stream to ground. This may cause the branch to become live, with potentially fatal
consequences.
Health and Safety Executive – electrical definitions
It is important that fire and rescue service personnel understand electrical terminology when
discussing isolation of electricity supplies with electricity distributors or any attending electrical
engineers. Failing to understand this terminology may increase the risks encountered.
The definitions in the table below provide the explanation for words and terms used in this
guidance. Note that these terms are definitions from the Electricity at Work Regulations (1989):
Means that the item has acquired a charge either because it is live or
because it has become charged by other means such as by static or
Charged

induction charging, or has retained or regained a charge due to
capacitance effects even though it may be disconnected from the rest of
the system.

Dead

Not electrically 'live' or 'charged'

Designated

A competent person appointed by the employer, preferably in writing, to

competent person

undertake certain specific responsibilities and duties, which may include

(also known in some

issuing and receiving safety documents such as permits-to-work. The

industries as

person must be competent by way of training, qualifications and/or

'authorised person'

experience and knowledge of the system to be worked on.

or 'senior

Note: On a nuclear site, the designated competent person would be

authorised person')

referred to as the 'duly authorised person'.

Disconnected

Equipment (or a part of an electrical system) that is not connected to any
source of electrical energy
Includes anything used, intended to be used or installed for use, to

Electrical equipment

generate, provide, transmit, transform, rectify, convert, conduct,
distribute, control, store, measure or use electrical energy

High voltage

Voltages greater than 1000V AC or 1500V DC. Voltages below these
values are low voltage.
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Equipment (or part of an electrical system) that is disconnected and
Isolated

separated by a safe distance (the isolating gap) from all sources of
electrical energy in such a way that the disconnection is secure, so that
it cannot be re-energised accidentally or inadvertently
Equipment that is at a voltage by being connected to a source of
electricity. Live parts that are insulated and exposed so they can be

Live

touched either directly or indirectly by a conducting object are
hazardous if the voltage exceeds 50V AC or 120V DC in dry conditions.
Work on or near conductors that are accessible and live or charged. Live

Live work

work includes live testing, such as using a test instrument to measure
voltage on a live power distribution or control system.

Low voltage

Voltages up to 1000V AC or 1500V DC. Voltages above these values are
high voltage.

Note: on a nuclear site, the designated competent person would be referred to as the duly
authorised person.
The Energy Networks Association has produced Safety Information for the Fire Service. This
contains information on emergency situations involving electricity, along with important contact
numbers for electricity companies. It contains a rescue flow chart that may assist with risk
assessments.
Buildings under construction and demolition
Personnel attending fires in buildings under construction or demolition may be presented with
electrical hazards that differ depending on the type of construction or demolition site, such as:
Electrical systems that have been partially or completely isolated
Temporary electrical supplies
Portable generators
Uninterrupted power supplies (UPS), which could range from small units to large rooms
containing lead acid batteries
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Live cabling during constructiong phase; labels may be destroyed in fire - photograph courtsey of
Nick Lacey

Unsecured electrical cables during refurbishment - photograph courtesy of Robert Bacon
Dangerous wiring
This hazard may exist where the wiring has:
Been damaged
Been carried out incorrectly
Deteriorated with age
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If power cables are damaged or inappropriately repaired and they come into contact
with unprotected steel framing, scaffolding, water run-off or equipment, personnel may be at risk
of electrocution.
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Live cabling during construction phase should be labelled; labeling may be destroyed by fire –
photography courtesy of Nick Lac
Performing rescues of casualties
If there is a casualty who is affected by electricity at ground level, it may be necessary to consider
performing a rescue.
However, working within the 5m exclusion zone for high-voltage electricity presents
a significant risk of electrocution to personnel.

Control measure - Safe system of work: Lowvoltage electricity
Control measure knowledge
Low-voltage electricity should be isolated and earthed, or otherwise made safe where it is
appropriate to do so.
It may not be possible for personnel to isolate and make safe the electricity supply using normal
methods. In this situation assistance will be required from the relevant electricity supplier or
competent person to make the electricity supply safe. Until the supply is made
safe personnel should operate at a safe distance.
In some circumstances, leaving specific power systems on could be beneficial in resolving the
incident.
Electrical isolation to small premises can be achieved by isolating electricity at the consumer unit
(or fuse board) or by removing the supplier’s main fuse, found on the supply side of the meter.
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Removal of this fuse could be carried out by personnel in urgent circumstances. Due to the
possibility of small quantities of asbestos being present in older fuses, appropriate personal
protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective equipment (RPE) should be worn.
All commercial premises will have electricity isolation points at the electrical intake. At larger sites,
there may be isolation points that control areas of the site or separate pieces of machinery and
equipment. Isolating any electrical supplies should be considered as soon as possible, taking into
account any wider impact on other essential systems, installations or work processes.
If personnel need to deal with three-phase power supplies, they may need to request assistance
from the electricity supplier, unless there are on-site engineers competent in dealing with, and
controlling, this hazard.
If the electricity supply has been isolated, a robust system should be implemented to ensure it is
not reconnected. This may involve the use of locks, signs or supervision.
Performing rescue of a casualty
If it can be determined that a casualty is in direct contact with low-voltage electricity:
Carry out a risk assessment
Pull the casualty clear, using electrical gloves or other dry insulating material

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure fire control room records include emergency 24-hour contact details for support in
isolating electricity

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify on-site electrical installations and their isolation points
Identify, implement and manage safe distances for electrical supplies that cannot be isolated
Isolate the electrical supply if appropriate
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Implement appropriate procedures to prevent the electrical supply being switched on
inadvertently
Seek specialist advice where the electrical supply cannot be isolated
Perform rescues using electrical gloves or dry insulating material

Control measure - Personal Protective
Equipment: Electrical gloves
Control measure knowledge
The decision to use electrical gloves should be made with extreme caution; they should only be
used when dealing with low-voltage electricity supplies. Low voltage is defined as voltage up to
1000V AC or 1500V DC.
Where it is necessary to come into contact with low-voltage electricity, electrical gloves should be
worn, for example, when removing people from contact with electricity.
Where there is high-voltage electricity (greater than 1000V AC or 1500V DC), or it is not possible to
verify the actual voltage, the only safe course of action is to ensure that the supply is cut off and
declared safe by a competent person.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Consider making electrical gloves available to personnel for use at incidents involving a live
electricity supply

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider the appropriate use of electrical gloves, in line with service procedures
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Ensure that PPE is worn in accordance with service risk assessment for live utilities

Control measure - Adopt defensive tactics until
the electricity supply is isolated
Control measure knowledge
In some situations, for example where there is dangerous wiring, it may not be possible, or it may
be too hazardous, for personnel to isolate the electricity supply. Assistance will be required from
the relevant electricity supplier or competent person to make the supply safe.
In the interim, personnel should adopt defensive tactics and ensure all emergency responders are
made aware of the presence of a dangerous or live electricity supply.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Establish arrangements with local electricity suppliers and maintain up-to-date emergency
contact details in their fire control rooms
Consider making electrical gloves available to personnel for use at incidents involving live
electricity supply

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Adopt defensive tactics until the electricity supply is isolated
Inform emergency responders about the presence of a dangerous or live electricity supply
Seek specialist assistance to make the electricity supply safe
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Consider the appropriate use of electrical gloves, in line with service procedures

Control measure - Safe system of work: Highvoltage electricity
Control measure knowledge
The decision to isolate high-voltage electricity supplies will need to be made in close consultation
with the supplier. This will take into consideration the consequences of this action to the
community both downstream and upstream of the incident.
Fire and rescue services cannot isolate high-voltage electricity supplies. This can only be achieved
by asking the supplier to isolate the supply. However, the request may take a considerable amount
of time to achieve.
If there are high-voltage lines, carrying 132 kV, 275 kV and 400 kV (kilovolts), additional safe
distances need to be implemented over and above the normal cordoning requirements of an
incident.
It should always be assumed that the system is live until relevant power company engineers or
other competent engineers confirm otherwise, for example, through a permit-to-work certificate.
Personnel will benefit from having access to risk information about equipment and its location such
as:
Substations
Transformers
Switchgear
Columns or jets of water should not be applied to transmission towers and their components, as
solid jets of water coming into contact with any electrical equipment creates a risk of electrocution.
When firefighting in the close proximity of transmission towers, branches with spray, fog or mist
can be used at ground level, as electricity is less able to conduct through droplets of water.
As high-voltage electricity can arc, a hazard area needs to be established. This should be a
minimum of 10m either side of the overhead lines at the widest point of the transmission tower.
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Any activity in close proximity of transmission towers should be subject to a risk assessment, taking
into account:
The conditions, such as dense smoke
Wind direction
The equipment being used, such as ground monitors or aerial ladder platforms
For more information see National Grid guidance for fire and rescue services.
Performing rescue of a casualty
Although the exclusion zone for working near a source of high voltage electricity is 10m, if a
casualty requires immediate rescue it may be necessary to reduce the exclusion zone to
5m, following a risk assessment.
The Energy Networks Association has produced Safety Information for the Fire Service. This
contains information on emergency situations involving electricity, along with important contact
numbers for electricity companies. It contains a rescue flow chart that may assist with risk
assessments.
If it is necessary to rescue a casualty who is within 5m of high-voltage electricity, the following steps
should be taken:
Request permission from the designated competent person to perform the rescue of a
casualty, providing information such as:
The condition of the casualty
The distance and position of the casualty in relation to the point of contact of the highvoltage electricity
Whether the casualty is at, above or below ground level
Weather conditions
Transmission tower markings and signs
Record permission when received
Carry out a risk assessment
Proceed with caution

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Liaise with local distribution network operators (DNOs) and transmission operators (TOs)
to maintain up-to-date emergency contact details in their fire control rooms
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish a 10m exclusion zone around high-voltage electricity sources; this can be reduced,
following a risk assessment, to a 5m exclusion zone to perform immediate life-saving actions
Follow the rescue flow chart contained in the Energy Networks Association’s Safety
Information for the Fire Service
Seek advice from the designated competent person
Request the isolation of electricity if operationally required
Request and record permission from the designated person before commencing fire and
rescue service activities near high-voltage equipment
Ensure personnel do not enter any enclosure surrounding electrical apparatus, or climb any
steel tower, structure or pole supporting overhead lines, unless permission has been received
from the designated competent person
Take precautions when carrying metal ladders or other operational equipment; these should
be carried horizontally and as low to the ground as possible
Consider authorisations received from the designated competent person when developing
tactical plans

Control measure - Contact distribution network
operator or transmission operator
Control measure knowledge
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Identification number plates
Transmission towers or poles have a unique identification number plate. In instances where each
side of the transmission tower or pole is supplied by a different distribution network operator
(DNO), there will be two identification number plates.

Identification number plate on transmission tower - photograph courtesy of Peter Martin
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Figure 3: Identification number plate on transmission tower – photograph courtesy of Peter Martin
Colour bands
There is a colour-coding scheme for transmission towers.
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Example of a colour band for a 132kV tower - diagram courtesy of UK Power Networks
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Figure 4: Example of a colour band for a 132kV tower - diagram courtesy of UK Power Networks
Contacting the electricity company
If a transmission tower is operated by two companies, details from both plates should be passed to
the fire control room. Contacting the wrong company may result in delays, as some work can only
be carried out once the correct designated competent person has issued a permit-to-work.
The following information should be given to fire control rooms and passed to the correct
distribution network operator(s) (DNO) or transmission operator(s) (TO):
Exact address
Identification numbers and colour band information
Physical description of the site
Distances from live equipment
Whether the incident is at ground level, above or below ground level
Weather conditions on site
Current plan of action required
Any time limits or other operational pressures
Any other relevant information
Yellow ‘danger of death’ signs should be present on all high-voltage transmission towers or poles.
They may sometimes be displayed on low-voltage poles.
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Liaise with local distribution network operators (DNOs) and transmission operators (TOs) to
maintain up-to-date emergency contact details in their fire control rooms
Consider adopting memoranda of understanding with their electricity suppliers, to improve
joint working at emergency incidents

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Communicate the identification number(s) of any transmission tower or pole to the relevant
distribution network operator (DNO) or transmission operator (TO)
Implement high-voltage safe system of work if a yellow 'danger of death' sign present

Hazard - Sources of non-ionising radiation

Hazard Knowledge
Non-ionising radiation is radiation that does not cause changes to the molecular structure of living
tissue, as is the case with ionising radiation such as gamma and X-rays. However, it can increase
core body temperature, causing thermal damage to exposed sensitive body tissue such as the skin
and eyes and localised limb heating. Its effects also focus on areas where there is a high water
content and low blood flow, such as in the muscles and testes.
First responders may need to gain access and work near non-ionising sources of radiation such as
radio frequency (RF) antennae that may be potentially hazardous to health. The antennae may be
on freestanding masts or located on buildings.
Radio frequency (RF) is the term used to describe the part of the electromagnetic spectrum that can
be used for radio communications. Electromagnetic waves emit from a power source, usually from
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an antenna that concentrates the energy in a beam or radiated pattern, and they usually lie in the
infrared region.
Emissions present the greatest risk in the direction of the maximum gain from the antenna, which
is generally to the front or within a sector. Many different types of antenna exist and it should be
assumed that all unknown antennae are potentially hazardous. Non-ionising radiation affects the
body in differing ways depending on wavelength, frequency and energy levels. The effects depend
on:
Distance from the source
Time exposed
Power level
Site owners must position antennae so that no member of public can be exposed to power levels in
excess of those stipulated in the guidelines from the International Commission for Non-Ionising
Radiation Protection, and employers are required to protect any workers or visitors to such sites.
The telecoms industry categorises sites as 'controlled', 'restricted' and 'general public'.
Controlled
This is a secure compound with access strictly controlled by the operator. Access is given only to
those authorised, trained in radio frequency (RF) safety, wearing RF monitoring equipment or with
established safe systems of work such as power isolation.
Restricted
These are controlled by a thirdparty provider and normally situated on building rooftops, lamp
posts and other structures. Access is granted to non-operator third parties for maintenance.
Antennae in restricted sites must be positioned so they are 'occupationally safe by position', with
calculated exclusion zone warning signs at all access points.
General public
These occupy sites where it is reasonable to expect the public may gain access near the antennae,
such as on rooftops or areas where members of the public carry out day-to-day activities.
Broadcasting installations operate at very high power levels, have strict controls, require a system
of work to be in place and followed, and will have signage that identifies the radio frequency (RF)
hazard. All visitors to these sites must have RF monitors or access will be declined.
The operation of surgical implants such as pacemakers and metallic implants such as pins or plates
may be disrupted by radio frequency (RF) transmissions, causing them to heat up.
Many types of antenna are used:
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Panel-shaped sector antenna (mobile phone communications).
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Pole-shaped Omni antenna (mobile phone communications)

Control measure - Consider adherence to local
restrictions and signage
Control measure knowledge
Most sites or structures that have non-ionising radiation hazards will have signage detailing the
type of hazard, safe distances, emergency contact numbers and the site identification number. It
may be possible to work safely near the radio frequency (RF) source as long as all local restrictions
are followed..
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Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Observe and adhere to any warnings and local restrictions when working near to transmitting
mast or towers

Control measure - Manage risk from nonionising radiation
Control measure knowledge
It may be necessary to isolate the non-ionising radiation source so that responders can work safely.
The information on the signage will normally need to be obtained to contact the responsible
person to confirm isolation of the source.
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If possible, the source of the non-ionising radiation should be avoided.
The effects of non-ionising radiation depend on the distance from the source, the time exposed
and the power level. If there is no other choice but to be exposed to non-ionising radiation, the
distance from the source must be as far as possible and the time exposed must be kept to a
minimum.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish and control appropriate cordons to keep personnel away from sources of nonionising radiation
Identify the responsible body and isolate the power to radio mast or tower before
commencing operations

Hazard - Restricted access and egress

Hazard Knowledge
Access to areas of non-building and temporary structures may be difficult, as they are not designed
for human occupancy. This presents a risk not only in gaining access to the scene of operations but
also in maintaining safe egress routes for crews.
In some cases, the actual space within or on these structures is very limited, with the minimum
room allowed for installation and maintenance. Casualties may actually be employees who,
depending on their condition, may have the best information on specific mechanical and electrical
issues.
Large numbers of casualties may be present, particularly in structures designed for public use, such
as roller coaster and fairground rides.
Access to and egress from these structures may be via a single route, such as in wind turbines. In
these cases, there is sometimes an escape hatch that can be used in conjunction with rope
equipment for an emergency exit. Where an alternative emergency/escape route is not integral to
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the structure, incident commanders may need to rule out committing personnel.

Control measure - Seek alternative routes

Control measure knowledge
Incident commanders should use information gathering and scene assessment to identify whether
there are alternative routes to access the scene of operations.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify and evaluate all potential routes of access and egress before working on a structure
Establish and maintain safe means of access and egress when working on structures
Account for any extended travel times in the incident plan and contingencies

Control measure - Use appropriate work
equipment
Control measure knowledge
Where it is not possible to avoid working at height near an unguarded edge then it is essential that
a safe system of work is established. Where possible, a temporary physical barrier should be
erected to provide collective protection to operational personnel. When the work at height
environment is above ground level, ladders (for short duration tasks against stable structures) and
mobile elevating working platforms (for long duration tasks and unstable structures) can be used to
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prevent the need to work near or on the unguarded edge. Such equipment may not be practical
when the work at height environment is at ground level; for example, working at the top of cliff
edges, sink holes, docks or quarries. Risk assessment should always determine correct equipment
selection and deployment.
In any operation, sufficient measures should be identified or established to provide collective and
personal fall protection to minimise the distance and/or consequences of a fall. Practical examples
of collective protection include safety nets and soft landing systems where present (such as air bags
installed close to the level of the work). Personal protection can include using rope-based systems
that fall into three categories: work restraint, fall arrest and work positioning.
It is important that incident commanders select the most appropriate equipment and, where
necessary, consider using supplementary equipment to add protection to the initial equipment and
systems. Using items that will reduce uncontrolled or unexpected movement should also be
considered.
Appropriate pre-use equipment and system checks should be conducted prior personnel who will
rely on work equipment for safety are deployed.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make appropriate work equipment available to prevent responders falling from height

Tactical actions
All personnel must:
Use any work equipment or safety device provided in accordance with training and
instructions
Incident commanders should:
Select the most appropriate work at height equipment for the activities and hazards identified
Use ladders for short duration tasks and request other equipment (e.g. aerial appliance) for
other activities
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Hazard - On-site machinery

Hazard Knowledge
Some industries use the word 'plant' to indicate specialist equipment, machinery or industrial
premises. For the purposes of this guidance, the word 'plant' has purposely been avoided and is
referred to as 'on-site machinery'.
Types of on-site machinery include:
Generic
Automated equipment
Robotics - refer to supplementary information
Lifts
Hoists - refer to supplementary information
Cranes - refer to supplementary information
Conveyor belt systems - refer to supplementary information
Electric motors
Mixing machinery
Drilling machinery
Welding equipment
Commercial and business
Escalators and moving walkways - refer to supplementary information
Places of assembly and entertainment
Theme park and fairground rides - refer to supplementary information
Moving platforms and stages
Retractable roofs
Medical facilities
Motorised wheelchairs
Motorised trolleys
Static or movable medical equipment
Beds that use electric motors to manoeuvre patients
Agriculture
Machinery for feeding livestock
Automated (robotic) milking systems
Waste sites
Compactors
Shredders
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Construction sites
Small equipment, such as handheld tools up to large-scale machinery
Machinery can present many types of hazards including:
Drawing in
Entanglement
Friction and abrasion
Cutting or shearing
Stabbing or puncturing
Impact or crush injuries
Hazardous substances and emissions
Noise and vibration
Pressure or vacuum
Extreme temperatures
Electrocution
Damage to eyes by intense ultraviolet light from welding equipment
Damage to skin from ultraviolet (UV) radiation present in welding equipment
Epidermal injection (hydraulic fluid)
Some machinery is highly automated and may be operated by remote control systems. Machinery
may be time controlled and could start up automatically. Similarly, the robotic system may be in an
inert phase, but reactivate on a timed or activity-triggered basis.
Machinery may be old or poorly maintained, resulting in the absence of safety equipment; this may
increase the risk of entrapment or injury. Machinery may present hazards if not correctly secured,
controlled, earthed or isolated. Some machinery, for example, the jibs of cranes, may be
purposefully unsecured to prevent damage to them in high winds.
Machinery may contain moving parts, such as exposed shafts or fan bearings. Some types of
machinery have machine guards to offer some protection from moving parts. Safety devices may
have been removed or compromised prior to the arrival of fire and rescue service personnel.
Machine guards should not be removed until power to the machine has been isolated and
confirmed. Where safety devices, such as brakes and interlocks have activated, they should not be
overridden before the effect of doing so has been carefully considered. Releasing such devices
could result in the uncontrolled movement of machinery.
If a machine is stopped suddenly, for example by a blockage, there may be residual stored energy
within the system. When the blockage is removed, the energy released can cause the machinery to
move.
On-site machinery may be located in confined or restricted areas, making access and egress
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difficult and potentially arduous.

Control measure - Restrict or prohibit movement
of on-site machinery
Control measure knowledge
If on-site machinery has the potential to cause harm to fire and rescue personnel or other
responders, it may be necessary to restrict or prohibit its movement.
On-site machinery operators should be made aware of the presence of personnel, and the extent
of restriction or prohibition in place.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that information about on-site machinery and its use is included in Site-Specific Risk
Information (SSRI)

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider requesting that on-site machinery movements are restricted or prohibited
Ensure on-site machinery operators are made aware of the presence of fire and rescue
service personnel

Control measure - Isolate power supplies for onsite machinery
Control measure knowledge
On-site machinery may still be operating when the fire and rescue service arrives. Personnel should
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liaise with on-site staff to identify where and how to isolate the on-site machinery, and to consider
the implications of isolating power supplies to it. Keeping processes going may support fire and
rescue service operations, for example, by reducing the volume of material that could be affected
by the incident.
Power supplies to on-site machinery may include:
Electricity
Gas
Pneumatics
Hydraulics
Kinetic, for example, windmills and watermills
Industries will use various methods for isolating power supplies. Some types of machinery may
take a considerable time to isolate and in some circumstances it may not be possible to prevent
reactivation. Isolating power supplies to machinery may have an impact on the business – some
on-site machinery may be damaged by emergency isolation.
Isolating power supplies to machinery may have an impact on the business; some on-site
machinery may be damaged by emergency isolation.
The power supply for the machinery may be remote from the equipment. Instructions may be
displayed for isolating the power supply or using manual controls.
Isolating power supplies may involve using:
A tag out system - where a warning tag is attached to the power controls once in a safe
position (off or closed), but reactivation may be possible
A lock out system - where a padlock or bolt is used to prevent reactivation
When on-site machinery has been isolated, a robust system should be implemented to ensure it is
not restarted until agreed by the incident commander

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure details about power supplies are included in Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI)
Ensure that information about emergency isolation of on-site machinery is included in SiteSpecific Risk Information (SSRI)
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Liaise with the responsible person (or nominated competent person) to assist with the
isolation of on-site machinery
Consider Isolating power supplies to on-site machinery
Identify on-site machinery that will require a period of time to be isolated
Seek specialist advice if there is any doubt about the isolation of machinery
Implement a robust system to ensure on-site machinery that has been isolated is not
inadvertently restarted

Control measure - Use competent people to
operate on-site machinery
Control measure knowledge
On-site machinery may prove useful to move or separate materials during an incident, such as
waste or items of stock; however, this should be done under the supervision of the fire and rescue
service.
The on-site machinery would need to be identified and should be operated by a competent
person. The responsible person may be able to identify appropriate machinery and operators. This
activity could create additional hazards, as other people may not be used to working with fire and
rescue service personnel. Detailed briefings should therefore take place and any actions should be
closely monitored.
If a competent person will be working within the inner cordon, communication methods, including
evacuation signals, should be implemented and understood before commencing operations.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
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Ensure that personnel are aware that on-site machinery should only be operated by
competent people
Consider identifying suitable on-site machinery in pre-planning and site inspection visits
Consider establishing contingency arrangements about additional or specialist machinery
with the site owner; this may need to be hired in the event of an incident

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Liaise with the responsible person (or nominated competent person) about on-site
machinery, how it is used and who can use it
Identify suitable on-site machinery that will achieve the objectives required
Carry out a risk assessment before using on-site machinery
Ensure appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and high-visibility clothing is worn in
the area where on-site machinery is being operated
Provide a full safety brief to fire and rescue service personnel and others
Develop agreed communication methods between fire and rescue service personnel and
others
Consider arranging for a competent person to move any on-site machinery not being used in
the incident to an agreed location

Control measure - Supervise on-site staff
operating machinery in the hazard area
Control measure knowledge
When using on-site machinery, on-site staff should be closely supervised to ensure they are not
taking unnecessary risks, they have the appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and they
are aware of the presence of fire and rescue service personnel.
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If the incident is fire-related, the incident commander has the final decision on what is used, how it
is used and by whom.
Fire and rescue service personnel are trained to understand the incident command protocols.
However, this may not be the same for other people, who may require a high level of supervision
when operating in the hazard area.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that all fire and rescue service personnel understand that on-site machinery should
only be operated under the supervision of the fire and rescue service

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure on-site staff are closely supervised when operating on-site machinery in the hazard
area
Ensure detailed briefings and constant monitoring take place

Hazard - Ineffective communications: Above
ground structures
Hazard Knowledge
Communication with crews working on non-building and temporary structures may be ineffective
because of distance, interference and barriers. If this may happen, incident commanders must
ensure they make provisions to maintain communication. Where this is not possible, they must put
in place procedures to withdraw teams if there is a communications failure.

Control measure - Incident commander
communication
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Control measure knowledge
Effective communication is fundamental to achieving successful and safe resolution of incidents. It
provides the incident commander with knowledge about the situation and progress of tasks.
Obtaining accurate and timely information is crucial to underpin situational awareness and
subsequent decision-making. It helps the incident commander perform the role in a confident and
determined manner and thereby assert their leadership and authority.
Communication also plays a vital role in co-ordinating activities, completing tasks and handover of
command. Sharing accurate and timely information is also critical for helping others to have a
common understanding of the situation, what is happening and what needs to happen next. Even
the most effective plans will only work if the people putting them into practice understand them.
As well as exchanging information, good communication helps to build relationships between
people. These relationships are important so that people are effective when they carry out their
tasks to resolve the incident. Incident commanders should be aware that effective communication
is essential for good leadership and makes it easier for people to follow instructions, understand
briefings and have confidence in what is being stated.
Effective communication should:
Provide information that is:
Clear
Relevant and concise
Timely
Be easily understood
Be delivered confidently
Include active listening
Ensure verbal and non-verbal communications are aligned
Ensure assumptions are questioned

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that they have appropriate communications systems in place at incidents and
adequately prepare personnel for communicating with others effectively in an operational
environment
Ensure there is resilience in all their communication strategies and aligned equipment used
on the incident ground
Ensure appropriate control measures are in place to support reinstating operational
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communication across all aspects of operational incident command in the event of
equipment and strategy failure
Develop robust systems that ensure that the handover of command is structured and does
not compromise the safe management of the incident

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Communicate objectives, priorities and tactics to be adopted in resolving the incident
Ensure that the location of crews is accurately reported and recorded
Deliver clear, concise and timely briefings to crews, command support functions and other
agencies
Communicate the incident situation to other responders via fire control using the M\ETHANE
message protocol
Debrief crews that have withdrawn from a working area during an incident to gain
operational intelligence
Provide a structured brief when handing over and taking over command
Maintain an accurate record of information received from the incident ground
Communicate the contents of any M\ETHANE message transmitted to all responders
Regularly pass information to fire control regarding incident progress

Control measure - Select and use appropriate
communication equipment
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Control measure knowledge
Communication systems should be appropriate for the environment in which they are used. Radio
communications will not always be possible and the use of 'line' communications or line of sight,
hand or whistle signals may be required.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure they have appropriate communications for all scenarios and environments

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish an effective system of communication considering distances and the working
environment
Implement fallback procedures should there be a failure in the communications equipment

Control measure - Maintain visibility with
operators
Control measure knowledge
Where possible, line of sight between incident supervisors and operators should be maintained. In
some circumstances, using hand or whistle signals will be appropriate. Where this is considered, all
personnel must be aware of the system employed and there must be sufficient personnel for it to
be effective.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure they have appropriate communications for all scenarios and environments
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Maintain visual contact with responders working on structures and use agreed hand or
whistle signals

Hazard - Unstable or collapsed structure

Hazard Knowledge
Structural collapses occur because of a loss of stability, where the basic shape and integrity of the
structure is significantly changed through being subjected to a combination of forces. As the altered
structure or shape is less capable of supporting the imposed forces and loads, it continues to
change until it finds a new shape that is more stable.
Structures may become unstable or collapse due to:
Construction or demolition work
Derelict or deteriorated condition, including previous fire related damage
Involvement in a transport collision
Substandard or unregulated construction or modification
Exemption from, or non-conformity with, building regulations
Operational activity such as moving or cutting structural elements
Severe weather conditions, such as flooding, heavy snow or high winds
Shock due to severe impact or explosion
Inherent design defects can cause weaknesses to parts of a structure, which may subsequently fail
if stresses are applied, such as severe weather conditions or abnormal loading by heavy machinery.
A building under demolition or renovation may collapse if critical load-bearing walls or floors are
removed without considering the effects on the other structural elements.
Substandard materials used in construction, or poor workmanship during the construction phase,
can result in a building that is substantially weaker than intended. This increases the likelihood of
collapse should the building be exposed to additional forces.
Some non-building or temporary structures can become unstable due to a combination of potential
causes that render the environment hazardous to fire crews operating within or nearby.
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Structures may fail for various reasons, such as insufficient strength to take the weight or force of a
load or possibly through secondary collapse. People may be at risk if they are on, in under or
attached to an unstable or collapsed structure. Loads or forces applied to the structure, directly or
indirectly, may worsen the instability or progress a collapse. This could include rescue loads and the
use of equipment.
Elements of structure, floors, walls, ceilings, ancillary items, fixtures and fittings can partially
collapse. Partial collapse can follow on from the collapse of lightweight or decorative features.
If partial collapse is not controlled, it may increase the potential for falling debris and secondary
or structural collapse.
Lightweight or fragile structural features may collapse, including non-structural elements; for
example roof coverings, false chimneys and glazing.
False chimneys do not form part of the structural fabric of the building, can be a considerable
weight and are only supported by roof timbers. If roofing timbers or lightweight trusses fail, they
may collapse through the roof. False chimneys are not suitable as an anchor for working at height,
as they may not be able to support any additional weight.
structural_collapse_of_building.png
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Figure 2: Structural collapse of building – photograph courtesy of the Building Research
Establishment
Collapse may not be limited to the structure itself, as scaffolding or cranes, for example, may be at
risk of damage or collapse.
Moving or cutting structural elements during operational activity can have an impact on the stability
of a structure.
The way and speed in which elements of construction distort or fail depend on the type of structure
and how construction materials have been used or combined. There may be varying stages or
severity of instability or collapse. A structural collapse may occur without warning, giving people
little or no time to escape.
In a collapsed structure casualties may be located in voids or spaces, or be trapped under debris.
The type of structure can provide some indication of the way it has collapsed, and the location of
potential voids or spaces.
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For more information on construction methods and materials see BRE building supplementary
information.
Patterns of collapse
Collapse patterns can be categorised as internal, external or total collapse.
Internal collapse
Structural failure causes a floor to fall horizontally onto the floor
Pancake or progressive

below. The added weight may cause that floor, and subsequent

collapse

floors, to fail and fall to a lower level, although not always to
ground level. Pancake collapse can be mistaken for total collapse.

Lean-to collapse

Where one supporting wall fails, resulting in the roof or floor
hinging on the remaining wall creating a triangular void.
Usually occurs when the centre support is compromised, and the

V-shape collapse

floor or roof collapses and settles in the shape of a V. Triangular
voids may be formed under the V-shape.

A-frame or tent collapse

The floor is no longer supported at the outer edges, but remains
supported on internal walls or structures, forming an A-shape.

External collapse
90° collapse

Curtain fall collapse

Inward/outward collapse

This is when the wall drops away from the building at a 90 degree
angle. Debris will spread as the wall hits the ground.
Much like a curtain cut loose at the top; walls collapse straight
down and create a rubble pile near their base.
Walls crack horizontally in the middle. The top half usually falls
inwards and the lower half outwards.
This is the most severe form of structural failure and occurs when

Total collapse

all the floors have collapsed to the ground or basement level and
all walls have collapsed onto the floors.
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Partial or structural collapse may create other physical hazards such as
Unstable or fragile surfaces
Exposed structural members
Sharp edges
Heavy dust loads making atmospheres irrespirable
Damaged utilities
Unsafe cabling or wiring

Control measure - Cordon control: Unstable
structures
Control measure knowledge
The hazard area for an unstable structure that may undergo partial or structural collapse needs to
take into account:
Construction materials
The height and type of the structure
Severe weather conditions, such as flooding, heavy snow or high winds
The potential for damage to surrounding structures and infrastructure
In the UK, a portal or rigid frame construction is designed for inward collapse – in a fully developed
fire a basic single storey structure may be expected to collapse within 30 minutes. Portal frame
structures are generally designed so that they collapse within their own footprint.
Cordons may need to consider the potential collapse of scaffolding and tower cranes. On a
construction site they could collapse outside the existing hoarding or site boundary. For further
information see the hazard: Scaffolding.
Glass (glazing) or other flat panels falling from height may travel (plane) significant distances from a
structure, particularly in windy conditions.
Specialist advice may be required from local authority building control teams, structural engineers
or urban search and rescue tactical advisers.
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make arrangements with other agencies to establish the type and level of response they can
provide if specialist advice is required
Ensure personnel are aware of the specialist advice available

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Evaluate and monitor the potential footprint of collapse and debris
Consider seeking specialist advice when defining the hazard area for a potential collapse

Control measure - Assess and monitor structural
stability
Control measure knowledge
An appropriate understanding of structure design and construction materials, is required to assess
and monitor an unstable or collapsed structure. This will include identifying:
Age, design and condition of the structure
Structural materials and construction methods
All aspects of the structure, the actions taken and the efforts made to distribute applied loads
should be considered. An assessment of the unstable or collapsed structure should be made to
determine the hazard area and, because of risks such as secondary collapse or falling debris, it
should be monitored while personnel are working within the hazard area.
An unstable or collapsed structure should be assessed at the earliest opportunity. Although the
initial assessment can be carried out by first responders, it may be necessary to seek specialist
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advice.
Specialist advice and monitoring may be available from local authority building control teams,
structural engineers or urban search and rescue (USAR) tactical advisers.
Signs of collapse may include:
Cracks in walls
Sagging floors or floors deflecting from wall
Displaced columns
Dropping arches
Bulging walls
Buckling columns or beams
Unusual noises coming from the structure
The minimum number of personnel should be committed to the hazard area, especially if
assessment or monitoring indicates the potential for further collapse. Emergency procedures
should also be in place, which can be initiated if required.
If safe routes are identified they should be marked, and exposed elements or other hazards should
be marked or clear.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Establish arrangements with appropriate agencies to provide structural advice, assessment
and monitoring
Ensure personnel are aware of local or national arrangements and the specialist advice
available

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify the age, design and condition of the structure
Identify the type of structural materials and construction methods
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Assess and continuously monitor the structure for signs of collapse
Ensure that competent personnel assess and monitor the suitability of the structure for
working in the hazard area
Consider the stability of surrounding structures and the wider area before and during
operational activity
Ensure that minimum number of personnel work in the hazard area
Have emergency procedures in place for unstable or collapsed structures
Consider appointing an external safety officer to monitor structural stability
Consider requesting structural advice, assessment and monitoring from appropriate agencies

Hazard - Biological hazards

Hazard Knowledge
Biological hazards are those that involve living things, whether they come from people, animals, or
plants. These hazards are present in the working environment and have the potential to come into
contact with firefighters and cause physical injury or illness. By their nature these hazards can be
unseen or unidentifiable to personnel (particularly in the case of micro-organisms).
Biological hazards include:
Infections
Viruses
Bacteria
Body fluids for more information see HSE guidance on Bloodborne viruses
Animal fluids
Bites
Stings
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Zoonosis
Routes of exposure include:
Inhalation
Absorption, the risk of exposure through absorption may be increased through areas of soft
tissue such as the eyes or mouth
Ingestion
Injection: Exposure can occur when a sharp object punctures the skin
For more detailed information see Public Health England - Infectious diseases

Control measure - Manage risk from biological
hazards
Control measure knowledge
When the presence of biological hazards at an incident has been identified as a risk the incident
commander should consider requesting expert advice from Hazardous Materials Adviser (HMA)
and reclassifying the incident as hazardous materials. Where minor risks can be isolated from
personnel or other measures implemented that adequately control the risk other operational
activities may be conducted safely.
Whenever possible unnecessary contact with biological hazards should be avoided and clinical
waste storage and transportation arrangements should be considered for contaminated clothing
and equipment.
Routes of exposure should be considered when identifying control measures:
Inhalation: Establishing good ventilation and selecting respiratory protective equipment
appropriate to the hazard are key control measures.
Absorption: Avoid skin contact with the hazard and wear PPE that prevents contact including
protective gloves (first aid type) and eye protection. Strict hygiene procedures should be
established including welfare facilities, antibacterial wash or wipes.
Ingestion: In areas of likely contamination the risk of ingestion can be reduced through the
avoidance of eating, drinking and smoking.
Injection: Exposure can occur when a sharp object punctures the skin; this could be a rusty
nail, a discarded hypodermic needle or an animal sting. Where exposure cannot be avoided
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by reduction or isolation, PPE that provides protection from injection should be considered.
For decontamination procedures see National Operational Guidance: Hazardous materials.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure personnel are aware of the risks presented by the presence of biological hazards and
understand the associated safe systems of work
Have suitable clinical waste disposal procedures, including use of sharps containers
Consider providing suitable equipment to mitigate the hazards presented by biohazards such
as disposable gloves, barrier cream and suitable hygiene facilities
Record specific information on biological hazards on SSRIs where appropriate

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider handing responsibility for the incident to another agency (e.g. police or an
environmental agency)
Seek advice from on-site specialist or a hazardous materials adviser (HMA)
Instigate and communicate hygiene arrangements, facilities and consider decontamination
Consider decontamination following exposure of personnel to biological hazards
Consider the risk of exposure to contaminated sharps, especially in high risk environments
Comply with hygiene arrangements and do not eat, drink, smoke or vape
Identify potential sources of biological contamination (e.g. waste from sanitary conveniences)
All personnel should:
Declare to the service or incident commander any allergies that could give rise to
anaphylactic shock
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Ensure open wounds, cuts and grazes are covered by a waterproof dressing

Underground structures

An underground structure can be defined as:
'A natural or manmade structure, where all or part is below ground level or covered, where people
can resort to for work or pleasure. This includes underpasses or associated shafts.'
Although some non-fire and rescue service organisations may use other definitions to satisfy their
own requirements, this definition is the most appropriate as a basis for fire and rescue service risk
assessments and planning.
Fire and rescue services attend incidents involving a variety of underground structures, particularly
in tunnels, where the danger to operational personnel and the public is significant.
This guidance deals with the hazards present in the subsurface environment, providing a number
of control measures and links to other National Operational Guidance.
Manmade subsurface structures vary greatly in depth, surface area and design. These often have
restricted access and egress, poor or no lighting, the potential for extreme temperatures and
complex and extensive topography.
Some structures are modern and well documented, while others are very old and have few or no
plans. Some may come under heritage designation or be tourist attractions in their own right, while
others may have no official public access.
The subsurface environment includes:
Pedestrian areas
Waterways
Road and rail tunnels
Utility provision
Caves and potholes
Mines
Bunkers and underground storage facilities
Military installations
Basements
Cellars
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Catacombs
Vaults
Cold stores
Car parks
Such environments can be under construction, operational, disused or abandoned.
Various types of incident may occur in tunnel and underground infrastructure:
Fire in infrastructure
Fire in vehicles
Collisions, including road traffic collisions or derailments
People trapped on or in vehicles or machinery
People lost or fallen into underground structure
Flooding/inundation
Hazardous materials (Hazmat)
Explosions
Collapse
Aggressive acts involving any of the above.
Tunnels
Tunnels include those used for road, rail, waterway and pedestrian travel or for transporting goods
and services. These may be in full operational use or disused, new or historic, and of varying size
and complexity.
In general, tunnels used for pedestrian access do not present many incidents for fire and rescue
services, unlike tunnels used for transport infrastructure systems, such as road and rail. A number
of incidents in the UK and worldwide have occurred in or around a tunnel where the resolution of
the incident has been led by fire and rescue services. These have included collisions and fires in
road tunnels, derailments, fires in rail tunnels and fires in boats in waterway tunnels.
Where tunnels have public access, fire and rescue services will normally have prior knowledge and
understanding of the hazards presented. There may be pre-planned arrangements for attendance
and the actions to be taken in the event of an incident.
Tunnels under construction or renovation
This guidance focuses on the construction and operational use of existing tunnels, but much of the
information may be relevant to disused or decommissioned tunnels.
Tunnels under renovation, restoration or construction can present challenging and unusual
hazards. Fire and rescue services should ensure that all reasonable arrangements are made to
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liaise with those operating the tunnel system, and should review Site-Specific Risk Information
(SSRI) and response plans so that they reflect the current situation.
As construction nears completion, it will be necessary to re-evaluate information previously collated
and to work with infrastructure managers, tunnel user representatives, regulators and other multiagency partners to ensure that the final emergency plan is validated. Plan validation should take
place before commissioning exercises and the official opening, through exercises using the access
and systems that are in place.
Many aspects of the construction of an underground structure fall outside the knowledge and skills
of fire and rescue service personnel. It is recommended that fire and rescue services liaise with
experts to ensure that proposals fulfil statutory duties, legal requirements and specific construction
standards and that the services required to support a fire and rescue service incident are
established.
Sewers and associated underground assets
Fire and rescue services may be called on to attend incidents in sewers and associated
underground assets operated by a number of sewage or wastewater undertakers. Refer to National
Operational Guidance: Operations for further information about water and sewage services.
Some operations involving sewage systems will be subject to the Confined Space Regulations
because they present one or more of the specified risks that define a confined space. These areas
may present a number of other hazards, such as working at height and biological contamination.
Sewage or wastewater undertakers should have emergency procedures for their employees and
subcontracted staff working in those environments. The assistance that fire and rescue services can
provide will depend on the knowledge, training, skills and equipment of the individual services. It
may be necessary to seek specialist assistance, such as urban search and rescue (USAR).
Operational mines
A mine is defined as:
'An excavation or system of excavations (including all excavations to which a common system of
ventilation is provided) made for the purpose of, or in connection with, the extraction, wholly or
substantially by means involving persons working below ground, of minerals (in their natural state
or in solution or suspension); or mineral products.'
Depending on the type of incident at a mine, first responders may be limited in their ability to deal
with the situation. It may be necessary to seek specialist assistance from teams skilled in rope
rescue, confined space rescue, mine rescue or urban search and rescue.
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Mines present various hazards, including:
Complex layout
Lengthy travel distances
Vertical shafts, some hundreds of metres deep
Totally dark environments
Traverses and climbs
Constricted and restricted passages and squeezes
Static and running water (sometimes completely submerging the passageways)
Mud and unstable rocks
The incident may also be affected by the impact of the weather on the environment below ground.
Fire and rescue services may need to provide equipment and personnel to assist specialist
organisations, rather than directly use fire and rescue personnel to enter and operate as the
primary rescuers.
The British Geological Survey (BGS) continually monitors the location and nature of active onshore
mineral workings in the UK and publishes this information in its Directory of Mines and Quarries. A
number of mines are used for other purposes such as tourism and storage of documents,
computer records, wine and cheese.
Under the Mines Regulations 2014, the mine operator needs to make suitable arrangements for the
escape and rescue of persons from the mine; this may include using safe havens in the mine.
Arrangements for rescue may include using companies that provide specialist rescue training,
trained rescue staff at mines, cave rescue teams in locations such as tourist mines and, in some
instances, fire and rescue services.
Although large-scale coal mining operations have ceased in the UK, there may be hazards to
people, livestock, property and the environment from:
Collapse of mine entries and shallow coal mine workings (subsidence)
Emissions of mine gases
Incidents of spontaneous combustion
Discharge of water from abandoned coal mines
The Coal Authority manages the effects of past coal mining, including subsidence damage claims
that are not the responsibility of licensed coal mine operators. It deals with mine water pollution
and other mining legacy issues.
Fire and rescue services need to be aware that they may be called to some mining-related surface
incidents, such as partial collapse of a building or a person or animal falling into old mine workings.
There may be oxygen-deficient atmospheres or gases that are toxic or explosive. Areas around the
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original collapse may be unstable and subject to collapse.
As large-scale incidents involving mine or mine surface hazards are infrequent, fire and rescue
services should carry out joint exercises with the mine operator to acquire the skills and techniques
required.
At all mine and mine surface incidents, it is important to consider the need to preserve the scene
for investigation purposes. Fire and rescue services need to be aware that other organisations may
have to carry out their own investigations. The police, British Transport Police, Office of Road and
Rail, Rail Accident Investigation Branch, Coal Authority, Health and Safety Executive and utility
companies, as well as local agencies, will all need to be considered when dealing with mine and
mine surface-related incidents.
Caves and recreational underground environments
Depending on the type of incident at caves or recreational underground environments, first
responders may be limited in their ability to deal with the situation. It may be necessary to seek
specialist assistance from teams skilled in rope rescue, confined space rescue, cave rescue or urban
search and rescue.
Attendance and intervention will often be led by attending cave rescue specialists, but there may be
occasions when fire and rescue services have the ability and resources to intervene. For example, in
the case of a person falling into a vertical entry point at the start of a cave system, the fire and
rescue service personnel may have the rope rescue capability to immediately access and recover
the casualty.
Abandoned mines and unfamiliar caves
Beneath the surface of the UK lie hundreds of miles of natural caves and abandoned but accessible
mine workings and other tunnels. Each year, new caves or extensions to caves are discovered and
old mines and passages in mines are rediscovered.
Almost all the caves and many of the disused mines occur in limestone areas, but all counties
contain at least some disused mines that are accessed by people including recreational explorers,
industrial historians and geologists.
Although the majority of those people have some knowledge and experience of these
environments, it is an uncontrolled and unregulated pastime. As skills and understanding of the
hazards vary widely, there is the potential for incidents to can become life-threatening.
Cave rescue
The British Cave Rescue Council (BCRC) is the body recognised by UK governments as providing the
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underground search and rescue service in caves and disused mines. It has a seat on the UK Search
and Rescue Operators Group, where it meets regularly with other national search and rescue
operators, including the Chief Fire Officers Association (CFOA).
The responsibility for inland rescue usually rests with the police under their general public order
powers and responsibilities. However, if the police are unable to conduct searches or rescues in
caves and disused mines, they will rely on the members of the BCRC.
BCRC members are also called on by the police to assist in animal rescues and occasionally to carry
out other types of search to assist investigations.
The range of underground environments that may be accessed for recreational purposes is wide;
some will have been formed by erosion within natural geological formations and others will have
been created by mining or tunnelling operations. Many of the entry points to these sites will be in
locations that are difficult to find and access and that may require approach by specialist vehicles
or on foot over significant distances.
Fire and rescue services may need to provide equipment and personnel to assist specialist
organisations, rather than directly use fire and rescue personnel to enter and operate as the
primary rescuers.
The incident may also be affected by the impact of the weather on the environment below ground
as cave systems may flood rapidly and with little warning.
Armed forces and civil protection underground structures
Many underground structures are part of, or have been developed by, military or civil protection
organisations; some are still in operation while others have been decommissioned or sold on to
private organisations. Some older sites have fallen into various states of disrepair or dereliction and
others have since become accessible to members of the public.
The use of structures that are under military control is wide-ranging; they are not usually accessible
by the general public or emergency services, as they are subject to security protocols.
Some of those in use are fully occupied, while others are remote stations that are only visited
occasionally. Some are only visited by staff to check or maintain equipment or to assess the
security of the site. Other sites provide resilience and have only occasional use, but there are
usually procedures in place to ensure the safety of those who visit.
Underground armed forces or civilian protection structures have various uses including munition
storage, command and control, equipment testing or accommodation. They may have several
subsurface levels or be on one level with a single entrance or egress. They may have ventilation and
heating systems, be fully self-contained, and have pedestrian or vehicle access.
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The relevant Defence Fire Risk Management Organisation (DFRMO) may provide normal emergency
response activities for all operational military establishments.
Structures may have been decommissioned and either sealed or handed to another organisation to
maintain and run for other purposes. One use of such establishments is for historical education via
a museum or historical society, such as the underground tunnels and command facilities at Dover.
Others may be sold to private companies for a variety of purposes, such as document storage or
housing of remote electronic equipment.
Structures in private or commercial use will be required to maintain a safe system of work for any
working staff or visiting public and, depending on the use and levels of commercial security and
sensitivity, will include notification and collaboration with local fire and rescue services.
Fire and rescue services should work with the establishment's management to provide additional
assistance if required, to establish a structured response plan and arrange regular joint exercises
and familiarisation of sites to ensure all partners have a clear understanding of the extent and
limitations of their role and responsibilities.
Critical national infrastructure
Some subsurface environments may be used as a conduit for critical national infrastructure. An
incident adjacent to these systems could have a potentially significant effect on the maintenance of
essential services. Consideration should be given to the impact on:
National transport networks, with local, national and international dependencies, principally
involving road and rail use
Telecommunications and power systems
Water treatment systems
Storage of significant items and use by industries
Potential for widespread flooding resulting from the inundation of tunnels
Tunnels being put to more than one use, for example a transport tunnel used to carry
telecommunications cables, thereby compounding the community impact of a significant
incident

Hazard - Inaccurate situational awareness:
Underground structures
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Hazard Knowledge
Incidents in underground structures may present significant challenges in gathering information
and establishing accurate situational awareness. The seriousness of the incident in a tunnel or
underground structure may not be immediately apparent and there is potential for the incident to
rapidly escalate. Underground environments are varied and fire and rescue personnel may
encounter a range of complex and unfamiliar conditions that may include:
Long travel distances
Complex workings and uncharted layouts
Dead end conditions
Pressurised workings
Complex and unfamiliar machinery
Highly restricted working areas
Consideration should be given to the likely resource and time requirements to establish, initiate
and maintain an effective intervention and the likely development of the incident during that time.
Initial considerations should include:
Identifying appropriate bridgeheads or equipment staging areas
Position of any ventilation outlets where the products of the incident may affect those on the
surface or remote from the incident
Direction of any mechanical forced ventilation, so that safe areas for members of the public
and operational bridgeheads can be provided
Gradient of any passageway allowing run off, liquid contamination or flowing fuel fire to
spread, or the potential for inclined surface 'trench effect'.
Method of containing run off or contaminated liquids, and their environmental impact
Stability of the structure and its effect on the surface
Risk of inundation of the infrastructure
Identifying the possible spread of flood water and its predicted effects on the wider
community.
Some infrastructures will contain large numbers of people, unfamiliar with their surroundings or
emergency procedures. The responsibility for their evacuation in an emergency rests with the
infrastructure managers, however fire and rescue services will undertake rescues of staff and/or
members of the public where they are in imminent danger.
Incident commanders should attempt to identify the progress and success of managed evacuation.
If it appears that people are, or may be, imminently exposed to harm then the situation becomes a
rescue and the incident commander will take appropriate action.
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Control measure - Site-Specific Risk Information
(SSRI)
Control measure knowledge
Fire and rescue authorities must make arrangements to obtain necessary information for the
purposes of:
Extinguishing fires and protecting lives and properties from fires in its area (relevant fire and
rescue service legislation for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland)
Rescuing and protecting people from harm at road traffic collisions in its area (relevant fire
and rescue service legislation for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland)
Dealing with any other emergency function other than fires and road traffic collisions in its
area (relevant fire and rescue service legislation for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland)
UK legislation sets the requirement for site-specific assessment. Collating and disseminating SSRI
involves a number of tasks:
Selecting premises to be inspected
Assessing the nature and magnitude of the risk
Considering a proportionate response
Recording significant findings
Making sure information is available in a useable form
A site-specific assessment takes account of current legislation on inspection information and
includes information on preplanning firefighting tactics.
Tunnels and underground structures
The planned operational response to underground incidents should be sufficient to allow relevant
safe systems of work to be implemented.
During any construction process, it will be necessary to review the Site-Specific Risk Information
(SSRI) and emergency response plans so that any changes that will affect the existing risk
information and guidance can be reflected throughout the project.
Pre-planning should be carried out jointly with other responder agencies that have knowledge of
the environment, including volunteer rescue and leisure groups.
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Hazardous materials and environmental protection
Fire and rescue services should assess the hazards and risks in their area relating to hazardous
materials. This may be site-specific, for example, a factory using acid baths, or it may be generic, for
example the local road network carrying hazardous materials.
The plans should also include information on pollution, prevention and control where a risk to the
environment is identified at an incident. Although each nature conservation site will have its own
environmental damage risks which can be captured with individual operational risk plans, a set of
generic action plans will also help to identify generic environmental protection action to be taken in
the early stages of an incident. See Section 2.6.5, Environmental Protection Handbook.
In addition to general site-specific information, the following should be considered:
Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations (DSEAR)
Manufacture and Storage of Explosives Regulations (MSER), enforcement notices, prohibition
notices etc.)
Notification and Marking of Sites (NAMOS) inspections and information
British Agrochemicals Safety Inspection Scheme (BASIS) inspections and pre-plans
The asbestos register
Significant Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) assessments
Control of Major Accident Hazards (COMAH) plans and information
CBRN(E) site-specific plans

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Develop criteria for the identification of sites requiring Site-Specific Risk Information
Support the generic information identified for foreseeable risks, which may include a
programme to produce Site-Specific Risk Information - the following steps should be taken in
achieving this:
Identify local sites and their risks
Gain local specialist advice from partner agencies and other organisations
Consider including salvage and/or disaster plans
Ensure that familiarisation visits and exercises involving such premises or sites are
carried out
Produce suitable templates to record and capture the relevant information
Establish a delivery method to present the information in a clear and timely manner
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Schedule reviews and audits for the validity and accuracy of such information
Embed a quality assurance programme
Ensure information is made available to operational personnel to help successfully plan
for and resolve operational incidents
Identify specific operational knowledge, skills and understanding, which may need to be
incorporated into local training plans
Develop mutual understandings with building developers, owners and occupiers on the
exchange of information about alterations to any parts of a building which may have effect on
firefighting operations.
Ensure communication systems are in place to inform relevant personnel, stakeholders and
partner agencies.
Develop systems and processes to embed a culture of risk information gathering, recording
and communication.
Consider the requirement for the provision of specific equipment and training in relation to
buildings identified as specific risks within the area of the service.
Collate and maintain risk information regarding hazardous materials sites within their area or
neighbouring fire and rescue service areas where it is foreseeable that their personnel may
be required to respond to hazardous materials incidents
Include environmental risk information within operational risk plans
Consider introducing operational risk information plans with environmental risk notes for
sites of nature conservation that are more susceptible to environmental damage. Where
appropriate these plans should include:
Environmentally safe areas for deployments and movements of fire service resources
Identification of areas that are susceptible to physical environmental damage
Ensure inaccuracies in risk information are resolved and systems updated post incident

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Access any operational or site specific risk information (SSRI) and confirm accuracy
Ensure differences in information are resolved and systems updated following the closure of
an incident
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Control measure - Emergency response plans

Control measure knowledge
The Civil Contingencies Act (CCA) places a responsibility on Category 1 responders to produce and
have in place emergency plans, which may include procedures for determining whether an
emergency has occurred.
There is a generic national framework for managing emergency response and recovery, irrespective
of the size, nature and cause of an emergency. It also identifies the various tiers of single and multiagency management, defining the relationship between them and a common framework within
which individual agencies can develop their own plans and procedures.
For further information see Emergency Response and Recovery Guidance (England and Wales),
Responding to Emergencies in Scotland and Emergency Planning, Northern Ireland Fire and Rescue
Service

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Consider the roles and responsibilities of the fire and rescue service at emergency incidents
when developing emergency plans
Ensure that emergency plans are produced. Plans should be developed in consideration of
the following:
Anticipation - horizon scanning for risks and potential emergencies
Preparedness - a clear understanding of roles and responsibilities and how they fit into
the wider, multi-agency picture
Subsidiarity - managing operations and making decisions at the lowest appropriate
level
Direction - establishing a clear and unambiguous strategic aim and objectives
Information - information management and appropriate preparatory measures being in
place to build situational awareness and the development of a Common Recognised
Information Picture (CRIP)
Integration - multi-agency involvement, roles and prominence
Co-operation - inclusive decision making processes, openness and mutual trust
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Continuity - using established experience, expertise, resources and relationships to
manage and respond to emergencies in the usual way

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Access any available emergency response plan and implement appropriate predetermined
actions

Control measure - Liaise with responsible
person: Underground structures
Control measure knowledge
Many aspects of underground structure construction are likely to fall outside the scope of fire and
rescue service personnel knowledge and skills. It is the responsibility of experts to ensure that
proposals meet statutory duties, legal requirements and standards set out for construction
operations, and that services required to support a fire and rescue service intervention are put in
place.
In the event of an incident, the fire and rescue service should seek expert advice from:
The contractor
The appropriate regulator
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
Regulatory bodies, such as the Office of Road and Rail

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Develop arrangements and procedures for dealing with underground structure incidents with
identified sources of expert advice or assistance
Maintain the details of any expert adviser for underground structure incidents and know how
to request their attendance
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Request expert advice or assistance based on the extent and urgency of the underground
structure incident
Ensure fire and rescue personnel work in accordance with agreed procedures that comply
with contractor arrangements
Liaise and work with on-site staff or the contractor's specialist teams where they are available

Control measure - Control room

Control measure knowledge
Most tunnels will have control rooms with a range of features and information available to an
incident commander. An understanding of the information available from infrastructure control
rooms, and how their facilities can be used, will help determine how they can be used to manage
an incident.
In some instances, there are protected control rooms within the infrastructure, providing facilities
to assist in managing an incident. These may include facilities for fire and rescue service personnel
to monitor progress of crews and the safe evacuation of the public. Alternatively, for widespread or
complex infrastructure, a central control room may be provided. Both of these locations may
provide a range of facilities for fire and rescue service use, including:
Alternative access/egress routes
Close circuit television (CCTV)
Public address systems
Ventilation systems
Fire and rescue service telecommunications
Incident ground plans
Traffic management controls
Ventilation controls
REFUGE communications
Some tunnel control rooms contain water inundation protection facilities, including tunnel
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portal door closers.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Identify the location of control rooms for subsurface infrastructure, as part of risk
information gathering
Ensure that fire and rescue personnel are aware of the capabilities of subsurface
infrastructure control rooms

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider using the facilities available in the infrastructure control room to monitor the
incident

Hazard - Restricted access and egress:
Underground structures
Hazard Knowledge
Fire and rescue service personnel need to consider the possibility of unusually complex access to
and egress from the scene of operations. Considerations may include the need for additional and
varied entry procedures and routes, extended travel times, various transportation methods to
scenes of operations and using unfamiliar equipment.
Gaining access to the scene of operations in a safe and controlled way is a critical part of fire and
rescue service operations. The means responders may use to access the infrastructure will vary
depending on type, age and location. Some infrastructures may have facilities built in that
accommodate fire and rescue service needs, such as:
Hard standing areas for emergency vehicles
Dedicated rendezvous points (RVPs) for emergency vehicles
Fire and rescue service communications extended to cover the rendezvous points (RVPs),
shafts, underground area or tunnels
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Premises information boxes or security standard boxes with plans, entry codes or keys
Security doors providing an agreed method of fire and rescue service entry without
unreasonable delay, normally using keys, entry codes or remote door release devices
Firefighting stairs and lifts
Ventilation system to protect firefighting access from contamination
Firefighting lobbies
Raised walkways

Control measure - Maintain safe access and
egress
Control measure knowledge
Any incident involving underground structures, both natural and man-made, will require
consideration of safe access and egress routes for committed personnel. Alternative means of
making an entry should be considered and emergency arrangements put in place.
In addition to identifying the most appropriate access point, the precise location of the incident
within the infrastructure must be found to:
Identify the likely travel distances and working duration of crews
Identify or anticipate any blockages that may affect access
Factor in the likely fatiguing effects of extended travel distances and carrying equipment,
including return journeys
Determine the appropriate use of any vehicle that may be available and suitable for carrying
personnel or equipment
Using lights, markers or barrier tape should be considered to indicate the extent of the inner
cordon within complex structures, or where there are no distinguishing way finders or location
indicators. Similarly, these items should be considered for indicating the door or level that leads to
the way out along the route to the surface. This may be particularly important where the shaft is
part of a larger surface building

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Establish a periodic review and amendment process to ensure the strict control and accuracy
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of fire and rescue service guidance. This will be an ongoing process to reflect construction
advancement and the subsequent need to revise plans
Assess the need to provide additional equipment and training for crews making an
intervention below ground.
Conduct regular site visits to ensure complete awareness of the site access point and access
control system

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify the location of all potential access and egress routes to inform their incident plan
Establish and maintain safe means of access to, and egress from, underground structures at
all times
Only use access lifts and transport approved for fire and rescue service purposes

Hazard - Uncontrolled ventilation: Underground
structures
Hazard Knowledge
Underground structures, especially tunnels, may quickly be filled with poor quality air due to the
impact of the incident or operational activities. Maintaining effective ventilation will be a key
consideration for the incident commander.
The purpose of ventilation is normally for keeping the users of infrastructure comfortable, keeping
equipment cool or assisting with the control of hot gasses or fumes. For the purposes of fire and
rescue service operations, ventilation systems can be divided into two principal types:
Natural: caused by the flow of air through the infrastructure's openings
Mechanical: where a ventilation system serves a specific function, such as cooling, removing
fumes or controlling smoke or fire
It should be noted that ventilation systems are more common in highway tunnels due to high
concentration of contaminants. Rail transit tunnels may have ventilation systems in the stations or
at intermediate fan shafts, but during normal operations rely mainly on the piston effect of the
train pushing air through the tunnel to remove stagnant air. Some rail transit tunnels have
emergency mechanical ventilation that only works in the event of a fire.
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Mechanical ventilation system types
Tunnel ventilation systems can be categorised into four main types:
Longitudinal ventilation
Semi-transverse ventilation
Fully-transverse ventilation
Single point extraction
If the ventilation is mechanical, it should normally be known whether it has been provided,
designed and rated for fire and rescue service purposes. If it has been provided to control smoke or
fumes in an emergency then the incident commander can have confidence that it will provide
adequate protection for those evacuating the premises under the guidance of the infrastructure
manager, and for responders being committed.
Where mechanical ventilation is unidirectional, or where pre-prepared plans define a default air
flow direction, this creates a preferred entry point at the inlet end of the tunnel. Plans should then
have responders committed in this direction.

Control measure - Ventilation systems

Control measure knowledge
Ventilation systems may assist in the control of the incident environment. Crews should be aware
of the type, location, and operation of the control systems.
At incidents involving fire or hazardous materials, ventilation systems should not be turned off or
reconfigured until a risk assessment has been made and the full consequences of these actions to
the public, firefighters and any fire development are known.
The design and topography of the infrastructure should be considered, including:
The position of any ventilation outlets, where the products of the incident may affect those on
the surface or remote from the incident
The direction of any mechanical forced ventilation so that safe areas for members of the
public and operational bridgeheads can be established
Any 'piston' effect or other uncontrolled air movement
In most circumstances emergency ventilation and evacuation procedures will be implemented
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before the arrival of the fire and rescue service, or other responders, either automatically or by the
infrastructure manager
The positioning of air inlets outside the infrastructure should be identified to ensure that exhaust
gases are not entering the ventilation system. Incident commanders should also consider the effect
that the incident may have on the occupants, wider community and environment, such as the
effects of any ventilation system exhaust carrying contaminates into the community.
If reasonably practicable the infrastructure manager should be advised of the intended tactical
plan. It must be made clear that there should be no changes to any automatic ventilation or fire
control systems settings, for the duration of the incident or until the incident commander requests
such a change.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Include details of ventilation systems in risk information for underground structures and
infrastructure

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish control over the operation of subsurface ventilation systems

Hazard - Ineffective communications:
Underground structures
Hazard Knowledge
Normal fire service radio telecommunications may be rendered ineffective when operating in
subsurface environments and infrastructure.
Communications used for fire and rescue service purposes at an incident will be greatly enhanced
by pre-planning and testing the range and extent of signals, including joint testing with other
agencies and infrastructure managers.
In some circumstances limited installed infrastructure can support communications with existing
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fire and rescue service systems. For example, a relatively short tunnel that allows good,
uninterrupted radio coverage in all reasonably foreseeable circumstances should not require the
additional provision of a fire and rescue service 'leaky feeder'.
Fire and rescue services should take care when accepting the use of the infrastructure's own
communication equipment, particularly if this is hardwired telephone communications to a control
point. The potential implications, including the loss of communication at a critical time, require
careful examination.
In some circumstances, it may be beneficial for fire and rescue services to enter into local
agreements with other responding agencies and organisations who can provide communications
support.
Noise can also cause unnecessary harm and interfere with communication or emergency signals.
Communications with other agencies
Incidents involving tunnels and underground structures can present some significant challenges for
communications infrastructure. There are no simple rules that can be applied and the
communications problems found in individual locations need to be considered and overcome using
operational fire and rescue service and multi-agency methods as well as the fixed systems supplied
in many modern structures.
Historically, communications, both internal and external, have been identified as areas of weakness
in post-incident investigations and debriefs. Therefore, fire and rescue service incident
commanders should carefully consider their methodology for communicating with other
responders, including:
AIRWAVE radio system, using interagency radio channels
The potential danger of reliance on mobile telephone networks
Field telephones between emergency service control vehicles
Runners if appropriate
Inter-agency liaison officers
Any mutually agreed method to overcome local difficulty
Silver meetings to confirm the incident situation and inter-service communications structures
and limitations.

Control measure - Effective communications
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Control measure knowledge
Incident commanders should establish resilient telecommunications arrangements and carry out
regular testing to confirm that contact has not been lost with crews operating in subsurface
environments and infrastructure.
For incidents, particularly in older infrastructure, it may be appropriate to mobilise or request an
attendance to more than one location. This will assist where:
There is limited or no smoke ventilation or fire stopping
There is limited or no effective communication system
The incident commander will need to consider establishing and maintaining:
Communications with the tunnel operator
Communications with fire control
Using UHF radios, assign channels, and agree on call signs
Communications with other agencies
Communications within the subsurface environment

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that they have resilient telecommunication arrangements for any subsurface
environments and infrastructure identified as risks within their service area

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish and regularly monitor the effectiveness of communications with personnel
operating in subsurface environments

Hazard - Unstable or collapsed structure
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Hazard Knowledge
Structural collapses occur because of a loss of stability, where the basic shape and integrity of the
structure is significantly changed through being subjected to a combination of forces. As the altered
structure or shape is less capable of supporting the imposed forces and loads, it continues to
change until it finds a new shape that is more stable.
Structures may become unstable or collapse due to:
Construction or demolition work
Derelict or deteriorated condition, including previous fire related damage
Involvement in a transport collision
Substandard or unregulated construction or modification
Exemption from, or non-conformity with, building regulations
Operational activity such as moving or cutting structural elements
Severe weather conditions, such as flooding, heavy snow or high winds
Shock due to severe impact or explosion
Inherent design defects can cause weaknesses to parts of a structure, which may subsequently fail
if stresses are applied, such as severe weather conditions or abnormal loading by heavy machinery.
A building under demolition or renovation may collapse if critical load-bearing walls or floors are
removed without considering the effects on the other structural elements.
Substandard materials used in construction, or poor workmanship during the construction phase,
can result in a building that is substantially weaker than intended. This increases the likelihood of
collapse should the building be exposed to additional forces.
Some non-building or temporary structures can become unstable due to a combination of potential
causes that render the environment hazardous to fire crews operating within or nearby.
Structures may fail for various reasons, such as insufficient strength to take the weight or force of a
load or possibly through secondary collapse. People may be at risk if they are on, in under or
attached to an unstable or collapsed structure. Loads or forces applied to the structure, directly or
indirectly, may worsen the instability or progress a collapse. This could include rescue loads and the
use of equipment.
Elements of structure, floors, walls, ceilings, ancillary items, fixtures and fittings can partially
collapse. Partial collapse can follow on from the collapse of lightweight or decorative features.
If partial collapse is not controlled, it may increase the potential for falling debris and secondary
or structural collapse.
Lightweight or fragile structural features may collapse, including non-structural elements; for
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example roof coverings, false chimneys and glazing.
False chimneys do not form part of the structural fabric of the building, can be a considerable
weight and are only supported by roof timbers. If roofing timbers or lightweight trusses fail, they
may collapse through the roof. False chimneys are not suitable as an anchor for working at height,
as they may not be able to support any additional weight.
structural_collapse_of_building.png
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Mon, 08/30/2021 - 11:50
Figure 2: Structural collapse of building – photograph courtesy of the Building Research
Establishment
Collapse may not be limited to the structure itself, as scaffolding or cranes, for example, may be at
risk of damage or collapse.
Moving or cutting structural elements during operational activity can have an impact on the stability
of a structure.
The way and speed in which elements of construction distort or fail depend on the type of structure
and how construction materials have been used or combined. There may be varying stages or
severity of instability or collapse. A structural collapse may occur without warning, giving people
little or no time to escape.
In a collapsed structure casualties may be located in voids or spaces, or be trapped under debris.
The type of structure can provide some indication of the way it has collapsed, and the location of
potential voids or spaces.
For more information on construction methods and materials see BRE building supplementary
information.
Patterns of collapse
Collapse patterns can be categorised as internal, external or total collapse.
Internal collapse
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Structural failure causes a floor to fall horizontally onto the floor
Pancake or progressive

below. The added weight may cause that floor, and subsequent

collapse

floors, to fail and fall to a lower level, although not always to
ground level. Pancake collapse can be mistaken for total collapse.

Lean-to collapse

Where one supporting wall fails, resulting in the roof or floor
hinging on the remaining wall creating a triangular void.
Usually occurs when the centre support is compromised, and the

V-shape collapse

floor or roof collapses and settles in the shape of a V. Triangular
voids may be formed under the V-shape.

A-frame or tent collapse

The floor is no longer supported at the outer edges, but remains
supported on internal walls or structures, forming an A-shape.

External collapse
90° collapse

Curtain fall collapse

Inward/outward collapse

This is when the wall drops away from the building at a 90 degree
angle. Debris will spread as the wall hits the ground.
Much like a curtain cut loose at the top; walls collapse straight
down and create a rubble pile near their base.
Walls crack horizontally in the middle. The top half usually falls
inwards and the lower half outwards.
This is the most severe form of structural failure and occurs when

Total collapse

all the floors have collapsed to the ground or basement level and
all walls have collapsed onto the floors.

Partial or structural collapse may create other physical hazards such as
Unstable or fragile surfaces
Exposed structural members
Sharp edges
Heavy dust loads making atmospheres irrespirable
Damaged utilities
Unsafe cabling or wiring
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Control measure - Cordon control: Unstable
structures
Control measure knowledge
The hazard area for an unstable structure that may undergo partial or structural collapse needs to
take into account:
Construction materials
The height and type of the structure
Severe weather conditions, such as flooding, heavy snow or high winds
The potential for damage to surrounding structures and infrastructure
In the UK, a portal or rigid frame construction is designed for inward collapse – in a fully developed
fire a basic single storey structure may be expected to collapse within 30 minutes. Portal frame
structures are generally designed so that they collapse within their own footprint.
Cordons may need to consider the potential collapse of scaffolding and tower cranes. On a
construction site they could collapse outside the existing hoarding or site boundary. For further
information see the hazard: Scaffolding.
Glass (glazing) or other flat panels falling from height may travel (plane) significant distances from a
structure, particularly in windy conditions.
Specialist advice may be required from local authority building control teams, structural engineers
or urban search and rescue tactical advisers.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make arrangements with other agencies to establish the type and level of response they can
provide if specialist advice is required
Ensure personnel are aware of the specialist advice available
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Evaluate and monitor the potential footprint of collapse and debris
Consider seeking specialist advice when defining the hazard area for a potential collapse

Control measure - Assess and monitor structural
stability
Control measure knowledge
An appropriate understanding of structure design and construction materials, is required to assess
and monitor an unstable or collapsed structure. This will include identifying:
Age, design and condition of the structure
Structural materials and construction methods
All aspects of the structure, the actions taken and the efforts made to distribute applied loads
should be considered. An assessment of the unstable or collapsed structure should be made to
determine the hazard area and, because of risks such as secondary collapse or falling debris, it
should be monitored while personnel are working within the hazard area.
An unstable or collapsed structure should be assessed at the earliest opportunity. Although the
initial assessment can be carried out by first responders, it may be necessary to seek specialist
advice.
Specialist advice and monitoring may be available from local authority building control teams,
structural engineers or urban search and rescue (USAR) tactical advisers.
Signs of collapse may include:
Cracks in walls
Sagging floors or floors deflecting from wall
Displaced columns
Dropping arches
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Bulging walls
Buckling columns or beams
Unusual noises coming from the structure
The minimum number of personnel should be committed to the hazard area, especially if
assessment or monitoring indicates the potential for further collapse. Emergency procedures
should also be in place, which can be initiated if required.
If safe routes are identified they should be marked, and exposed elements or other hazards should
be marked or clear.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Establish arrangements with appropriate agencies to provide structural advice, assessment
and monitoring
Ensure personnel are aware of local or national arrangements and the specialist advice
available

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify the age, design and condition of the structure
Identify the type of structural materials and construction methods
Assess and continuously monitor the structure for signs of collapse
Ensure that competent personnel assess and monitor the suitability of the structure for
working in the hazard area
Consider the stability of surrounding structures and the wider area before and during
operational activity
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Ensure that minimum number of personnel work in the hazard area
Have emergency procedures in place for unstable or collapsed structures
Consider appointing an external safety officer to monitor structural stability
Consider requesting structural advice, assessment and monitoring from appropriate agencies

Hazard - Unstable or collapsed excavations

Hazard Knowledge
Excavations may become unstable or collapse; some may be defined as, or become, confined
spaces. Excavations may include trenches, pits and tunnels.
Excavations should be adequately supported, or be sloped or battered back to a safe angle.
Excavation support systems (also referred to as shoring systems) are designed to stop the collapse
of an excavation wall. The type and strength of the support system will be influenced by factors
such as the type of material being excavated and the height and angle of the excavated face.
Support systems used for excavations need to meet and maintain various standards, as defined in
guidance and regulations such as:
The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations
The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations (Northern Ireland)
The Health and Safety Executive – Health and Safety in Construction
The Health and Safety Executive - Structural stability during excavations
The Health and Safety Executive for Northern Ireland - Construction
Excavations may become unstable or collapse due to:
Vibration from vehicles or machinery
Weather conditions and surface water
Severe impact including explosions
Loads, such as vehicles, machinery or building materials, being positioned close to an edge
Failure of supports
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Signs of collapse may include distortion or deflection of supports, tension cracks or soil movement.
The incident may involve:
Collapse of the sides or roof
People or objects falling into the excavation
Materials falling onto people working in the excavation
The undermining of nearby structures
Damage to utilities
Water ingress
An unstable or collapsed excavation may involve many tonnes of material, such as soil, leading to
risks including entrapment under the material, or physical injuries.

Control measure - Safe system of work: Unstable
or collapsed excavations
Control measure knowledge
An incident involving an unstable or collapsed excavation may require:
Shoring

Removal of fallen or collapsed materials
Isolation of machinery or vehicles
Relocation of loads, such as vehicles, machinery or building materials
Reducing movement in the hazard area
Appropriate location of fire and rescue service vehicles, equipment and personnel
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An unstable or collapsed excavation should be assessed at the earliest opportunity. Although the
initial assessment can be carried out by first responders, it may be necessary to seek specialist
advice.
Specialist advice may be available from a competent person, structural engineer or tactical adviser
and should be sought prior to committing personnel to the hazard area.
If personnel need to enter an unstable or collapsed excavation where the excavation support
system has been compromised, it will be essential to consult with the responsible person or
competent person to determine a safe system of work. This could be the contractor or a civil
engineer.
The minimum number of personnel should be committed to the hazard area, especially if the
assessment or monitoring indicates the potential for further collapse. There should also be
emergency procedures in place, which can be initiated if required.
Where it is necessary to work around an unstable excavation, trench or other unstable surface or
natural or built environment appropriate working at height procedures should be adopted. Any
additional load placed in the area should be risk assessed and where possible pressure should be
reduced by spreading the load, for example by using trench sheets or plywood. For more
information see Unguarded edges and Spread the load.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Establish arrangements with appropriate agencies to provide specialist advice, assessment
and monitoring of excavations
Ensure personnel are aware of local or national arrangements and the specialist advice
available for excavations

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Avoid applying additional loads to the excavation, such as fire and rescue service vehicles,
equipment and personnel
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Consider requesting specialist advice regarding unstable and collapsed excavations
Identify the type of material being excavated and the height and angle of the excavated face
Have emergency procedures in place for unstable or collapsed excavations
Ensure that minimum numbers of personnel work in the hazard area
Assess and continuously monitor the excavation for indications of further collapse
Liaise with the responsible person or competent person if required
Consider spreading the load of equipment or personnel to reduce the pressure on the
excavation

Control measure - Shoring

Control measure knowledge
Shoring can be described as temporary support to elements of a structure using metal or timber
shoring systems and can be provided by urban search and rescue (USAR) teams.
Shoring provides:
Temporary stability of structures, objects or debris
Protection from falling debris, secondary collapse to enable search or rescue operations to
proceed
Support to vertical, horizontal or sloping surfaces
Any shoring operation should be carried out by personnel with the appropriate level of knowledge
and training, using suitable equipment. The shoring should be assessed and monitored.
It may be necessary to use temporary shoring to save life or prevent an incident escalating.
However, the equipment immediately available to fire and rescue services, or to urban search and
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rescue (USAR) teams, may not be of sufficient strength to substitute for excavation support
systems.
On-site machinery, vehicles or equipment, such as excavation support systems or materials
suitable for use as trench or pit supports, may be available. However, the available equipment may
have already failed, requiring a detailed risk assessment prior to further use.
If an excavation support system has been compromised, personnel should seek the advice or
assistance of the responsible person or competent person, such as the contractor or a civil
engineer.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Be aware of how to request National Resilience capabilities and mutual aid resources
Consider providing shoring equipment and materials

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider requesting specialist tactical advice and resources for shoring
Assess and monitor the effectiveness shoring
Liaise with the responsible person or competent person if required

Control measure - Cordon controls: Unstable or
collapsed excavations
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Control measure knowledge
To prevent collapse or further collapse of an unstable surface, trench excavation or other natural or
built environment, access to the area surrounding it should be carefully controlled.
Equipment entering the area should be limited to essential items only.
An area should be identified a suitable distance away from the hazard area for personnel,
equipment, machinery and any items being removed including debris. Material removed from a
trench should not be placed above the area where excavation is taking place but moved a safe
distance away to prevent slippage or collapse.
Where possible vehicles, machines or equipment creating vibration should be isolated or moved to
a safe distance. The movement of redistribution of weight should be risk assessed considering the
risk of further collapse.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure personnel have access to appropriate specialist advice and equipment to assess
unstable natural or built environments
Consider providing local equipment or access to specialist resources to enable personnel to
work safely in the area around unstable natural or built environments

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Assess the structural stability of the working environment and establish cordon controls at an
appropriate distance from the hazard area
Identify an appropriate area to store equipment, personnel and debris to prevent further
collapse of an unstable natural or built environment
Risk assess the movement of any machinery, equipment, or vehicles prior to moving them or
requesting they are moved
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Request that machines, equipment and vehicles are kept isolated or moved to a safe distance
away from a natural or built environment

Hazard - Conditions in tunnels under
construction
Hazard Knowledge
Fire and rescue service personnel need to consider the potentially limited intervention they can
make at incidents in tunnels or other underground structures under construction. The need to wait
for additional core and specialist resources will inevitably add pressure to crews and incident
commanders to take action and this may increase the overall risk to personnel.

Control measure - Apply specialist controls and
intervention limits
Control measure knowledge
The notification of any tunnel or underground structure project should be the starting point for
engagement with the client, principal contractor and responders. This will enable the most
hazardous phase of the project to be risk-assessed. The outcome of the risk assessment will inform
the development of any special procedures, restrictions or limitations to be applied well before the
construction phase commences. Risk assessment outcomes and plans must be confirmed in
writing.
Special controls and procedures agreed must be recorded in the emergency plan and
communicated to all partners so they can be implemented quickly and without confusion. Special
controls, restrictions or limitations will need to be applied to dead end conditions. These can be
created when a tunnel boring machine (TBM) commences boring and the services required to
support a fire and rescue service intervention cannot be established for a period of time. In a fire
situation, this would mean that the fire and rescue service could only make a limited intervention,
as a charged line of delivery hose cannot be dragged for long distances.
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A normal control measure applied during these circumstances is for the tunnel boring machine
(TBM) to be provided with a water mist system to protect walkways, and a rear water curtain to
protect the TBM crew who would remain on-board.
The hand digging of cross passages and the need to enter the cutting head of the tunnel boring
machine both involve working in confined spaces. Such conditions will require the contractor to
have special rescue teams available on scene when work is being carried out, as this responsibility
cannot be discharged to the fire and rescue service. Although some fire and rescue service
personnel are trained and equipped to work in confined spaces, technical rescue teams are not
normally mobilised as part of the fire and rescue service first attendance and there will be a delay
in intervention.
As the tunnel or underground structure reaches completion, the hazard and risk significantly
reduces because the 'as built' environment will include all the design safety features that support
an intervention.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Conduct regular site visits to ensure complete awareness of the site access point and the
access control system

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish and communicate limits of operation based on identified risks and available
resources

Hazard - Pressurised atmosphere work

Hazard Knowledge
Work in compressed air means work within any working chamber, airlock or decompression
chamber that (in each case) is used for the compression or decompression of persons, including a
medical lock used solely for treatment purposes, the pressure of which exceeds 0.15 bar. Access to
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a pressurised working will involve an air lock or a man lock.
Atmospheric pressure at sea level is fractionally above 1 bar pressure, pressure gauges are scaled
to read zero at this at normal atmospheric pressure. In a pressurised atmosphere a reading of 1
bar refers to double that of atmospheric pressure. At 1 bar the equivalent volume of air at
atmospheric pressure is halved, therefore inhaling the same volume of gas contains double the
concentration of air.
Fires involving compressed air workings will involve an accelerated combustion process due to the
richness of the oxygen in the pressurised atmosphere.
There are broadly two types of pressurised atmospheres workings, referred to here as 'elevated
pressures' and 'commercial workings':
Elevated pressures
These are premises with a slightly elevated ambient pressure. They will include engineered features
within structures to protect escape routes and/or to assist the emergency services in rendering
assistance in terms of rescues or firefighting. Examples of these are where elevated pressures are
created on protected staircases, crossover tunnels and commercial or medical 'clean areas'. As
such engineered features are generally only a few millibars above ambient pressure, they do not
present any significant physiological effect on personnel entering the risk area or the duration of a
self-contained breathing apparatus set.
Commercial workings
During construction, tunnels may be pressurised to prevent water ingress, particularly where they
are bored under a river or in very wet strata. Regulations under the Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act 1974 are in place in respect of persons employed in pressurised workings.
The Work in Compressed Air regulations 1996 apply to all people employed in tunnelling, pipe
jacking and shaft and caisson sinking operations carried out in compressed air, including the use of
tunnel boring or shaft excavating machinery and similar operations, as part of construction work.
The task of firefighting and rescuing persons employed in pressurised workings is principally the
responsibility of the contractor on site. The fire and rescue service might respond to a call to
pressurised workings and stand by to give advice and provide back-up facilities as necessary.
However, subject to any prior arrangement between the contractor and the fire and rescue
authority, the contractor's responsibilities under the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 should
make it unnecessary for the fire and rescue service to deal with an incident inside a pressurised
commercial working.
Subject to prior agreement and arrangement, it might be reasonably foreseeable that fire and
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rescue authorities could be requested to provide some element of a contractor's emergency
arrangements. Breathing apparatus (BA) command and control procedures appropriate to the risk
should be established along with any minimum provisions for a safe system of work.
Health risks
When working in compressed air, the body's internal pressures balance to match the external
pressure; therefore the amount of air inhaled at 1 bar pressure will be double that at atmospheric
pressure.
Three types of health problem can be brought about by working in compressed air:
Barotrauma: where a change in surrounding pressure causes direct damage to air-containing
cavities in the body directly connected with the surrounding atmosphere, principally ears,
sinuses and lungs
Decompression illness: which predominantly occurs as a condition involving pain around the
joints, or, more rarely, as a serious, potentially life-threatening condition that may affect the
central nervous system, the heart or the lungs
Dysbaric osteonecrosis: which is a long-term, chronic condition damaging the long bones, hip
or shoulder joints.
Breathing apparatus
The working duration of self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) is significantly reduced by
increased pressure. The balance of the exhale valve and diaphragm controlling the demand valve
are likely to be affected by the increase in the external pressure. In addition, the stress and exertion
of working in these environments is likely to increase breathing rates.
See also: The Work in Compressed Air Regulations 1996 and Work in Compressed Air Regulations
(Northern Ireland) 2004

Control measure - Implement appropriate entry
control procedures
Control measure knowledge
The elevated level of risk associated with working within a pressurised atmosphere will necessitate
an appropriate level of command and control. Liaison with the responsible person at the scene will
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be of critical importance to the safe resolution of the incident. Entry control procedures should be
based on a risk assessment of the potential for a lower working duration of self-contained
breathing apparatus (SCBA) equipment.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Establish appropriate emergency arrangements at locations carrying out pressurised
atmosphere work
Gather information about the location and extent of pressurised atmosphere work and the
location of the man lock door and air lock at the pressurised working chamber

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify and communicate any fire loading and accelerated combustion in the pressurised
atmosphere
Implement entry control and emergency arrangements based on the assessment of risk at
incidents involving pressurised atmospheres
Be aware that the use of breathing apparatus (BA) in a pressurised atmosphere may have an
effect on the working duration of the BA set

Control measure - Arrangements to deal with
firefighter emergencies
Control measure knowledge
The rescue and recovery of firefighters is challenging. Difficult decisions may need to be made. The
situation calls for clear judgement, often while struggling to keep emotions under control.
If the incident commander and other commanders fail to maintain control, it may lead to an
outcome with serious health and safety consequences. Crews are likely to place themselves at
considerable risk to rescue or recover colleagues.
A situation where a firefighter needs rescuing is very likely to lead to fire and rescue service
personnel and others experiencing increased stress. This can affect the way people make decisions
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and process information. See Personal resilience.
The incident commander's resilience and ability to manage pressure in this situation is critical to
maintain control. Other important factors are maintaining good situational awareness and sharing
accurate information such as last known locations and tasks they were undertaking.
After an incident there may be a requirement to investigate its cause. This may be part of a fire and
rescue service review to identify the cause of the incident or to look at how effective fire safety
measures were. Additionally, it may be part of a criminal investigation by the police. Other agencies
may also have a legal requirement to investigate, for example, the Air Accident Investigation
Branch, Marine Accident Investigation Branch, Rail Accident Investigation Branch or the Health and
Safety Executive.
From the start of an investigation, fire and rescue service personnel should make sure that
evidence is not destroyed or disturbed. They should also make observations and notes to help
investigators.
The Health and Safety Executive offer guidance on best practice for the investigation of accidents in
the workplace. These include the Work Related Deaths Protocol.
Further information is available. See CFOA guide Death in the Workplace: Guidance for United
Kingdom fire and rescue services.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
Have policies for firefighter emergencies which incorporate communications, investigation
and welfare.
Fire and rescue services should:
Consider developing procedures for critical incident welfare of affected personnel

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish emergency arrangements appropriate to the size and complexity of the incident
Maintain effective command and control in an emergency situation and review incident
priorities, tactics and resources
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In a firefighter emergency preserve the scene to inform future internal and external
investigations

Control measure - Implement decompression
procedures
Control measure knowledge
To comply with Health and Safety Executive (HSE) legislation, the contractor in charge of the
pressurised working operations is responsible for ensuring that medical resources for dealing with
hyperbaric emergencies are provided on-site, and for formally notifying the local receiving hospitals
of the fact that pressurised working is being carried out, before that work takes place.
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) legislation governs the use of, and control measures for using,
compressed air, which also includes the need for decompression following a period of work or
exposure in a compressed air environment.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Gather information about the location and extent of pressurised atmosphere work and the
location of the man lock door and air lock at the pressurised working chamber

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that on-site decompression facilities are adequate before committing crews into a
pressurised atmosphere

Hazard - Ineffective intervention strategy
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Hazard Knowledge
At known underground locations many of the risks and hazards will have been identified in
advance and relevant control measures should form part of the agreed intervention strategy as
part of any pre-planning process. However, incident commanders will need to devise and
implement additional control measures where it is evident that any assumptions made as part of
an intervention strategy can no longer be relied on.
The intervention strategy will normally establish hazard control by providing fire and rescue service
facilities and one or more of the following methods:
Activation of local or area wide automated fire/smoke ventilation and/or suppression
systems, normally by the infrastructure manager, on discovery of an incident
Liaison with infrastructure representatives and specialist fire and rescue service advisors to
identify community impact
Knowledge of the infrastructure evacuation strategy and information on its progress
Discussion with the infrastructure manager confirming the extent to which any control has
been implemented; this will assist the incident commander in identifying the safe working
area for operations to take place within the infrastructure
Use of established procedures for the type of infrastructure to establish appropriate safety
measures (for example, road traffic or railway incident procedure) and to control traffic or
machinery

Control measure - Intervention plan:
Underground structures
Control measure knowledge
Confirmation should be sought from the infrastructure managers on the status and operation of
systems used to protect members of the public, staff and firefighters, for example:
Ventilation systems
Pressurised escape area or intervention shafts
Vehicle control systems (for example road traffic lights set to red at either end of tunnel)
Current status of high voltage electricity.
Use of any of the infrastructure manager's rescue or recovery teams
Use of survivor reception centres and staff or customer support systems.
Suitability of equipment to function in a tunnel or underground environment
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Communication facilities for subsurface operations

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Develop pre-planned intervention strategies for underground environments identified as risk
within the service area.

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Carry out a risk assessment of the intervention options before implementing the most
appropriate strategy
Co-ordinate the evacuation, ventilation, fixed installation and intervention strategies
simultaneously

Unstable or collapsed structures

Structural collapse can be caused in many ways: naturally (e.g. natural deterioration, earthquake,
subsidence or flood water), accidentally (e.g. explosion, impact or fire), or by deliberate actions (e.g.
terrorist attack or explosive device).
The possibility of collapse is also present in unstable structures. The reason for the instability could
be due to one of the reasons above or could be the result of dereliction or bad workmanship.
When structures become unstable or collapse, the fire and rescue service is the best placed
emergency service to respond. Individual services have the knowledge, skills, experience and
equipment to deal with these environments and the UK fire and rescue service has a national
network of trained urban search and rescue (USAR) operatives.
Urban search and rescue (USAR) teams are provided across the UK and are strategically located to
ensure that response can be relatively rapid, co-ordinated and consistent. As part of this national
network, some USAR personnel are designated as USAR tactical advisors and can be called on by
the fire and rescue service to give advice on the resources available and how mobilising and tactical
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procedures can be used to resolve this type of incident.
Further information on the USAR capability can be found on the CFOA National Resilience website.
The issue for attending fire and rescue service personnel is that these environments are
unpredictable. They are also labour intensive and arduous to work in.

Hazard - Unstable or collapsed structure

Hazard Knowledge
Structural collapses occur because of a loss of stability, where the basic shape and integrity of the
structure is significantly changed through being subjected to a combination of forces. As the altered
structure or shape is less capable of supporting the imposed forces and loads, it continues to
change until it finds a new shape that is more stable.
Structures may become unstable or collapse due to:
Construction or demolition work
Derelict or deteriorated condition, including previous fire related damage
Involvement in a transport collision
Substandard or unregulated construction or modification
Exemption from, or non-conformity with, building regulations
Operational activity such as moving or cutting structural elements
Severe weather conditions, such as flooding, heavy snow or high winds
Shock due to severe impact or explosion
Inherent design defects can cause weaknesses to parts of a structure, which may subsequently fail
if stresses are applied, such as severe weather conditions or abnormal loading by heavy machinery.
A building under demolition or renovation may collapse if critical load-bearing walls or floors are
removed without considering the effects on the other structural elements.
Substandard materials used in construction, or poor workmanship during the construction phase,
can result in a building that is substantially weaker than intended. This increases the likelihood of
collapse should the building be exposed to additional forces.
Some non-building or temporary structures can become unstable due to a combination of potential
causes that render the environment hazardous to fire crews operating within or nearby.
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Structures may fail for various reasons, such as insufficient strength to take the weight or force of a
load or possibly through secondary collapse. People may be at risk if they are on, in under or
attached to an unstable or collapsed structure. Loads or forces applied to the structure, directly or
indirectly, may worsen the instability or progress a collapse. This could include rescue loads and the
use of equipment.
Elements of structure, floors, walls, ceilings, ancillary items, fixtures and fittings can partially
collapse. Partial collapse can follow on from the collapse of lightweight or decorative features.
If partial collapse is not controlled, it may increase the potential for falling debris and secondary
or structural collapse.
Lightweight or fragile structural features may collapse, including non-structural elements; for
example roof coverings, false chimneys and glazing.
False chimneys do not form part of the structural fabric of the building, can be a considerable
weight and are only supported by roof timbers. If roofing timbers or lightweight trusses fail, they
may collapse through the roof. False chimneys are not suitable as an anchor for working at height,
as they may not be able to support any additional weight.
structural_collapse_of_building.png
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Figure 2: Structural collapse of building – photograph courtesy of the Building Research
Establishment
Collapse may not be limited to the structure itself, as scaffolding or cranes, for example, may be at
risk of damage or collapse.
Moving or cutting structural elements during operational activity can have an impact on the stability
of a structure.
The way and speed in which elements of construction distort or fail depend on the type of structure
and how construction materials have been used or combined. There may be varying stages or
severity of instability or collapse. A structural collapse may occur without warning, giving people
little or no time to escape.
In a collapsed structure casualties may be located in voids or spaces, or be trapped under debris.
The type of structure can provide some indication of the way it has collapsed, and the location of
potential voids or spaces.
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For more information on construction methods and materials see BRE building supplementary
information.
Patterns of collapse
Collapse patterns can be categorised as internal, external or total collapse.
Internal collapse
Structural failure causes a floor to fall horizontally onto the floor
Pancake or progressive

below. The added weight may cause that floor, and subsequent

collapse

floors, to fail and fall to a lower level, although not always to
ground level. Pancake collapse can be mistaken for total collapse.

Lean-to collapse

Where one supporting wall fails, resulting in the roof or floor
hinging on the remaining wall creating a triangular void.
Usually occurs when the centre support is compromised, and the

V-shape collapse

floor or roof collapses and settles in the shape of a V. Triangular
voids may be formed under the V-shape.

A-frame or tent collapse

The floor is no longer supported at the outer edges, but remains
supported on internal walls or structures, forming an A-shape.

External collapse
90° collapse

Curtain fall collapse

Inward/outward collapse

This is when the wall drops away from the building at a 90 degree
angle. Debris will spread as the wall hits the ground.
Much like a curtain cut loose at the top; walls collapse straight
down and create a rubble pile near their base.
Walls crack horizontally in the middle. The top half usually falls
inwards and the lower half outwards.
This is the most severe form of structural failure and occurs when

Total collapse

all the floors have collapsed to the ground or basement level and
all walls have collapsed onto the floors.
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Partial or structural collapse may create other physical hazards such as
Unstable or fragile surfaces
Exposed structural members
Sharp edges
Heavy dust loads making atmospheres irrespirable
Damaged utilities
Unsafe cabling or wiring

Control measure - Cordon control: Unstable
structures
Control measure knowledge
The hazard area for an unstable structure that may undergo partial or structural collapse needs to
take into account:
Construction materials
The height and type of the structure
Severe weather conditions, such as flooding, heavy snow or high winds
The potential for damage to surrounding structures and infrastructure
In the UK, a portal or rigid frame construction is designed for inward collapse – in a fully developed
fire a basic single storey structure may be expected to collapse within 30 minutes. Portal frame
structures are generally designed so that they collapse within their own footprint.
Cordons may need to consider the potential collapse of scaffolding and tower cranes. On a
construction site they could collapse outside the existing hoarding or site boundary. For further
information see the hazard: Scaffolding.
Glass (glazing) or other flat panels falling from height may travel (plane) significant distances from a
structure, particularly in windy conditions.
Specialist advice may be required from local authority building control teams, structural engineers
or urban search and rescue tactical advisers.
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Make arrangements with other agencies to establish the type and level of response they can
provide if specialist advice is required
Ensure personnel are aware of the specialist advice available

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Evaluate and monitor the potential footprint of collapse and debris
Consider seeking specialist advice when defining the hazard area for a potential collapse

Control measure - Assess and monitor structural
stability
Control measure knowledge
An appropriate understanding of structure design and construction materials, is required to assess
and monitor an unstable or collapsed structure. This will include identifying:
Age, design and condition of the structure
Structural materials and construction methods
All aspects of the structure, the actions taken and the efforts made to distribute applied loads
should be considered. An assessment of the unstable or collapsed structure should be made to
determine the hazard area and, because of risks such as secondary collapse or falling debris, it
should be monitored while personnel are working within the hazard area.
An unstable or collapsed structure should be assessed at the earliest opportunity. Although the
initial assessment can be carried out by first responders, it may be necessary to seek specialist
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advice.
Specialist advice and monitoring may be available from local authority building control teams,
structural engineers or urban search and rescue (USAR) tactical advisers.
Signs of collapse may include:
Cracks in walls
Sagging floors or floors deflecting from wall
Displaced columns
Dropping arches
Bulging walls
Buckling columns or beams
Unusual noises coming from the structure
The minimum number of personnel should be committed to the hazard area, especially if
assessment or monitoring indicates the potential for further collapse. Emergency procedures
should also be in place, which can be initiated if required.
If safe routes are identified they should be marked, and exposed elements or other hazards should
be marked or clear.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Establish arrangements with appropriate agencies to provide structural advice, assessment
and monitoring
Ensure personnel are aware of local or national arrangements and the specialist advice
available

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Identify the age, design and condition of the structure
Identify the type of structural materials and construction methods
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Assess and continuously monitor the structure for signs of collapse
Ensure that competent personnel assess and monitor the suitability of the structure for
working in the hazard area
Consider the stability of surrounding structures and the wider area before and during
operational activity
Ensure that minimum number of personnel work in the hazard area
Have emergency procedures in place for unstable or collapsed structures
Consider appointing an external safety officer to monitor structural stability
Consider requesting structural advice, assessment and monitoring from appropriate agencies

Hazard - Structural defect or further collapse

Hazard Knowledge
Most structural collapses occur because of a loss of stability: the basic shape and integrity of the
structure is significantly changed through being subjected to a combination of forces. The newly
altered structure/shape is then less capable of supporting the forces and loads imposed on it. The
structure continues to change until it finds a new shape that is more stable. Structural collapse can
follow a number of generic patterns, each with its own hazards and areas where survivors are likely
to be found. Collapse patterns can be categorised as internal, external or total collapse.
Inherent design defects can cause weaknesses to parts of a structure, which may subsequently fail
if stresses are applied, such as fire, abnormal weather conditions or abnormal loading by heavy
machinery. A building under demolition or renovation may collapse if too many load-bearing walls
or floors are removed without considering the effects on the other structural elements.
Equally, substandard materials used in construction or poor workmanship during the construction
phase can result in a building that is substantially weaker than intended. This increases the
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likelihood of collapse should the building be exposed to additional forces.
Types of internal collapse
Pancake collapse
A failure in load-bearing walls or an upper floor fails and falls horizontally (or 'pancakes') onto the
floor below. The added weight causes this floor, and subsequent floors, to fail and fall to a lower
level (not always to ground level). Pancake collapse is sometimes referred to as progressive
collapse and can be mistaken for total collapse.
Lean-to collapse
A supporting wall, column or beam fails at one end. Triangular voids are created beneath and can
offer refuge for occupants.
V-shape collapse
Heavy loads from above cause a collapse at a given point of a floor level. The excess load causes
the point to fail in the middle. This creates triangular voids that can act as safe havens.
Tent collapse
Structural supports fail near the outer walls but remain in situ on the interior load-bearing element.
External collapse
Types of collapse in this category include:
90° collapse
A wall falls outwards to a distance that is at least equal to its height. Debris will spread as the wall
hits the ground.
Curtain fall collapse
Much like a curtain cut loose at the top; walls collapse straight down and create a rubble pile near
the base of the wall.
Inward/outward collapse
Walls crack horizontally in the middle. The top half usually falls inwards and the lower half
outwards.
Total collapse
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This is the most severe form of structural failure and occurs when all the floors have collapsed to
the ground or basement level and all walls have collapsed onto the floors.

Control measure - Assess and monitor structural
integrity: Structural defect or further collapse
Control measure knowledge
The suitability of any structure in supporting the use of work at height equipment must be
considered. Structures that are not stable, or where there is doubt about structural integrity,
should not be considered as platforms for working at height unless additional secondary systems
are put in to place to add protection for the operators. For example, a combination of ladders and
rope systems may be used to access fragile surfaces.
The suitability of a structure to support ladders and rope or line systems needs to be assessed,
along with its ability to withstand forces created by rescue loads and dynamic events.
Fire and rescue services may attend incidents involving partially or fully collapsed structures. This
not only includes buildings but also transport infrastructure such as rail or road bridges.
Collapses may occur without warning, so it is very important that the structure is assessed at the
earliest opportunity. Assessment, which should continue throughout the incident, may be carried
out at various levels, for example, by first responders, urban search and rescue (USAR) technicians
or structural engineers. For more information on assessing structural collapse see National
Operational Guidance: Fires in buildings and Fires in buildings under construction or demolition.
When crews need to work in or near a damaged structure, it must be monitored. Monitoring should
follow a risk assessment and implementation of control measures, and it should be continuous.
Search and rescue responders should accompany personnel when monitoring the structure.
Monitoring is carried out at three levels:
Initial: first responders
Detailed: urban search and rescue (USAR) technicians
Specialist: structural specialists
The urban search and rescue (USAR) capability includes personnel trained in monitoring collapsed
structures with specialised equipment.
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Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that competent personnel assess and monitor the suitability of the structure for work
at height activities
Ensure that all personnel are fully briefed on the current hazards, risks, control measures and
tactical mode
Ensure that minimum numbers of crew work in the hazard area and that emergency
procedures are in place
Consider the integrity of the surrounding structures and environment before, during and
after space creation
Identify building construction, cause and type of collapse and any potential for further
collapse

Control measure - Shoring

Control measure knowledge
Shoring can be described as temporary support to elements of a structure using metal or timber
shoring systems and can be provided by urban search and rescue (USAR) teams.
Shoring provides:
Temporary stability of structures, objects or debris
Protection from falling debris, secondary collapse to enable search or rescue operations to
proceed
Support to vertical, horizontal or sloping surfaces
Any shoring operation should be carried out by personnel with the appropriate level of knowledge
and training, using suitable equipment. The shoring should be assessed and monitored.
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It may be necessary to use temporary shoring to save life or prevent an incident escalating.
However, the equipment immediately available to fire and rescue services, or to urban search and
rescue (USAR) teams, may not be of sufficient strength to substitute for excavation support
systems.
On-site machinery, vehicles or equipment, such as excavation support systems or materials
suitable for use as trench or pit supports, may be available. However, the available equipment may
have already failed, requiring a detailed risk assessment prior to further use.
If an excavation support system has been compromised, personnel should seek the advice or
assistance of the responsible person or competent person, such as the contractor or a civil
engineer.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Be aware of how to request National Resilience capabilities and mutual aid resources
Consider providing shoring equipment and materials

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider requesting specialist tactical advice and resources for shoring
Assess and monitor the effectiveness shoring
Liaise with the responsible person or competent person if required

Control measure - Assess current and forecast
weather conditions
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Control measure knowledge
Forecast weather conditions should be obtained and monitored as they can have a negative effect
on operations and the health and safety of personnel.
This information should be assessed, along with any microclimate that could be produced by the
specific location and its topography. Current and forecast weather conditions should be used to
inform the tactical planning and risk assessment of an incident.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Provide personnel with access to meteorological information, such as for example, the Met
Office's FireMet in 'hazard manager' for predicting weather conditions
Ensure that strategies are in place to enable timely communication of forecast weather
conditions to operational personnel

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Access past, present and future weather information from sources such as the Met Office
Request and review up-to-date weather forecasts

Hazard - Geological effects

Hazard Knowledge
Geological weakness may cause buildings to collapse through movement of the strata on which the
foundations are laid, for example, earthquakes and subsidence. This movement can place
excessive stress on a structure, overloading it and causing collapse. Alternatively, the ground on
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which the building is constructed may weaken to such an extent that it is unable to support the
weight of the building. Liquefaction, where the water content in the soil increases to such an extent
that the soil loses all cohesiveness and strength and the building literally sinks into the ground, is
the most common form of failure.
Incident commanders should be aware of the impact that weather conditions can have on
collapsed structures and consider accessing Met Office systems such as Hazard Manager.

Control measure - Use geological monitoring
equipment
Control measure knowledge
There may be occasions when the unstable or collapsed structure may be affected by some form of
geological movement. This is rare in the UK but similar types of ground movement within the
substrata in and around the area of an unstable structure could occur.
The reasons for this movement may not be known and may not be noticeable, but the history of
the initial cause of the structure's instability or collapse may indicate a need to be aware of
potential ground movement. For example, in areas of known mining, the cause may be assigned to
the collapse of old workings and therefore the possibility of further movement will need to be
considered.
Urban search and rescue (USAR) tactical advisors will have some knowledge of the equipment
available for monitoring ground movement, i.e. geological monitoring, but access to this type of
highly specialist equipment will be limited. Some external specialists, such as Mines Rescue, will
have access to or knowledge of geological monitoring equipment. It may be appropriate to consider
using this type of equipment and service, especially in the case of protracted incidents, but it will
take time to source and implement.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Identify contacts who may be able to provide geological monitoring at incidents involving
collapsed structures, such as urban search and rescue (USAR) tactical advisors and Mines
Rescue
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider requesting geological monitoring equipment in consultation with urban search and
rescue (USAR) tactical advisors

Hazard - Fire, heat and smoke

Hazard Knowledge
Fire, heat and smoke are always a hazard to rescue operations but in unstable/collapsed structures
the effect of even a small fire will be amplified. There are many reasons for this, which include:
Restricted access and egress
Reduced ability to get firefighting media or ventilation equipment to the scene
The possibility that fire could weaken the structure further
Incident commanders must consider not committing personnel to the area if there is evidence of,
or a risk of, fire, and should also consider withdrawing any personnel if a fire is suspected.
See National Operational Guidance: Fires and firefighting.

Hazard - Damaged utilities

Hazard Knowledge
Gas, electricity and water services may be affected or damaged as a consequence of any structural
collapse. This can create the potential for leaking gas, localised flooding and/or exposed electrical
services. Isolating services must be considered in the early stages, along with liaising with the
appropriate agencies to provide advice and assistance. Equal consideration should be given to the
possible need to keep certain services functioning to aid in resolving the incident. The list of utilities
will depend on the building; a hospital, for example, may have piped steam and/or oxygen. Unusual
services such as these must be identified in the Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI) and this must
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inform the incident commander's decision.
See National Operational Guidance: Utilities and fuel.

Hazard - Heavy dust loads and airborne
particulates
Hazard Knowledge
Collapsed structure incidents will generate large quantities of dust as a result of the collapse and/or
as a consequence of search and rescue operations undertaken and the associated equipment
used. Such dust may be inherently carcinogenic or hazardous and have the potential to travel offsite, particularly in inclement weather conditions. The type and amount of such contaminants will
inform the provision of appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and respiratory protective
equipment (RPE). Consideration may also need to be given to people away from the incident who
may be affected by dust plumes.
For more information on specific substances such as asbestos, silica etc. see NOGP - Hazardous
Materials - Health Hazards

Control measure - Personal protective
equipment (PPE)
Control measure knowledge
Personal protective equipment (PPE) is equipment that will protect the user against health or safety
risks. It can include items such as helmets, gloves, eye protection, high-visibility clothing and safety
footwear. Equipment such as Chemical Protective Suits (CPC), Respiratory Protective Equipment
(RPE) and safety harnesses are considered PPE and are covered in more detail elsewhere in
guidance. PPE should be regarded as a last resort where risks to health and safety cannot be
adequately controlled in other ways. Service risk assessments should define the specific PPE
required for an activity to avoid unsuitable selection.
If more than one item of PPE is to be worn, they must be compatible with each other and
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adequately control the risks when used together. PPE must be maintained in good working order
and properly stored when not in use. Employees must make proper use of PPE in accordance with
training received and report any loss, damage, destruction or fault.
During protracted incidents and when making up equipment personnel may be inclined to relax
PPE; incident commanders should be vigilant and base any decision to downgrade the need for PPE
on an assessment of residual risk.
When PPE has become dirty, contaminated or damaged it may not perform to the standard
required by the appropriate specification. PPE should only be worn if it has been subject to
appropriate cleaning or decontamination and testing processes.
See: Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 1992
For further information on respiratory protective equipment see, National Operational
Guidance: Operations - Respiratory Protective Equipment

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
Provide employees with suitable personal protective equipment that fits the wearer correctly
and adequately controls identified risks
Ensure that personal protective equipment and respiratory protective equipment worn
simultaneously is compatible and does not negatively impact other safety measures
Provide appropriate accommodation for personal protective equipment when not in use
Fire and rescue services should:
Specify the level of PPE for hazards identified through risk assessment and communicate to
personnel
Have suitable arrangements for the cleaning and maintenance of PPE in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions
Ensure that there are suitable arrangements to support the replenishment of PPE
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Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear the level of PPE identified by service risk assessments,
procedures and training
Ensure the appropriate PPE is maintained throughout the incident based on an assessment
of risk
Check the condition and serviceability of PPE when assessing operational readiness for
redeployment
Recognise the potential contamination of equipment and PPE and follow service procedures

Control measure - Respiratory protective
equipment (RPE)
Control measure knowledge
Respiratory protective equipment (RPE) is a particular type of personal protective equipment
designed to protect the wearer from breathing in harmful substances, or from oxygen-deficient
atmospheres, when other controls are either not possible or insufficient on their own.
The two main types of RPE are respirators and breathing apparatus (BA):
Respirators are filtering devices that remove contaminants from the air being breathed
in; non-powered respirators rely on the wearer breathing to draw air through the filter
Breathing apparatus (BA) requires a supply of breathing-quality air from an independent
source such as an air cylinder
Where RPE is used, it must be able to provide adequate protection for individual wearers. RPE
cannot protect the wearer if it leaks. A major cause of leaks is poor fit; tight-fitting face pieces need
to fit the wearer’s face to be effective.
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Maintenance is a requirement for all RPE, except for disposable (single use) RPE, and should be
carried out by properly trained personnel. Thorough maintenance, examination and tests should
be carried out at regular intervals in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Face fit testing
Face fit testing is a method of checking that a tight-fitting facepiece matches the wearer’s facial
features and seals adequately to their face. A fit test should be carried out as part of the initial
selection of the RPE and it is good practice to ensure repeat fit testing is carried out on a regular
basis.
See: Regulation 7, The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (as amended)
See: HSG53, Respiratory protective equipment at work, 4th Ed. HSE (2013)
Breathing apparatus
Breathing apparatus (BA) enables firefighters to breathe safely in otherwise irrespirable
atmospheres. The use of BA as a control measures is likely to be applied as part of the incident plan
for any incident involving
Smoke and fire gases,
Specified risks for confined space
Hazardous materials including:
Asphyxiants
Dusts
Toxic, flammable and explosive substances
The Foundation for Breathing Apparatus guidance outlines procedures that should be adopted at
operational incidents involving the deployment of BA. These procedures allow efficient, effective
and safe working practices to be adopted at incidents of all sizes and type where an irrespirable
atmosphere presents a hazard to personnel.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
Provide employees with suitable RPE that fits the wearer correctly and adequately controls
identified risks
Ensure that personal RPE worn simultaneously is compatible and does not negatively impact
other safety measures
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Fire and rescue services should:
Specify the type of RPE required for hazards identified through risk assessment and
communicate to personnel
Have policies, procedures and guidance for all personnel on the safe use and management of
respiratory protective equipment at incidents
Provide suitable information, instruction and training to all personnel who may be required to
wear respiratory protective equipment
Have suitable arrangements for the provision, testing and maintenance of respiratory
protective equipment

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear the type of RPE identified by service risk assessments,
procedures and training
Implement BA entry control procedures appropriate to the level of risk identified

Hazard - Flying debris and shards

Hazard Knowledge
Cutting equipment will be needed to create access to a collapsed structure. Such operations will
produce debris, sparks and dust, which may create additional hazards if not appropriately
managed. Damping down techniques can be employed to reduce hazards of this nature, but all
equipment must be appropriately guarded and used by suitably trained personnel wearing the
appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) or respiratory protective equipment (RPE).
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Control measure - Establish appropriate cordon
controls
Control measure knowledge
Incident commanders must consider the safety of firefighters, members of other agencies and the
public. They have a duty, so far as reasonably practicable in the context of operational
requirements, to ensure that people are not put at risk by fire and rescue service activities and that
anybody exposed to serious and imminent danger is informed of the hazards and the control
measures necessary to protect them.
The fire service has the power to restrict the access of persons to premises or a place in an
emergency and establishing cordons is an effective way of maintaining safety and controlling
resources.
Where practical, the police will establish and maintain cordons at appropriate distances to allow the
emergency services and other responding agencies to save life, protect the public and property,
and care for survivors.
In some areas the police will have agreements enabling the fire and rescue services to manage
gateways into the inner cordon, establish who should be granted access and keep a record of
people entering and exiting.
Cordons can be divided into distinct areas:
Outer cordon
An outer cordon may be established around the vicinity of the incident to control access to a wide
area. This will allow the emergency services and other agencies to work unhindered and in privacy.
Access through the outer cordon for essential non-emergency service personnel should be by way
of an access control point.
The police will usually control outer cordons, and may also establish traffic cordons to prevent
unauthorised vehicular access. The police will identify safe routes in and out of the cordon for
emergency vehicles and other agencies. Rendezvous points and marshalling areas will usually be
located within the outer cordon.
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Figure 4: Where practical the outer cordon should be identified by using blue and white barrier
tape.
Inner cordon
The inner cordon controls access to the immediate scene of operations and provides an increased
measure of protection for personnel working in that area. Incident commanders should restrict
access to the lowest numbers needed for safe and effective operational activity. At small incidents
this could be an existing physical barrier or a safety officer briefed to restrict access.
At incidents where a higher degree of control is required, those entering the inner cordon should
report to a designated scene access control point and register their arrival. This ensures that they
can be safely accounted for should there be any escalation of the incident, and affords an
opportunity for briefing about the hazards, control measures, emergency arrangements and other
issues. Nobody should be permitted to enter the inner cordon without an appropriate level of
personal protective equipment (PPE). It is necessary to ensure that those leaving the inner cordon
register their departure.
The fire and rescue service will be responsible for safety management within the inner cordon until
responsibility for the scene is transferred to another body. Overall responsibility for the health and
safety of personnel working within the inner cordon remains with individual agencies. Such
agencies should ensure that personnel arrive at the scene with appropriate PPE and are adequately
trained and briefed for the work they are to undertake within the cordon.
At certain incident types, for example hazardous materials, working near water and Marauding
Terrorist Firearms Attack (MTFA), there may be a need to divide cordons into hot, warm and cold
zones. This will depend on the level of risk faced by emergency service responders and the range of
corresponding control measures identified and implemented.

Figure 5: Where practical the inner cordon should be identified with the use of red and white
barrier tape
Exclusion zone
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Some hazards may present such a significant danger to the safety to firefighters, other agencies
and the public that no control measures will adequately reduce the risk. Incident commanders
should consider establishing an exclusion zone within the inner cordon to which access is denied to
all personnel, including emergency services.

Figure 6: Where practical exclusion zones should be identified with the use of black and yellow
barrier tape
Further information on cordons can be found in the Cabinet Office document Emergency Response
and Recovery.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Have a policy for limiting access of personnel to the highest risk areas of an incident ground
and for briefing and identification of those involved. This policy should include any procedural
guidance and such equipment/resources necessary to implement it safely
Agree roles and responsibilities for establishing and controlling access to cordons with
partner agencies
Agree with partner organisations appropriate procedures for briefing other agencies working
within inner cordons under the safety management of the fire service

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that appropriate inner and outer cordons are established, identified and
communicated following an assessment of risk to crews, other agencies and the public
Control access to the inner cordon using methods proportionate to the size and complexity of
the incident
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Establish a scene access control point to log all persons operating within the inner cordon
when appropriate
Implement exclusion zones where intolerable risks to safety are identified
Request the police to establish a traffic cordon where necessary
Request an air exclusion zone through the appropriate authority if required

Control measure - Limit access to inner cordon

Control measure knowledge
The nature of these environments will almost certainly limit the number of responding personnel in
the inner cordon, but incident commanders will still have to consider how to achieve the task using
the minimum number of personnel.
Other considerations will be the arduous nature of the tasks and the environment in which they are
carried out. The need to relieve personnel regularly and the extended travel time to the scene of
operations must therefore also be considered.
See National Operational Guidance: Incident command - Establish appropriate cordon controls.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
There are no tactical actions associated with this control measure.

Control measure - Use hard and soft protection
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Control measure knowledge
Where flying debris and shards present a hazard to emergency responders working inside the inner
cordon, a hierarchy of control measures should be considered. Where possible, responders should
try to use or create 'hard' protection barriers. These may be in situ, for example, taking a specific
access route to an unstable structure using elements that are structurally sound and avoiding
higher risk routes. It may be possible to use equipment and shoring techniques to create hard
protection, or to build temporary physical barriers that allow personnel to be isolated from the risk.
Alongside these hard protection methods, using cordons and appropriate personal protective
equipment (PPE) will help to provide 'soft' levels of protection.
Both hard and soft methods of protection are forms of control measures in response to hazards
and risks. As such, the choice of protection method must be the result of a risk assessment and
should aim to provide the highest level of protection for those who may be exposed. It is also
important to recognise that in these environments and at specific types of incident, the potential
for dynamic change is high and the reassessment of control measures must be regular and
frequent.

Strategic actions

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Consider using hard and soft protection to protect crews from flying debris and shards

Control measure - Personal protective
equipment (PPE)
Control measure knowledge
Personal protective equipment (PPE) is equipment that will protect the user against health or safety
risks. It can include items such as helmets, gloves, eye protection, high-visibility clothing and safety
footwear. Equipment such as Chemical Protective Suits (CPC), Respiratory Protective Equipment
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(RPE) and safety harnesses are considered PPE and are covered in more detail elsewhere in
guidance. PPE should be regarded as a last resort where risks to health and safety cannot be
adequately controlled in other ways. Service risk assessments should define the specific PPE
required for an activity to avoid unsuitable selection.
If more than one item of PPE is to be worn, they must be compatible with each other and
adequately control the risks when used together. PPE must be maintained in good working order
and properly stored when not in use. Employees must make proper use of PPE in accordance with
training received and report any loss, damage, destruction or fault.
During protracted incidents and when making up equipment personnel may be inclined to relax
PPE; incident commanders should be vigilant and base any decision to downgrade the need for PPE
on an assessment of residual risk.
When PPE has become dirty, contaminated or damaged it may not perform to the standard
required by the appropriate specification. PPE should only be worn if it has been subject to
appropriate cleaning or decontamination and testing processes.
See: Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 1992
For further information on respiratory protective equipment see, National Operational
Guidance: Operations - Respiratory Protective Equipment

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services must:
Provide employees with suitable personal protective equipment that fits the wearer correctly
and adequately controls identified risks
Ensure that personal protective equipment and respiratory protective equipment worn
simultaneously is compatible and does not negatively impact other safety measures
Provide appropriate accommodation for personal protective equipment when not in use
Fire and rescue services should:
Specify the level of PPE for hazards identified through risk assessment and communicate to
personnel
Have suitable arrangements for the cleaning and maintenance of PPE in accordance with the
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manufacturer's instructions
Ensure that there are suitable arrangements to support the replenishment of PPE

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Ensure that all personnel wear the level of PPE identified by service risk assessments,
procedures and training
Ensure the appropriate PPE is maintained throughout the incident based on an assessment
of risk
Check the condition and serviceability of PPE when assessing operational readiness for
redeployment
Recognise the potential contamination of equipment and PPE and follow service procedures

Hazard - Ineffective communications: Above
ground structures
Hazard Knowledge
Communication with crews working on non-building and temporary structures may be ineffective
because of distance, interference and barriers. If this may happen, incident commanders must
ensure they make provisions to maintain communication. Where this is not possible, they must put
in place procedures to withdraw teams if there is a communications failure.

Control measure - Incident commander
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communication
Control measure knowledge
Effective communication is fundamental to achieving successful and safe resolution of incidents. It
provides the incident commander with knowledge about the situation and progress of tasks.
Obtaining accurate and timely information is crucial to underpin situational awareness and
subsequent decision-making. It helps the incident commander perform the role in a confident and
determined manner and thereby assert their leadership and authority.
Communication also plays a vital role in co-ordinating activities, completing tasks and handover of
command. Sharing accurate and timely information is also critical for helping others to have a
common understanding of the situation, what is happening and what needs to happen next. Even
the most effective plans will only work if the people putting them into practice understand them.
As well as exchanging information, good communication helps to build relationships between
people. These relationships are important so that people are effective when they carry out their
tasks to resolve the incident. Incident commanders should be aware that effective communication
is essential for good leadership and makes it easier for people to follow instructions, understand
briefings and have confidence in what is being stated.
Effective communication should:
Provide information that is:
Clear
Relevant and concise
Timely
Be easily understood
Be delivered confidently
Include active listening
Ensure verbal and non-verbal communications are aligned
Ensure assumptions are questioned

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that they have appropriate communications systems in place at incidents and
adequately prepare personnel for communicating with others effectively in an operational
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environment
Ensure there is resilience in all their communication strategies and aligned equipment used
on the incident ground
Ensure appropriate control measures are in place to support reinstating operational
communication across all aspects of operational incident command in the event of
equipment and strategy failure
Develop robust systems that ensure that the handover of command is structured and does
not compromise the safe management of the incident

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Communicate objectives, priorities and tactics to be adopted in resolving the incident
Ensure that the location of crews is accurately reported and recorded
Deliver clear, concise and timely briefings to crews, command support functions and other
agencies
Communicate the incident situation to other responders via fire control using the M\ETHANE
message protocol
Debrief crews that have withdrawn from a working area during an incident to gain
operational intelligence
Provide a structured brief when handing over and taking over command
Maintain an accurate record of information received from the incident ground
Communicate the contents of any M\ETHANE message transmitted to all responders
Regularly pass information to fire control regarding incident progress
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Control measure - Select and use appropriate

communication equipment
Control measure knowledge
Communication systems should be appropriate for the environment in which they are used. Radio
communications will not always be possible and the use of 'line' communications or line of sight,
hand or whistle signals may be required.

Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure they have appropriate communications for all scenarios and environments

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Establish an effective system of communication considering distances and the working
environment
Implement fallback procedures should there be a failure in the communications equipment

Control measure - Maintain visibility with
operators
Control measure knowledge
Where possible, line of sight between incident supervisors and operators should be maintained. In
some circumstances, using hand or whistle signals will be appropriate. Where this is considered, all
personnel must be aware of the system employed and there must be sufficient personnel for it to
be effective.
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Strategic actions
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure they have appropriate communications for all scenarios and environments

Tactical actions
Incident commanders should:
Maintain visual contact with responders working on structures and use agreed hand or
whistle signals
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